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Credits
The activities in this kit are taken from the Teach Engineering website at
www.teachengineering.org and the NASA Rocket Educator Guide (2008) found on the NASA
Educator website at
www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/topnav/materials/listbytype/Rockets.html.
TeachEngineering.org is a collaborative project between faculty, students and teachers associated
with five universities and the American Society for Engineering Education, with NSF National
Science Digital Library funding.

Introduction
This kit contains activities, learning goals, educational standards, and assessments
designed to teach students, through the use of inquiry, how rockets function by
understanding Newton’s Laws. The majority of the activities in this kit are aimed at
students in 3-5th grades (however they can be adapted for use with other grade levels).
The 2nd orange tab contains activities for higher grade levels, 6 through 8. The last tab
contains activities from the Rocket Educator Guide produced by NASA.
Curriculum taken from the Teach Engineering website is broken down into curricular
units (broad overview of topic), lesson plans within that particular unit, and lesson
activities associated with each lesson plan. Each lesson includes a summary,
introduction, background and concepts for teacher, pre- and post- assessment, along with
lesson extension activities, where to obtain additional information, and ideas for further
investigation. Each activity includes a summary of what the students will learn, the
materials needed, an experimental procedure, and embedded assessment opportunities.
Handouts are provided, which can be copied and distributed to students to help guide
them through the activities. Possible modifications have been notated in green and
italicized on the Binder Contents page for certain activities. By accessing the Teach
Engineering website at www.teachengineering.org you can view the pictures, diagrams
and descriptions on the website, as well as access their list of references for more
information along with their lesson extension activities.
Please assist Wyoming Space Grant Consortium in the upkeep and evaluation of this
resource kit. Please inform us right away if you find any missing, broken, or
malfunctioning parts (phone: 307-766-2862, e-mail: wsgc@uwyo.edu). Before shipping
the trunk, please check the inventory (use included inventory sheet) to make sure all
materials have been returned. Also, please complete an evaluation form and return it to
our mailing address (below).
If you have any questions about the materials in the kit, shipping the trunk, or scheduling
a trunk, please contact us –
Phone: 307-766-2862
E-mail: wsgc@uwyo.edu

Mailing Address (P.O. Box):
Wyoming NASA Space Grant
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy
Dept. 3905
1000 E. University Ave.
Laramie, WY 82071

Shipping Address (for parcel carriers):
Wyoming NASA Space Grant
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy
Dept. 3905
th
16 and Gibbon
Laramie, WY 82071
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Evaluation Form
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this evaluation form. Your comments will help us better
plan future resource trunks. Feel free to use the backside of this sheet or another sheet of paper if
you need more room. Please return this form to:
Wyoming NASA Space Grant
Dept. 3905
1000 E. University Ave
Laramie, WY 82071
Date: ____________________________

Grade level(s) taught: ________________________

Name (optional): _______________________________________________________________
School name and address: _______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
1. Which activity did you find most effective? Why?

2. How did you integrate these activities into your curriculum?

3. Which activity did you find the least effective? Why?

4. Was the format of activities easy to follow?

5. Were the curricula and standards helpful? Why or why not?

6. Would you like to see anything added to this trunk?

7. Would you recommend this trunk to other teachers? Why or why not?

8. Any additional comments?

Materials Master List:
Materials Provided in the Rockets! Trunk
 Teachers guide
 NASA Rockets Educator guide
 Envelope with Inner Planets
 Envelope with Outer Planets
 11 balloon racer cars
 assorted balloons
 assorted straws
 1 balloon pump
 1 roll of fishing line
 2 stomp pumps
 6 foam rockets
 1 pump rocket launcher
 1 bike pump
 8 rockets
 2 rolls cellophane tape
 8 film canisters
 8 alka seltzer tablets
 1 Backyard blaster and instruction sheet
 10 safety goggles
 1 box of rubber bands
 5 scissors
 clear plastic cups
 2 boxes of paper clips (1 large/1 small)
 2 masking tape
 1 duct tape
 5 rulers
 1 bag cotton balls

Materials to be supplied by educator
 Paper
 Card stock, construction paper, cardboard
 Glue or glue sticks
 Pencils, colored pencils, markers, or crayons
 Drawing paper
 Paper towels
 Stopwatch or clock
 Vinegar
 Baking soda (optional)
 Sink, tub or bowl to hold water
 Pitcher (if launching inside)

Wyoming NASA Space Grant
Rockets! Trunk
Inventory Sheet
Date Inventoried
Teachers' Guide
NASA Rocket Guide
Inner Planets Envelope
Outer Planets Envelop
Box #1
Pullback cars (6)
Wind up toys (6)
Jumping spring toys (6)
Newton's Cradle (2)
Box #2
Balloon racer cars (11)
Assorted balloons
Assorted straws
Balloon pump (1)
Fishing line (1)
Box #3
Stomp pump (2)
Foam rockets (6)
Box #4
Pump rocket launcher (1)
Rockets (8)
Box #5
Safety goggles (10 pairs)
Box #6
Film canisters (8)
Alks seltzer packets (8)
Ziploc Bags
Tape (2 rolls)
Rubber bands (1 box)
Scissors (5)
Paper clips (1 box each, small & large)
Masking tape (2 rolls)
Duct tape (1 roll)
Rulers (5)
Loose in Box
Bike pump (1)
Backyard Blaster and Instructions (1)
Clear plastic cups
Cotton balls (1 bag)

Please make sure
all items are inside
before shipping

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/topnav/materials/listbytype/Rockets.html
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/index.html
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/forkids/kidsclub/flash/
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/nasaeclips/index.html
http://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/programs/national/core/home/index.html
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/k-4/learning/F_Educator_Resource_Center_Network.html

Binder Contents
Introduction
Evaluation Form
Master Materials List
Inventory Sheet
Additional Resources

The Tabbed Sections in this Binder are:
1. Curricular Unit - Rockets
o Unit Summary
 Lesson – Keep in Touch: Communications and Satellites
• Introduction to the story of Spacewoman Tess, Spaceman
Rohan and their daughter Maya
2. Lesson – Newton Gets Me Moving
o What is a Rocket? Quiz
 Activity: Newton Rocket Car (modify using cars provided in
trunk, Box 2)
3. Lesson – Rocket Me into Space
o Activity: Strawkets and Control
o Activity: Strawkets and Weight
o Activity: Strawkets and Thrust
4. Lesson – Blast Off
o Activity: Fuel Mystery Dis-Solved!
o Activity: Aqua-Thrusters!
o Activity: Pop Rockets
5. Lesson – Learn to Build a Rocket in 5 Days or Your Money Back
o Activity: Rockets on a Shoestring Budget
6. Lesson – Where Am I: Navigation and Satellites
o Conclusion to the story of Spacewoman Tess, Spaceman Rohan and
their daughter Maya
7. Curricular Unit – Solar System!
o Unit Summary
 Lesson – Destination Outer Space

• Rocket Worksheet
o Activity: Pop Rockets (duplicate lesson from #4
above)
o Activity: Rocket Power
8. Higher Grade Lessons
o Curricular Unit – Mechanics Mania (Grade 5-7)
 Mechanics Mania Pre/Post Test
• Lesson – Motion Commotion
o Activity: Action-Reaction! Rocket
o Curricular Unit – Space (Grade 6-8)
 Lesson – Space Travel
• Activity: Into Space!
9. NASA Rockets Educator Guide Activities
o 3…2…1…Puff!
o Newton Car (modify using cars provided in trunk, Box 2)
o Rocket Races (modify using cars provided in trunk, Box 2; test
different balloon sizes and inflation rates for the car races)
o Pop! Rocket Launcher (modify using stomp pumps and/or foam
rockets, Box 3)
o Pop! Rockets (modify using stomp pumps and/or foam rockets, Box
3)
o High-Power Paper Rocket Launcher (already built - pump rocket
launcher, Box 4)
o High-Power Paper Rockets (modify using included rockets, Box 4)
o Advanced High-Power Power Paper Rockets (modify using included
rockets, Box 4)
o Water Rocket Launcher (already included - Backyard Blaster)
o Water Rocket Construction

Curricular Unit: Rockets

Grade: 4 (3-5)

Summary
This unit teaches students how and why engineers design satellites to benefit life on Earth as well as
allows students an opportunity to explore motion, rockets and rocket motion. Students discover that the
motion of all objects including the flight of a rocket and even the movement of a canoe is governed by
Newton's three laws of motion. Space exploration is a huge consideration for aerospace engineers, and
this unit introduces students to the challenges of getting into space for the purpose of exploration. The
ideas of thrust, weight and control are covered, allowing students to fully understand how and why
rockets are designed with these concepts in mind. Also, students learn about the engineering design
process and re-engineering as they design and build their own rockets after learning how and why the
experts make specific engineering choices. Lastly, students explore the concept of triangulation that is
used in navigation satellites and global positioning systems designed by engineers. And, by investigating
these technologies, they learn how people can determine their position or the location of someone else.

How are rockets and satellites connected? How are rockets and engineers connected? How about rockets
and Newton's laws? The answers are many! Engineers have played a key role in designing satellites,
getting them into orbit (via rockets!), and using the information they relay back to Earth. Anytime an
engineer is working on something that moves, including rockets, they use Newton's laws of motion to
help describe how it is going to move. Designing and building a rocket requires many different types of
engineers working together to create equipment that works properly. When designing a rocket, engineers
must not only consider how far and fast it needs to go, but also how much it will cost, how safe it will be,
how heavy it will be, and what impact it will have on the environment. Engineers also often make several
design iterations along the way. This means they design and test a rocket, discover what needs to be fixed,
and then redesign and test until they come up with a successful final design.
Engineering Connection
Keywords: acceleration, action, chemical reaction, communication, design, energy, force, GPS, mass,
motion, Newton, orbit, re-design, rocket, satellite, thrust, weight

Related Subject Areas
• Earth and Space
• Physical Science
• Science and Technology
Related Lessons
• Keep in Touch: Communications and Satellites
• Newton Gets Me Moving
www.TeachEngineering.org - Free resources for K-12
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• Rocket Me into Space
• Blast Off
• Learn to Build a Rocket in 5 Days or Your Money Back
• Where Am I: Navigation and Satellites
Related Activities
• Aqua-Thrusters!
• Find It!
• Fuel Mystery Dis-Solved!
• I'm Not in Range
• Newton Rocket Car
• Pop Rockets
• Rockets on a Shoestring Budget
• Strawkets and Control
• Strawkets and Thrust
• Strawkets and Weight
Contributors
See individual lessons and activities.
Copyright
© 2009 by by Regents of the University of Colorado.
This digital library content was developed by the Integrated Teaching and Learning Program.
Supporting Program (Return to Contents)
Integrated Teaching and Learning Program, College of Enginering, University of Colorado at Boulder
Last Modified: August 27, 2009
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Lesson: Keep in Touch: Communications and Satellites

See end of lesson for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Figure 1.
Communications
Satellite
Summary
How do we communicate with each other? How do we communicate with people who are close by? How
do we communicate with people who are far away? In this lesson, students will explore the role of
communications and how satellites help people communicate with others far away and in remote areas
with nothing around (i.e., no obvious telecommunications equipment). Students will learn about how
engineers design satellites to benefit life on Earth. This lesson also introduces the theme of the rockets
curricular unit.
Engineering Connection
Satellites have been used for years for various purposes including scientific research, weather,
communications, navigation and even for observing Earth. Engineers have played a key role in designing
these satellites, getting them into orbit, and using the information they relay back to Earth.
Communicating with people has always been an important part of human's existence. As people live
further away from each other, and as they explore more and more remote regions, communication with
each other becomes even more important.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Introduction/Motivation
3. Background
4. Vocabulary
5. Associated Activities
6. Lesson Closure
7. Attachments
8. Assessment
9. Extensions
10. References

Grade Level: 4 (3-5)

Lesson #: 1 of 6

Time Required: 15 minutes

Lesson Dependency :None

Keywords: communication, orbit, satellite, motion
Related Curriculum
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
activities
I'm Not in Range
Educational Standards
• Colorado Science
• a. Gather, analyze, and interpret data about components of the solar system (Grade 4) [2009]
www.TeachEngineering.org - Free resources for K-12
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• b. Utilize direct and indirect evidence to investigate the components of the solar system (Grade 4)
[2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• D. The processing of information through the use of technology can be used to help humans make
decisions and solve problems. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
• E. Information can be acquired and sent through a variety of technological sources, including print and
electronic media. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this lesson, students should be able to:
• List several different types of satellites that have been designed by engineers.
• Describe how a satellite phone receives and transmits signals for communication.
• Explain the concept of an orbit and give examples of several things that orbit.
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Spacewoman Tess and Spaceman Rohan's daughter Maya is heading off on a six-month solo canoe trip
through northern Canada to previously unexplored waters. Spacewoman Tess and Spaceman Robert are
very excited, though very worried about their daughter. If you were Maya's parents, what would you be
worried about? If you were Maya herself, what would you be worried about?

They are all worried about being able to communicate with their daughter — to know where Maya is and
that she is safe. Communicating is how we are able to get ideas or messages across to another person.
Let's brainstorm a list of different ways of communicating. (Possible answers include: speaking, sign
language, telephone, letters, body gestures, television, radio, email, websites, etc.) Which ways work well
for people who are standing close together? (Possible answers: speaking, body gestures, sign language,
newspaper, etc.) Which ways work well for people that are far apart, as in a different country? (Possible
answers: telephone, email, television, radio, newspaper, etc. If types of mass communication don't come
up, ask students how news is communicated, or what kind of television service they have at home?)
Leave this list on the board.
What about knowing where you are located or where other people are located? Let's brainstorm ways that
people can know where they are or where other people are located. (Possible answers: Maps, calling
people to ask them, identification markers, satellite navigation. To get the answers going, ask how pilots
know where they are in the huge open sky?) How do vehicles such as aircraft or ships, or even some cars
know where they are at any time? (Possible answers: maps, global positioning satellite systems,
identification markers, etc.) Leave this list on the board as well.
Demonstration: Before class begins, attach a string to a ping pong or tennis ball. Hold the string/ball out
in front of you, letting the ball drop towards the ground. Holding the string between your fingers, begin
twirling the ball in a circle using your wrist to obtain a smooth, consistent motion. When you have the
ball turning in a constant motion, cut the string.
Let's think about what has happened with the ball. Have you ever looked up into the sky at night and seen
something moving really slowly across the night sky? Chances are you were seeing a man-made object
that was put into the Earth's atmosphere by engineers and is now orbiting the Earth. What is an orbit?
Well, an orbit is when an object moves around another object in a complete path, like a circle or an oval.
What about the moon, what is it doing as it moves across the sky at night? (Answer: It is orbiting the
Earth.) What about all of the nine planets in the solar system? Do they orbit? (Answer: Yes, they are all
orbiting the sun.) In the demonstration, what was the ball orbiting before the string was cut? (Answer: It
www.TeachEngineering.org - Free resources for K-12
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was orbiting the teacher's write; also okay to accept finger(s) as an answer.)
The common theme we have discussed so far is satellites. Engineers design and build satellites for
different types of communication. Some satellites are used for communication between people, while
other satellites send data to be processed to a computer back on Earth. There are hundreds of satellites
orbiting the Earth right now for various purposes, including scientific research, weather research and
prediction, navigation and observation of the Earth. Actually, the Earth even has a natural satellite. Do
you know what it is? (Answer: The moon!) People can communicate via satellites and even know exactly
where satellites are being utilized. So, how can Spaceman Rohan, Spacewoman Tess and Maya use a
satellite for their benefit? (Give time for students to answer. Possible answers may include: to
find/confirm their location and to talk to each other.)
Man-made — or artificial — satellites orbit the Earth, receiving and transmitting signals. Basically, a
signal is sent from a computer or a person in one location on Earth up to a satellite that is orbiting the
Earth, and then back down to another person or computer somewhere else. By using orbiting satellites in
space, Spaceman Rohan and Spacewoman Tess will be able to communicate with Maya by using
something called a satellite phone. Can you guess how this special phone works? A satellite phone is a
mobile phone that transmits (sends) signals to an orbiting satellite that receives the signal, and then
transmits them to another phone. Maya's parents can definitely use a satellite phone to communicate with
her. Maya can even use satellites to help her figure out exactly where she is during her trip using
something called GPS (Global Positioning System). GPS is a special type of satellite that records
locations of signals and sends the coordinates of that location back to another transmitter or computer.
Today, we are going to learn some more about satellites and how engineers have designed them for
different forms of communication.

Lesson Background & Concepts for Teachers
Orbits
Figure 2 illustrates how an artificial satellite can orbit the Earth. In theory, if a cannon is fired fairly
weakly, the path of the cannonball will be that of a parabolic arc and will land perhaps a few hundred
yards away. The numbered frame 1 shows a cannon using a little more gunpowder, which causes the
cannonball to shoot a little bit farther. In this situation, the ball lands perhaps a few hundred miles away.
We can see just a little of the Earth's curvature, but it does not really affect anything. In the second
numbered frame, using a super-shooter, the cannonball is shot hard enough that it travels several thousand
miles. This frame illustrates that the curvature of the Earth has had an effect. The ball travels much farther
than it would have had the Earth been flat. Finally, in the third numbered frame, a mega-super-big cannon
fires the cannonball at the unbelievable velocity of 5 miles/second (nearly 17,000 miles/hour; the fastest
jet planes can fly 2 or 3 thousand miles/hour). The result of this shot is that the ball misses the Earth as it
falls.
Figure 2.
An
illustration
of an
artificial
satellite
launch.
However, the Earth's gravitational pull causes it to both continuously change direction and continuously
fall. The result is a "cannonball" which is orbiting the earth. In the absence of gravity, however, the
original throw (even the shortest, slow one) would have continued in a straight line, leaving the Earth far
www.TeachEngineering.org - Free resources for K-12
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behind.
Satellites
An artificial satellite is a manufactured object that orbits Earth or something else in space on a continual
basis. Satellites are used to study the universe, to help forecast the weather, to transfer telephone calls and
to assist in ship and aircraft navigation. Specifically, communications satellites serve as relay stations,
receiving radio signals from one location and transmitting them to another. A communications satellite
can relay several television programs or many thousands of telephone calls at once. They are used to
bounce messages from one part of the world to another.
Figure 3. The
basic
components of a
communications
satellite link
Every communications satellite involves the transmission of information from an originating ground
station to the satellite, followed by a retransmission of the information from the satellite back to the
ground (see Figure 3). The retransmission may either be to a select number of ground stations or it may
be broadcast to everyone in a large area.
Space shuttles carry some satellites into space, but most satellites are launched by rockets that fall into the
ocean after the fuel is used up.
Cellular Phones and Satellite Phones
A cellular phone can be described as a very sophisticated radio. They are a type of wireless
communication device that uses many small cells with a base station and a cell phone tower at the center
of each cell. These cells have extensive frequencies that allow many thousands of people to use cell
phones at the same time. In this process, cellular calls are transferred from base station to base station as a
user travels from cell to cell. A cellular network is composed of cellular towers. In essence, when a call is
placed from your cell phone, it travels by radio waves to a cellular tower that picks up the specific signal
from your phone. These cellular towers are thought of as cells, with each cell able to typically pick up a
signal within 10 square miles. The signal is then sent to a Mobile Telephone Switching Office (MTSO)
which handles calls from several towers — called a cluster. The MTSO transfers the signal to a local
phone line that sends the signal to the final destination via landline, microwave signals or satellite. The
MTSO senses when the signal is becoming weak and hands your call off to the next tower — or the
MTSO in the next cluster. It controls the quality of your link by keeping you connected to the best
possible signal as you move from cell to cell. When you have traveled beyond the range of the towers, the
signal is lost and you cannot make or receive calls.
Satellite phones do not use cells or cell towers for sending/receiving calls. Most satellite phones use Low
Earth Orbiting (LEO) communication satellites. When a satellite phone is turned on, the signal goes up to
any number of satellites in a compatible constellation (group of satellites) where it is then registered with
the constellation. When a call is made through the satellite phone, the signal goes to the satellites and then
is directed down to a ground station and then further directed to the call destination. The call can be
directed to a land-line as well as a cellular network and the reverse is also true. This process allows the
satellite phone to be used in the middle of no where — great distances from any cellular phone tower —
and thus providing an essential form of communication for those who travel to the beyond!
Vocabulary/Definitions (Return to Contents)
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Constellation:
Gravity:
Low Earth Orbiting
(LEO):

Navigation:
Orbit:
Parabolic:
Satellite:

An easily recognized group of stars or satellites that appear to be located close
together in the sky.
The force by which a planet or other celestial body tends to draw objects toward
its center.
When a satellite circles close to Earth (200-500 miles high), it is in Low Earth
Orbit (LEO). Because they orbit so close to Earth, they must travel very fast
(17,000 miles per hour) so that gravity will not pull them back into the
atmosphere.
The science and technology of finding the position and directing the course of
vessels and aircraft.
The path of a celestial body or an artificial satellite as it revolves around another
body.
Plane curve consisting of all points equidistant from a given fixed point and a
given fixed line.
An object that travels (orbits) around another object, while under the influence
of a gravitational force.

Associated Activities
• I'm Not in Range - In this activity, students learn about cellular phone and satellite phone
communication. They will create a model to demonstration their knowledge.
Lesson Closure
In this lesson, we learned that engineers design satellites for a variety of purposes, including
communication. Many of these satellites are in orbit around the Earth. The satellite stays in orbit using the
Earth's natural gravitational force. Rockets and other spacecraft are used to get the satellites into orbit.
Satellites receive signals from one person or computer and transmit them to somewhere else. These
satellites help people receive information from around the world in regards to news, weather, location,
research and just the latest word from a friend. Can you remember some examples of specific satellite
technologies designed by engineers? (Answers: satellite phones, global positioning satellites)
Now that we better understand some methods of communication, Spacewoman Tess, Spaceman Rohan
and Maya have options available to them so they can stay in touch with Maya, even in the middle of
nowhere.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Communication and Satellite Jeopardy Overhead
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Lesson Assessment
Discussion Question: Solicit, integrate and summarize student responses.
• Ask students to individually think about their mornings and write down all of the different forms
of communication they may have used or have seen used. (Answers may include: talking, reading
- a book, the newspaper or the chalk/white board, using the telephone, etc.)
• Ask students if they know anyone who lives very far away from them and how they communicate
with that person? Or, do other people far away communicate with them? Discuss how these
methods of communication differ from communicating with someone close to them.
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Post-Introduction Assessment
Diagramming: Break students into groups of 2 or 3, and ask them to draw a picture of a communications
satellite orbiting the Earth. Tell them to include as much detail as possible in their diagram; they should
label components.
Post-Lesson/Lesson Summary Assessment
Diagramming/Reiteration: In their groups, have students look again at their pictures of a communications
satellite orbiting the Earth. Have them discuss if there anything they need to add to the picture or take
away to improve it.
Communication and Satellite Jeopardy: Break students into groups of 3 or 4. Using the chart below, ask
students to pick a category and dollar amount. (Note: a copy of the chart without the questions is included
in the attachments section to use an overhead or to be copied.) The answer corresponding to the dollar
amount and category is read out loud. The student groups have to come up with the question (i.e., Student
says: "I'll take Communication for four hundred please." The answer is read by the teacher: "This form of
communication uses the computer to type and send messages that are read by their recipient on another
computer via the internet." The students would have to come up with the question: "What is E-mail?")

Lesson Extension Activities (Return to Contents)
Have students investigate other methods of communication that use and do not use technology. Ask them
to answer questions, such as: what types of communication did people in Asia use in the 19th century?
What types of communication do specific animals use? What types of communication might people
without communication technology — who are in distress — use?
Have students research what other types of satellites do and why they also might be useful. Challenge
students to find pictures or other information that was generated via an Earth orbiting satellite.
Have students make models of satellites including the power-generating devices, the receiver and
transmitting antenna and devices, etc.
References (Return to Contents)
Abby, Mary Kay and Reda, Ellena. "I've got Your Number: Mathematics for Telecommunications," Lab
10, The Math Works Project, Montgomery Community College, Maryland, and Dutchess Community
College, New York, http://www.ccc.commnet.edu/mwp/book1/section1/abstract10.shtml - accessed
December 2005.
NASA's Observatorium, "Satellite Orbits," (
http://observe.arc.nasa.gov/nasa/education/reference/orbits/orbits.html) - accessed November 2005.
Oberright, John E. "Satellite, Artificial." World Book Online Reference Center, 2004, World Book, Inc.,
http://www.worldbookonline.com/wb/Article?id=ar492220, - accessed December 2005.
Gobalcom Satellite Communication, Decatur, IL, http://www.globalcomsatphone.com/about.html accessed December 2005.
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Figure 1. Communications Satellite.

Figure 2. An illustration of an artificial satellite launch.

Figure 3. The basic components of a communications satellite link.

Lesson: Newton Gets Me Moving

See end of lesson for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Summary
In this lesson, students will explore motion, rockets and rocket motion while assisting Spacewoman Tess,
Spaceman Rohan and Maya in their explorations. They will first learn some basic facts about vehicles,
rockets and why we use them. Then, the students will discover that the motion of all objects including the
flight of a rocket and movement of a canoe is governed by Newton's three laws of motion.
Engineering Connection
Anytime an engineer is working on something that moves, they use Newton's laws of motion to help
describe how it is going to move. This includes cars, trains, boats, airplanes and rockets. Really,
Newton's laws of motion govern anything that is — simply — in motion. Knowing how a vehicle will
move is very important when designing a successful vehicle. And, similarly, knowing how a rocket will
move is obviously very important to designing a successful rocket. Newton's laws dictate how much fuel
is needed, how big the rocket must be, how much the rocket can weigh, how long the rocket must burn,
and even how fast the rocket will go.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Introduction/Motivation
3. Background
4. Vocabulary
5. Associated Activities
6. Lesson Closure
7. Attachments
8. Assessment
9. Extensions
10. References

Grade Level: 4 (3-5)

Lesson #: 2 of 6

Time Required: 15 minutes

Lesson Dependency :None

Keywords: Newton, motion, rocket, action, reaction, acceleration, mass, force, energy
Related Curriculum
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
activities
Newton Rocket Car
Educational Standards
• Colorado Science
• d. Develop a scientific explanation regarding relationships of the components of the solar system
(Grade 4) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• D. The use of transportation allows people and goods to be moved from place to place. (Grades 3 - 5)
[2000]
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• E. A transportation system may lose efficiency or fail if one part is missing or malfunctioning or if a
subsystem is not working. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this lesson, students should be able to:
• Describe the characteristics and function of rockets.
• Identify and explain Newton's three laws of motion.
• Describe how Newton's laws relate to engineering, rockets and paddling.
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
What are vehicles and why do we need them? (With the students, discuss what their concept of a vehicle
is. They should get to the conclusion that a vehicle is a device that allows something to move from one
place to another quicker than if there was no vehicle at all.) Now, what is motion? What are some
different ways a person can get from one place to another? (List the students' answers on the board.
Possible answers include: walk, run, bicycle, skateboard, drive/ ride in a car, train, boat, airplane or
rocket.) How do these objects move? You're right! Everything that moves should in one way or another
involve a push or a pull, which engineers call a force. For example, an engine in a car causes the wheels
to turn, which then push against the ground, while a sailboat is pulled along by the wind. Every single
motion is caused by a force. If there were not a push or a pull, objects — or in this case, vehicles —
would not go anywhere. This is an example of Newton's first Law, which states that an object at rest tends
to stay at rest and an object in motion tends to stay in motion, unless a force acts upon that object.
Let's look at our list on the board again. Which of these objects move fast and which ones move slowly?
Now that we have separated the list into fast and slow groups, let's think about the forces (pushes and
pulls) acting on the objects. Are the forces acting on the faster objects more or less than the forces acting
on the slower objects? (The students should realize that the faster objects are faster because there is a
larger force acting on them.) This is an example of Newton's second law, which states that the force of an
object is equal to its mass times its acceleration. Larger mass equals larger force.
Which vehicles will Maya and her family be using in their explorations? Tess and Rohan will need a
rocket to carry their communications satellite into space. Maya has a canoe that she will paddle to explore
uncharted waters. A rocket is large, and will take a large force to get it moving. A canoe is smaller and
will need a smaller force to get it moving.
So how do we create a force to move an object? Let's think about Maya in her canoe. How will she move
it? (Answer: She will only move if there is a force acting upon her canoe.) Maya needs a force to move,
and that force may arrive in many different forms: Maya could use the movement of the water as a force
to move her canoe if the water is going in the right direction; she could use a paddle to move or push her
canoe; or, she could have a friend push her in the canoe. If Maya was holding a bowling ball in her canoe
and threw it overboard, would she move? The answer is yes, throwing the bowling ball in one direction
would cause Maya and her canoe to move in the opposite direction. Can you see that for every movement,
there is some responding action happening in the opposite direction? This is an example of Newton's third
law which states that every action has an equal and opposite reaction. (Note: You can demonstrate this
using a skateboard or a rolling chair.)
So, what about Tess' rocket? What makes a rocket a rocket? A rocket is a device that burns fuel causing
extremely hot gasses to be ejected from the rocket out the nozzle (the tailend). The action of all this hot
gas moving in one direction causes the rocket to move in the opposite direction. Rockets usually burn
either liquid or solid fuel. It takes a lot of engineers to build a modern rocket since they are so
complicated. Figure 1 shows a diagram of a liquid fuel rocket.
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Figure 1.
Diagram
of a
liquid
fuel
rocket
Figure
2.
Liquid
and
solid
rockets
on the
space
shuttle.
In a liquid fuel rocket, the fuel and oxidizer are pumped into a combustion chamber where the fuel and
oxidizer burn to create super hot gas that is forced to escape through the nozzle. The rocket works on the
same principle as Maya throwing the bowling ball while sitting in her canoe (do you remember: that for
every action, there is an opposite reaction), but instead of throwing bowling balls the rocket is throwing
hot gas. The rocket throws the hot gas down towards the Earth, which causes the rocket to move upward,
away from the Earth. This does not seem like it would push the rocket very far, but the rocket is throwing
so much hot gas at such a high speed that it can move very quickly. There are also rockets that use solid
fuels. These are simpler rockets since there is no pump or oxidizer, but these rockets cannot be turned on
and off. Typically, solid fuel rockets are not as efficient as liquid fuel rockets. Examples of liquid fuel
rockets include the space shuttle's main engine as well as the Atlas, Titan and Delta rockets that are used
to put satellites into space. Examples of solid fuel rockets include the solid rocket boosters on the space
shuttle, rocket powered cars and bottle rockets. Figure 2 shows the liquid and solid fuel rockets on the
space shuttle.
For what purpose do engineers design rockets? Well, we have already talked about designing rockets to
go fast, but there are other reasons engineers design rockets. You may have heard or read that we often
use rockets on spacecraft and satellites. That is because right now rockets are the only efficient way we
have to move in space. Jets or propellers cannot be used to travel in space because they need air to work,
and, as we know, there is no air in space. And, we cannot use a canoe to get around space because there is
no water in which to paddle. Actually, we could get around in space if we had a bunch of bowling balls to
throw. By throwing the bowling balls in one direction, we would successfully move in the opposite
direction; however, throwing bowling balls is not the best way to move around in space, so we will stick
to using rockets for now. Today, we are going to learn more about motion, engineering and about how a
man named Isaac Newton formed three laws that tell us why objects — including rockets and canoes
—move.

Lesson Background & Concepts for Teachers
Newton's Laws of Motion
The basic motion of any object is described by Isaac Newton's three laws of motion. His simple laws
explain how objects move and, more specifically, how a rocket moves in the atmosphere and in space or
how a canoe moves that is paddled in the water. (Note: For more reading on Sir Isaac Newton, see the
accompanying reading material.)
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Newton's First Law
Newton's First Law states that an object at rest tends to stay at rest and an object in motion tends to stay
in motion unless a force acts upon that object. This means that for an object to speed up or slow down,
there must be a force to push or pull on the object. Sometimes a force acting on an object causes that
object to stay at rest or in motion. This is because there is another force that is canceling out the first
force. For example, a person just standing on the ground has a force acting on him or her. This force is
called gravity, but even though gravity is acting on this person, they are not actually moving. How can
this be? Well, the reason is because the ground is actually pushing up on the person with the same force
as the gravity that is pulling down. This upwards force cancels out gravity, and therefore, there is no
change in motion. Engineers call two forces that cancel each other out balanced forces. If the floor was
not present, gravity would no longer be canceled out by upward force, and the person would start to move
(fall).
An object at rest stays at rest if the forces acting on that object are balanced or there are no forces acting
on it. This is obvious for something that is not moving; but it also applies to moving objects in a vacuum.
An object in motion stays in motion if balanced forces or no forces act on it. If a spaceship floating
through deep space is moving at a constant velocity and has no forces acting on it (for example, gravity),
then there is no change in motion, and the spaceship will keep moving in a straight line - forever!
Continuous motion is not seen on Earth due to friction and other forces slowing things down.
Newton's Second Law
If a bowling ball and a soccer ball were both dropped at the same time from the roof of a tall building,
which would hit the ground with greater force? Common sense picks the bowling ball because it is
heavier. Might we believe this to be true because we naturally assume that the bowling ball will fall
faster? This statement is actually NOT true. Gravity accelerates all objects at the same rate; therefore,
both balls would hit the ground at the same time and with the same velocity. However, the bowling ball
will indeed hit with greater force because it has a greater mass. Newton stated this relationship in his
second law: the force of an object is equal to its mass times its acceleration.
This law of motion is a simple mathematical equation. The three parts of the equation are mass (m),
acceleration (a), and force (F). Using the letters to symbolize each part, the equation can be written as
follows:
F=mxa
To explain this law, consider a cannon as an example: when a cannon is fired, an explosion propels a
cannonball out the open end of the barrel (top end of the cannon). It is propelled a kilometer or two to its
target. At the same time, the cannon itself is pushed backward a meter or two. This is action and reaction
at work (Newton's third law, which we will discuss shortly). Figure 3 shows a cannon and how Newton's
laws of motion cause both the cannon ball and the cannon to move. The force acting on the cannon and
the ball is the same force. What happens to the cannon and the ball is determined by the relative masses,
according to the following equations:
Force on the cannon = mass (of cannon) x acceleration (of cannon)
Force on the ball = mass (of ball) x acceleration (of ball)
The first equation refers to the cannon and the second to the cannon ball. In the first equation, the mass is
the cannon itself and the acceleration is the movement of the cannon. In the second equation, the mass is
the cannon ball and the acceleration is its movement. Because the force (exploding gun powder) is the
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same for the two equations, the equations can be set equal to each other and rewritten as:
mass (of cannon) x acceleration (of cannon) = mass (of ball) x acceleration (of ball)
Figure 3.
Cannon
demonstrating
Newton's laws
of motion.
In order to keep the two sides of the equations equal, the accelerations must balance the masses. In other
words, since the cannon's mass is large and the cannon ball's mass is small, the only way the equation will
balance is if the cannon ball has a much larger acceleration than the cannon. This is why the cannon itself
only rolls back a few feet and the cannon ball actually flies a long distance.
Now, apply this principle to a rocket. Replace the mass of the cannon ball with the mass of the gases
(fuel) being ejected out of the rocket engine nozzle. Replace the mass of the cannon with the mass of the
rocket moving in the other direction. The force is the pressure created by the controlled explosion taking
place inside the rocket's engines (just like the gun powder explosion in the cannon). That pressure
accelerates the fuel gases one way out the nozzle, which causes the rocket to move the other way.
Newton's Third Law
This law states that every action has an equal and opposite reaction. If you have ever run into anything in
surprise or by accident, you should have a sense of this law.
Think about Maya in her canoe. Maya pushes the water back using a paddle, which creates a counterforce
of similar size that propels the canoe forward. When Maya wants to move forward in the canoe, she
paddles in a backward motion; when she wants to move backwards in the canoe (to avoid rocks or trees or
animals), she would move the paddle in a forward motion. Figure 4 illustrates this idea.
As another example, imagine Spaceman Rohan alone at home with a skateboard. He and his skateboard
are in a state of rest (not moving). Spaceman Rohan jumps off the skateboard. In Newton's third law, the
act of jumping is called an action. The skateboard responds to that action by traveling some distance in
the opposite direction. The skateboard's opposite motion is called a reaction. When the distance traveled
by the rider and the skateboard are compared, it would appear that the skateboard has been affected by a
much greater force than the rider, but this is not actually the case. The reason the skateboard has traveled
farther is that it has less mass than the rider (see Newton's second law).
Figure 4. A
canoe and
paddle
demonstrating
Newton's laws
of motion.
With rockets, the action is the expelling of gas out of the engine. The reaction is the movement of the
rocket in the opposite direction. To enable a rocket to lift off from the launch pad, the action (or thrust)
from the engine must be greater than the downward acceleration of gravity on the mass of the rocket. In
space, when the downward acceleration of gravity is balanced, even tiny thrusts will cause the rocket to
change direction.
Rockets actually work better in space than they do in air. The surrounding air impedes the action-reaction.
In the atmosphere, both the nose of the rocket and the exhaust gases leaving the rocket engine must push
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away the surrounding air; this uses up some of the energy of the rocket. In space, the exhaust gases can
escape freely ( action) and there is no air friction to slow the rockets reaction forward.
Vocabulary/Definitions (Return to Contents)
Acceleration:
Force:
Rocket:
Isaac Newton (b.1642
- d.1727):
Mass:
Newton's First Law:

How quickly the speed of an object is changing.
A push or pull that causes motion or change.
A vehicle that moves by ejecting mass.
An English mathematician and physicist who came up with three very important
laws of motion.
A measure of the amount of matter in an object.
No forces = No change in motion. An object at rest tends to stay at rest, and an
object in motion tends to stay in motion unless a force acts on the object.
Newton's Second Law: Force = Mass ï ´ Acceleration
Newton's Third Law: For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.
Rocket:
A vehicle that moves by ejecting mass.
Associated Activities
• Newton Rocket Car - In this activity, students learn about Newton's laws of motion. They will
build a small vehicle that moves by launching a mass backward.
Lesson Closure
Let's look around the room and find examples of balanced and unbalanced forces. Is there an air duct, a
water faucet, a clock, or how about the students themselves? Anytime there is a change in motion, there is
an unbalanced force. Anytime something encounters friction, that is actually a force acting upon that
object. Every time there is a force, there is an equal and opposite force. A fan blade hitting an air
molecule pushes it away (one force), but the air molecule also applies a reactive force to the fan and slows
it down slightly (equal and opposite force). Can you think of examples from everyday life of actions and
reactions? Do you think rockets would work without Newton's third law? (Answer: No way!) It is
important to understand that a force is required for an object to start or stop moving. How fast an object
speeds up (accelerates) is dependent on the mass of the object and the size of the force acting on it.
Lastly, for every action there is always an equal and opposite reaction.
So, as we end this lesson, consider the fact that Spacewoman Tess and Spaceman Rohan need a rocket to
put a communication satellite or two up in orbit in order to keep in contact with Maya as she goes on her
journey. Since you all now understand the laws governing motion, you are capable of becoming engineers
who will be in charge of helping build such a rocket.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• What is a Rocket? Quiz
• What is a Rocket? Quiz - Answer Sheet
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Lesson Assessment
Concept Quiz: Give students the What is a Rocket? Quiz. Do not give them any answers yet. Have the
students work in groups of four. Sharing ideas should be encouraged.
Post Introduction Assessment
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Vehicle Detectives: Break the students up into teams of three to four. Give the teams a specific vehicle
(i.e., skateboard, toy car, toy train, bicycle, pogo stick, etc., but preferably vehicles from the list generated
earlier in the lesson), and ask the students to describe the vehicle's motion using Newton's laws. Questions
to ask:
• What sort of action is used to move the vehicle?
• What is the reaction to that action?
• Does the vehicle experience more or less friction depending on where it is used? Why?
• Is a vehicle that is already in motion more inclined to continue to be in motion? Why? Can you
think of an example of one that is?
• What types of fuel are used to move the vehicle?
• Does the vehicle move fast or move slow? Why?
Lesson Summary Assessment
Concept Quiz: Have students redo their What is a Rocket? Quiz. Discuss the attached answers and have
students correct each other's papers.
Informal Discussion: Solicit, integrate and summarize student responses.
• Ask the students to explain how rocket motion is different from car, airplane or canoe motion and
reference Newton's third law (for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction).
• Ask the students to explain Newton's second law (Force = mass x acceleration). Students should
understand that many different combinations of mass and acceleration can give you the same final
force using F=m x a:
12 = 1 x 12
12 = 2 x 6
12 = 3 x 4
Human Matching: On ten pieces of paper, write either the term or the definition of the vocabulary words.
Ask for volunteers from the class to come up to the front of the room, and give each person one of the
pieces of paper. One at a time, have each volunteer read what is written on his/her paper. Have the
remainder of the class match term to definition by voting. Have student "terms" stand by their
"definitions." At the end, give a brief explanation of the concepts.
Lesson Extension Activities (Return to Contents)
Try going into the gym and have students sit on a skateboard (with their feet off the ground!) while
throwing heavier balls at them. Have students discuss among themselves whether or not they think this is
an efficient way to travel. Is it? (Answer: probably not)
References (Return to Contents)
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Figure 1. Diagram of a liquid fuel rocket

Figure 2. Liquid and solid rockets on the space shuttle

Figure 3. Cannon demonstrating Newton's laws of motion.

Figure 4. A canoe and paddle demonstrating Newton's laws of motion.

Name: _____________________________________

Date: ________________________

Lesson 2: Newton Gets Me Moving –
What is a Rocket? Quiz

Circle the pictures that use rocket power to move:

Circle the pictures that do not use fuel power to move:

Circle True or False:
True or False : Every force has an equal and opposite force.
True or False : A ball sitting on a table creates a force on the table.
True or False : The table does not create a force on the ball.
True or False : An airplane can fly in space.

List two uses of rockets:
______________________________

_________________________________

Rockets: Lesson 2, Newton Gets Me Moving – What is a Rocket? Quiz

1

Lesson 2: Newton Gets Me Moving –
What is a Rocket? Quiz – Answers
Circle the pictures that use rocket power to move:

Fireworks – Yes!

Wind - No

Space Shuttle – Yes!
Steam Trains, Airplanes, and Cars use it indirectly.
They use fuel explosions or heat to eventually turn propellers and wheels.
Could be okay for older kids who understand this.

Circle the pictures that do not use fuel power to move:

Canoe – Yes!

Rocket – No

Bicycle – Yes!

Rockets: Lesson 2, Newton Gets Me Moving – What is a Rocket? Quiz -- Answers

1

Circle True or False:
True or False : Every force has an equal and opposite force.
This is Newton’s Third Law of motion.
True or False : A ball sitting on a table creates a force on the table.
Gravity is pulling the ball down and therefore the ball is push down on
the table.
True or False : The table does not create a force on the ball.
The table pushes up on the ball because if it didn’t the only force would
be gravity and therefore the ball would have to move.
True or False : An airplane can fly in space.
Airplanes require air in order to operate.

List two uses of rockets:
Fireworks, space shuttle, missiles, satellite thrusters, jet packs, rocket
launchers, bottle rockets, science rockets, model rockets, etc…

Rockets: Lesson 2, Newton Gets Me Moving – What is a Rocket? Quiz -- Answers

2

Activity: Newton Rocket Car

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Summary
The purpose of this activity is to demonstrate Newton's third law of motion — which states that every
action has an equal and opposite reaction — through a small wooden car. The Newton cars show how
action/reaction works and how the mass of a moving object affects the acceleration and force of the
system. Subsequently, the Newton cars provide students with an excellent analogy for how rockets
actually work.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating science concept to engineering
Engineers will often build a model to demonstrate and study a law of science. An engineer working on a
rocket could even look at a small wooden car to understand Newton's third law of motion. Such a car
must obey the laws of motion, just as a rocket must. Observing how a toy, wooden car moves forward
when a small block is launched off the back of it is analogous to a rocket moving forward when hot gases
are expelled from the back of the rocket. By studying the similarities and differences between a small
model and an actual rocket, engineers can successfully build a rocket using information obtained during
their demonstrations.
Contents
1. Pre-Req Knowledge
2. Learning Objectives
3. Materials
4. Introduction/Motivation
5. Procedure
6. Attachments
7. Safety Issues
8. Troubleshooting Tips
9. Assessment
10. Extensions
11. Activity Scaling
12. References

Grade Level: 3 (3-5)
Group Size: 4
Time Required: 50 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ 3
Keywords: Newton, motion, third law of motion, rocket car, action, reaction, acceleration, mass, force
Related Curriculum :
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
lessons
Newton Gets Me Moving
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
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• b. Collect and organize data from simple experiments or surveys in class (Grade 3) [2009]
• c. Create picture graphs, bar graphs, dot plots, and frequency tables from a data set (Grade 3) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• D. The use of transportation allows people and goods to be moved from place to place. (Grades 3 - 5)
[2000]
Pre-Req Knowledge (Return to Contents)
Students should be familiar with Newton's three laws of motion (found in the associated lesson, "Newton
Gets Me Moving").
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Explain Sir Isaac Newton's three law of motion.
• Describe what happens to motion if the mass or acceleration is increased.
• Collect and analyze distance data gathered in a Newton car activity.
• Explain why engineers need to know about Newton's laws of motion.
Materials List
If doing this activity as a demonstration for younger students, only one set of supplies/equipment is
needed.
Each group needs:
• 1 wooden block about 10x20x2.5 cm (Note: any size block will work as long as it is bigger than
the fuel block, described below.)
• 1 wooden block about 7.5x5x2.5 cm (as shown in Figure 1; the smaller wooden piece with holes
drilled into it)
• 1 3-inch No. 10 wood screw (round head)
• 2 1-inch No. 10 wood screws (round head)
• 3 rubber bands (all the same size and thickness)
• Several pieces of 3-5 inch cotton string
• 2 lead fishing sinkers or similar weights (about 1/2 ounce each)
• 1 pair scissors
• 1 meter stick
• Masking tape
• Legos®, Tinker® toys, or similar building toys with wheels (each group needs a total of 4
wheels)
Note: If using Legos® wheels is not possible, the Newton Rocket Car can simply be placed on short
cylindrical wooden dowels (roughly ½" -3/4" in diameter and the same length as the width of the car).
This creates a relatively low-friction rolling surface for the Newton Rocket Car.
If desired, the wooden weight blocks may be prepared ahead of time. Supplies needed:
• Drill and bit (the bit size is determined by the diameter of the fishing sinkers or weights and
screws)
• Vice
• Screwdriver
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Figure
1. A
Newton
rocket
car.
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
This activity will provide us with an excellent demonstration of Sir Isaac Newton's three laws of motion.
Can you name the three laws? Previously we learned that a force (push or pull) must act on an object for
the object to either start or stop moving. This is Newton's first law of motion, and it simply means that for
a rocket to start moving there must be a force involved. We have also learned that the force required to
move an object depends on the mass of the object and how fast we want the object to move. This
relationship comes from Newton's second law of motion. Finally, we learned that for every action there is
an equal and opposite reaction. In a rocket, for example, the action is the hot gasses escaping in one
direction, while the reaction is the rocket moving in the opposite direction. This is a good example of
Newton's third law of motion.
In the following activity, we will be using Newton Rocket Cars to demonstrate Newton's laws of motion.
Engineers need to know Newton's laws when deigning a rocket to understand how it will get into space
and move once it is there. The Newton Rocket Car moves on the same principle as a real rocket, but
instead of "throwing" hot gasses like a rocket, the Newton Rocket Car throws a weighted block of wood.
From the following experiments, we will see how Newton's laws of motion dictate the motion of our
model rocket cars.
Why would an engineer need to build a model car like this? Well, engineers will often build a model to
demonstrate and study a concept in science before they build the real thing. By studying the similarities
and differences between a small model and an actual rocket, engineers can build a more successful rocket.
Tess and Rohan want to use a satellite to help communicate with their daughter, Maya, on her canoe trip.
As Rohan and Tess' engineers, your models should help us build an understanding of the motion of
rockets, and what may be needed to better design and build the rocket for getting Tess' communications
satellite into space. Since the laws of motion are universal, the understanding of this model will also help
Maya understand her canoeing motion.

Procedure
Before the Lesson
Figure 2.
Construction
Phase 1.
Preparing the blocks and string:
1. Screw two 1-inch screws into each side of one end of the large wood blocks with enough room
for the smaller block to slide between them. See Figure 2.
2. Screw one 3-inch screw into the center of the other end of each of the large wood blocks, as
shown in Figure 2. (Note: try to keep the distance between screws equal on all blocks.)
3. Place each of the short pieces of wood into a vice and drill 3-4 holes so that a sinker (or other
small weight) can fit in it, as shown is Figure 1.
4. Cut the cotton string into 50 equal (~3") pieces (tie knots in the ends if the string begins to fray).
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With the Students
Figure
3. A
finished
Newton
car
body.
1. Give each group a large piece of wood with the screws attached, a small block of wood with the
holes drilled in it (do not hand out sinkers/weights until it is time for that portion of the activity),
3 rubber bands, 1 piece of string, and a meter stick.
2. Have each group place the rubber band over the two shorter screws on the end of the large wood
block. Tie one end of the string to the center of the stretched rubber band. Using the string, pull
the rubber band back like a slingshot and wrap the string around the third (larger) screw,
stretching the rubber band tightly (see Figure 3). Wrap the string up high on the third screw.
3. Have the students create a wheel-frame for the platform to rest on. An easy example is shown
below in Figure 4. The lighter the frame, the faster their cars will go. If LEGO® blocks/wheels
are not available, use the dowel rods discussed in the materials list. Lining up 4 or 5 dowels under
and in front of the car will allow it to slide smoothly across the floor/desk.
Figure
4. A
finished
Newton
Car
chassis.
4. Have the students place their platform (larger block) onto the wheel frame.
5. On the floor/desk, have students make a masking tape starting line. Place the car on the starting
line with its back wheel on the tape line. (Note: make sure all cars are placed the same direction
from the line.)
6. Next, have the students carefully place the smaller block into the slingshot.
7. Using scissors cut the string and quickly pull the scissors away. When the string is cut, the rubber
band will throw the block off the car and the car will roll in the other direction. Measure how far
the car travels along the tabletop or floor with the meter stick and record this on the Newton
Rocket Car Data Sheet.
8. Add a second rubber band, and attach a new string as before. Again, cut the string and record how
far the car travels.
9. Reset the equipment and try again with 3 rubber bands. Then try again with one rubber band and
one sinker, two rubber bands and 1 sinker, etc. To shorten the activity, use fewer variations of the
Newton Car (i.e., test the car using only one rubber band or only two different weight setups).
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Newton Rocket Car Data Sheet
• Newton Rocket Car Data Sheet Page 2 (for 4th and 5th grade only)
• Grades K-1 Color Graph Worksheet
• Grades 2-3 Bar Graph Worksheet
• Grades 4-5 Line Graph Worksheet
Safety Issues
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Since the students need to cut the string and then move the scissors out of the way quickly, it is very
important that they are reminded to be very careful with the scissors. For very young students, it is
recommended that the teacher does the experiment while the students watch and record the data.
Troubleshooting Tips
Cut many pieces of string ahead of time (for the full worksheet, you will need 6 strings per group of
students plus some extras. Ideally make all the strings the same size (~ 3 in).
A good way to secure your string to the tall screw is to wrap it around the screw many times and include a
couple of single hitches. The single hitch tightens on itself against the pull of the rubber bands. This is
best done with someone else holding the rubber bands in place while the single hitch knots are added (see
Figure 5).
Figure
5.
Tying
a
single
hitch
knot
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Lesson Assessment
Poll: Before the lesson, ask all students the same question. Have students raise their hand to answer the
question. Write answers (or key facts) on the board, and summarize (in percentages or actual number of
students) who answered the same or similarly. Ask students:
• Which of Newton's laws of motion states that for every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction? (Answer: Newton's third law) Can you give an example of this law?
• Which of Newton's laws of motion states that an object at rest stays at rest while an object in
motion stays in motion unless there is a force acting upon the object? (Answer: Newton's first
law) Can you give an example of this law?
• Which of Newton's laws of motion states that a force depends on the mass and the acceleration?
(Answer: Newton's second law) Can you give an example of this law?
Prediction: Have students predict the outcome of the activity before the activity is performed. Students
should predict which will move farther: the Newton car or the small weighted block.
Activity Embedded Assessment
Data Recording: As directed in the Procedure section, each time another rubber band or small weight is
added to the setup, have the students measure the distance the Newton car travels from the masking tape
starting line. Have them record this data on the Newton Rocket Car Data Sheet.
Group Question: During the activity, ask the groups:
• How far does the car move compared to the wood block? Is this surprising? Can you use
Newton's second law of motion to explain this discrepancy?
Post-Lesson Assessment
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Graphing: Have students work individually or in pairs on the age appropriate Graph Worksheet. After
students finish the worksheet, have them compare answers with a peer or another pair, giving all students
time to finish the worksheet.
Question/Answer: Ask the students and discuss as a class:
• How does the number of rubber bands influence the distance the car traveled? (Answer: The
students should see that the car moves further as more rubber bands are added).
• Why is this (that the cars move further with more rubber bands added)? (Answer: Newton's
second law of motion tells us that a larger force causes a larger acceleration. Also, Newton's third
law of motion tells us that a larger action will cause a larger reaction.)
• How does the weight of the block influence the distance the car traveled? (Answer: The students
should see that the car moves further as more weight is added.)
• Why is this? (Answer: Newton's second law states that a larger mass causes a larger force.)
• Why do engineers need to know Newton's laws of motion when designing a rocket? (Answer:
Newton's laws of motion help explain what will happen when a rocket is in motion and how to
get a rocket into motion. By understanding Newton's laws, engineers can design better and safer
rockets.)
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
Have the students compete as to who can get their car to go the furthest. This involves maximizing the
amount of weight that is thrown off the car (i.e., the weight block) and in turn also maximizing the force
with which it is thrown off (i.e., the rubber bands).
Activity Scaling
For K and 1st grade students, do activity as a demonstration. Have students complete the Grades K-1
Color Graph Worksheet.
For 2nd and 3rd grade students, have them record distances and make bar graphs of the distance the car
traveled. Have student complete the Grades 2-3 Bar Graph Worksheet. Also, the instructor can make a
line graph on the board for the students to see and discuss.
For 4th and 5th grade students, have them complete the 2nd page of the Newton Rocket Car Data Sheet.
Have students complete the Grades 4-5 Line Graph Worksheet. They can graph their results and discuss
trends in each variable.
References (Return to Contents)
Michigan Reach Out, Aerospace Education Services Project, Oklahoma State University, NASA's Teacher
Resource Center: Rocket Activity, "Newton Car," edited by Roger Storm, NASA Lewis Research Center,
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http://www.reachoutmichigan.org/funexperiments/agesubject/lessons/other/newton_car.html - accessed
January 24, 2006.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Rockets: A Teacher's Guide with Activities in
Science, Mathematics, and Technology, "Teacher Information: Newton Car," #EG-108, February 1996,
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Figure 1. A Newton rocket car

Figure 2. Construction Phase 1

Figure 3. A finished Newton car body

Figure 4. A finished Newton Car chassis

Figure 5. Tying a single hitch knot

Name: _____________________________________

Date: ________________________

Newton Rocket Car Activity —
Newton Rocket Car Data Worksheet

Instructions

Write down how far the Newton Rocket Car traveled for each test.

1 Rubber Band and 0 extra weights:

+

= ____________ (distance traveled – in cm)

1 Rubber Band and 1 extra weight:

+

= ____________ (distance traveled – in cm)

1 Rubber Band and 2 extra weights:

+

= ____________ (distance traveled – in cm)

2 Rubber Bands and 0 extra weights:

+

= ____________ (distance traveled – in cm)

2 Rubber Bands and 1 extra weight:

+

= ____________ (distance traveled – in cm)

2 Rubber Bands and 2 extra weights:

+

= ____________ (distance traveled – in cm)

Rockets: Lesson 2, Newton Rocket Car Activity – Newton Rocket Car Data Sheet
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Name: _____________________________________

Date: ________________________

Newton Rocket Car Activity —
Grades K – 1 Color Graph Worksheet
Instructions

Color in the boxes to show how far the Newton Rocket Car traveled for each
demonstration.
1 Rubber Band and 0 extra weights.
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1 Rubber Band and 1 extra weight:
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2 Rubber Bands and 1 extra weight:
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=
3

4

5
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Name: _____________________________________

Date: ________________________
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Newton Rocket Car Activity —
Grades 2-3 Bar Graph Worksheet
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Name: _____________________________________

Date: ________________________

# of Rubber Bands

Newton Rocket Car Activity —
Grades 4-5 Line Graph Worksheet
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Lesson: Rocket Me into Space

See end of lesson for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Figure
1. A
Boeing
Delta II
rocket.
Summary
One of the exciting challenges for engineers is the idea of exploration. This lesson looks more closely at
Spaceman Rohan, Spacewoman Tess, their daughter Maya, and their challenges with getting to space,
setting up satellites, and exploring uncharted waters via a canoe. This lesson reinforces rockets as a
vehicle that helps us explore outside the Earth's atmosphere (that is, to move without air) by using the
principles of Newton's third law of motion. Also, the ideas of thrust, control and weight — all principles
that engineers deal with when building a rocket — are introduced.
Engineering Connection
Designing and building a rocket requires many different types of engineers working together to create
equipment that works properly. Engineers have to understand Newton's three laws of motion as well as
how exhaust behaves in order to calculate the thrust for a rocket to reach its destination. Engineers must
also watch the weight of the rocket very carefully because a heavier rocket takes a lot more energy to get
into space. Another important consideration for engineers is how the rocket will be controlled. Lastly,
understanding how the rocket will behave in the Earth's atmosphere — as well as in space — is critical in
rocket design. To enhance stability, engineers can make use of various measures such as adding fins or
small thrusters.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Introduction/Motivation
3. Background
4. Vocabulary
5. Associated Activities
6. Lesson Closure
7. Assessment
8. Extensions
9. References

Grade Level: 4 (3-5)

Lesson #: 3 of 6

Time Required: 15 minutes

Lesson Dependency :None

Keywords: center of gravity, center of pressure, control, energy, fin, force, motion, Newton, rocket,
thrust, weight, wing
Related Curriculum
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
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activities

Strawkets and Control
Strawkets and Thrust
Strawkets and Weight
Educational Standards
• Colorado Science
• d. Develop a scientific explanation regarding relationships of the components of the solar system
(Grade 4) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• D. The use of transportation allows people and goods to be moved from place to place. (Grades 3 - 5)
[2000]
• E. A transportation system may lose efficiency or fail if one part is missing or malfunctioning or if a
subsystem is not working. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this lesson, students should be able to:
• Compare and contrast airplanes and rockets and explain why airplanes cannot travel into space.
• Define what thrust is and how rockets use thrust to get into space.
• Explain several considerations engineers have in designing rockets.
• Give an example of an explorer and describe reasons why explorers and exploration teams
include engineers.
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Tess and Maya are joining a long line of explorers who have explored many parts of the world. Can you
name any explorers and/or the parts of the world that they have explored? What sort of engineering teams
do you think they needed to be successful? Listed below are some explorers who were engineers or
needed engineering-designed equipment to achieve their exploration:
Sylvia Earl: In 1970, Sylvia Earl and four other women dove 50 feet below the ocean's surface and lived
in a small structure for two weeks. In 1979, she walked untethered on the sea floor at a lower depth than
any living human being before or since. She wore a "Jim" suit - a pressurized one-atmosphere garment
and was carried by a submersible down to a depth of 1,250 feet below the ocean's surface (Academy of
Achievement, "Ambassador for the World's Oceans: Sylvia Earl, Underwater Explorer,"
http://www.achievement.org/autodoc/page/ear0bio-1). (What type of engineering did her underwater feat
involve? Possible answers: Design of the "Jim" suit, the underwater structure, the submersible, etc.)
Junko Tabei, Ming Kipa, Temba Tshiri: On May 16, 1975, Junko Tabei of Japan became the first woman
to reach the summit of Mount Everest (Steponline: Everyone Has an Everest, "Junko Tabei: The first
woman to summit Everest"). To date, the youngest person to summit Everest is a female climber, Ming
Kipa, who summited Everest in 2003 at age 15. The earlier record was held by Temba Tshiri, a Nepalese
Sherpa, who at the age of 16 years and 17 days became the youngest person to ever scale Everest on May
23, 2001 (http://www.adventurestats.com/tables/everestage.htm). (What type of engineering did these
explorers involve? Possible answers: Design of climbing equipment, eye protection, tent and warm
clothing)
Amelia Earhart: In 1932, this "First Lady of the Air" became the first woman to fly solo across the
Atlantic Ocean. Fifteen hours and 19 minutes after she left Harbour Grace, Newfoundland, she landed her
flame-shooting plane in a farmer's field in Londonderry, Ireland ((
http://www.niehs.nih.gov/kids/quizwomentx.htm)). (What engineering did Earhart utilize? Possible
answers: Design of the plane itself and its controls.)
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Sacagewea: This Native-American explorer whose name means "Bird Woman" served as a guide to
Lewis and Clark on their expedition to the western U.S. in 1804. She knew how to survive living off the
land, enabling the expedition's success in reaching the Pacific coast ((
http://www.niehs.nih.gov/kids/quizwomentx.htm)). (What type of engineering? Possible answer:
Sacagewea would have been an engineer herself, navigating the land in a way to help her survive. Early
navigators helped influence the technical navigation equipment used today.)
Sally Ride: She was the first American woman to watch 16 sunrises and 16 sunsets every 24 hours. In
June, 1983, this U.S. astronaut became the youngest flyer and the first American woman to rocket into
space. For more than six days, she served as the flight engineer for the space shuttle Challenger,
launching and retrieving satellites ((
http://www.niehs.nih.gov/kids/quizwomentx.htm)). (What type
of engineering did Ride's exploration involve? Possible answers: She was the flight engineer for the
mission, engineers designed the space shuttle and satellites.)
Valentina Vladimirovna Tereshkova: This colonel-engineer and Soviet cosmonaut became the first
woman in space. She was on the Vostok 5 mission which launched on June 16, 1963, and orbited the
Earth 48 times. The flight lasted 2.95 days (=70.8 hours). During her space mission, Tereshkova's radio
call name was "Chaika," which means "seagull" in Russian
(http://www.allaboutspace.com/explorers/page/t/tereshkova.shtml). (What type of engineering did this
space flight involve? Possible answers: Valentina was an engineer on this mission, and engineers
designed the rocket.)
You all, as members of Spaceman Rohan's, Spacewoman Tess', and Maya's engineering team, are joining
a lengthy and accomplished list of engineers who have helped design and build exploration vehicles. For
Tess to get herself and her satellites into space, she needs you all, as her engineering team, to figure out
how exactly to send equipment (and Tess!) into space successfully.
Can an airplane just fly into space? No it cannot! Most people know that airplanes cannot fly in space, but
few really know why. The answer: airplanes need air to fly, and there is no air in space. Airplanes have
certain parts that help them fly through the air. What does a propeller do and are they ever used on a
rocket? (Answer: Hopefully they are not ever used on a rocket.) Propellers have angled blades that push
air — exactly like a fan does. Airplanes also have wings that use air to help them stay in flight. Rockets
are different from airplanes because rockets fly into space. Since there is no air in space, rockets cannot
use propellers or wings.
How do engineers get rockets into space? Remember Newton's third law of motion about equal and
opposite forces? We know that objects can be moved in one direction by ejecting mass in the opposite
direction. Is getting a rocket into space just as simple as the third law sounds? No! Rockets are big and
heavy! It takes a huge force to launch rockets into space. To make things even more difficult, rockets do
not just fly straight on their own.
Three things that engineers must consider when designing rockets that can be launched into space
include: thrust, weight and control. Thrust directly relates to Newton's third law, which tells us how
rockets move — by pushing out mass in one direction to move in the opposite direction. In some rockets,
the thrust comes from pushing out hot gases that come from burning fuel. These rockets move as far up as
the force of the gas fuel pushes down. How do you think weight affects a rocket? Well, the heavier the
rocket weighs, the more thrust it needs to take off. Weight is very important to engineers trying to
determine how to get a rocket into space. Lastly, engineers have to work on rocket control to get a rocket
to move in the right direction. Control is important for getting the rocket past the Earth's atmosphere
safely. Engineers must specifically design rockets to be balanced and stable while flying. Imagine you are
riding in a rocket to outer space. How would you feel if your rocket started shaking and moving
uncontrollably? Today we will learn some basic concepts of rocket engineering so that this scary situation
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does not occur.

Lesson Background & Concepts for Teachers
Thrust
Rockets move by expelling mass (action) in one direction to move the rocket in the opposite direction
(reaction). This is called a thrust force and is described by Newton's third law of motion.
With chemical rockets such as the ones seen on the Space Shuttle, the action is the expelling of hot gas
propellant out of the engine. This causes movement of the rocket, a reaction, as the rocket moves in the
opposite direction. To enable a rocket to lift off from the launch pad, the action — or thrust — from the
engine must be greater than the force from the downward acceleration of gravity on the mass of the
rocket.
Rockets actually work better in space than they do in air. While in the Earth's atmosphere, a rocket moves
slower due to the surrounding air. This phenomenon, called drag, is due to air resistance. Air resistance
can be demonstrated using a piece of paper. If you hold a piece of paper flat above the floor and drop it,
the paper slowly floats down to the floor. However, if you crumple up the same piece of paper and drop
it, it falls to the floor much more quickly. The crumpled paper experiences less drag because it has a
smaller surface area. In other words, the air did not have as large of an area to resist the motion of the
falling paper. At the point when rockets get to space, there is no longer any air to slow them down since
there is no air resistance in space.
To get more thrust out of slow moving rockets (such as paper rockets), the exit "nozzle" must be as small
as possible to make the air accelerate faster.
Figure 2.
A
diagram
of air
moving
through
a nozzle.
Because it is a gas, air can be compressed. Devices called air compressors use a pump to push air into a
rigid container, storing a tremendous amount of air in a small space at very high pressure. The pump uses
a large force to compress the air. When the air is released from the container, it generally blows out very
hard and very fast (such as when you user a compressor to fill up bicycle or car tires). When air moves
relatively slowly (~200 mph or less) through a tube that is decreasing in diameter, it does not actually
compress. Under these conditions, there is not enough force on the air to make it squeeze together.
Instead, the air speeds up. This is what happens when you open up a door to your home or a building. If
you are standing next to the door inside the house/building, you feel a breeze since the air speeds up as it
moves through the doorway. Another example is water flowing through a garden hose. If you place your
thumb over the end of the hose to partially block the water from exiting, the water sprays out much faster
than if you let it flow without blockage. There is nowhere for the water to go, so its only option is to
speed up.
But why then do pictures of rockets usually show a bell-shaped nozzle (see Figure 3)? Why would
engineers make the nozzle area larger? Based on what we have learned, wouldn't that mean that the hot
gases coming out would move slower? No, rockets usually travel faster than the speed of sound and that
changes how air behaves in a nozzle. Once air is moving faster than the speed of sound, it behaves
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differently than what we are used to living on Earth! When air moves this fast, it becomes compressible.
It will slow down if the nozzle diameter gets smaller (see Figure 4). This explains the bell shape for
rocket nozzles. In order for the hot gases to then speed up, the shape of the nozzle must expand (see
Figure 5).
Figure
3. Space
shuttle
nozzles.
Figure
4. Fast
air
moving
through
a nozzle
Figure 5.
Air moving
through a
bell-shaped
nozzle.
Weight
The weight of a rocket is the force that opposes motion and thrust. A heavier rocket requires more thrust
to reach space, which ultimately increases the overall cost of the rocket. Engineers try to find ways to
reduce the weight of a rocket by using lightweight materials. However, lighter is not always better. For
example, a rocket made of paper would not survive a launch into space since it lacks the necessary
structural integrity to endure the harsh elements of space and the forces encountered in space flight.
Furthermore, strong, yet lightweight materials are often expensive to design and make. A good engineer
must come up with a solution that balances each of these competing needs.
Fun Fact: The weight of one solid rocket booster of the Space Shuttle (there are two total) is 1,252,000
pounds, including the propellant (http://www.atk.com/rocketmotors/rocketmotors_rsrm.asp).
The weight distribution of a rocket is important also. The point about which a rocket's weight is equally
balanced is called its center of gravity (CG). The concept of center of gravity can be easily demonstrated
by balancing a meter stick horizontally on your finger placed at the 50 cm mark. The meter stick's CG is
located at the 50 cm mark because all of the weight on one side of the mark is equal to the weight on the
other side of the mark.
Control
The motion of any naturally unstable object is almost impossible to predict. For example, if you pick up a
football and throw it without the proper grip and technique, it wobbles through the air and is be difficult
for someone on the receiving end to catch. A quarterback spirals a football is so that it completes a
controlled trajectory, making it easy for a receiver to decide where to place his hands. Why does an untied
balloon fly all over the place when let go? It has no control. The opening from which the air escapes is
flexible and the round shape of the balloon means it can rotate in any direction as it pushes through the
air.
It is necessary to control a rocket in the atmosphere before it reaches space. We know that there are wings
on airplanes, but usually there are smaller fins on the tail as well. Why do you think that similar small fins
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are often seen on rockets?
Wings only provide lift perpendicular to the motion of an object, and they create drag — which is okay
for airplanes flying horizontally (so lift is generated vertically). Rockets, however, are trying to get to
space, and the most efficient way to do that is by heading straight up with as little drag as possible.
Rockets do not need lift from wings. Instead they get all of their lift from engine thrust. The smaller fins
help provide the necessary control a rocket needs immediately after lift off (or launch).
The trade-off between wing lift and drag is shown in Figure 6. If an object with wings has a constant
thrust (like an airplane), it can stay aloft longer. The extra thrust counteracts the drag and keeps the wings
generating lift. Now, look at the wing with no extra thrust. At first it seems better than a rocket with fins,
but the wing creates a lot of drag; however, without the extra thrust to compensate, all the forward motion
is lost, which decreases the lift and gravity quickly pulls it down! Small fins do not generate lift, but they
more than make up for it by not adding much weight or drag.
Figure 6.
The
comparison
between a
fin and a
wing.
Since rockets fly through the air, another important point must be considered in addition to the rocket's
center of gravity (CG): the center of pressure (CP). The CP is different from the CG in that it is the point
about which the surface area of the rocket is equally balanced on both sides, not the weight. For a stable
rocket, the CP should be behind the CG — meaning if the rocket is pointed upward, the CP should be
below the CG. This can be accomplished by either adding fins near the back of the rocket (which
increases surface area in the back and thus moving the CP back) or adding mass near the front of the
rocket (which moves the CG up further towards the top). However, if the center of gravity and the center
of pressure are at the exact same spot, the object rotates randomly in either direction at any time.
Engineers must always decide where these two points should be located on the rocket, and in relation to
each other, to design the best rocket possible.
Figure
7. How
the
center of
gravity
affects
the
stability
of a
rocket.
Vocabulary/Definitions (Return to Contents)
rocket:
wing:
fin:

A vehicle that moves by ejecting mass.
A flat or curved surface that creates a pressure difference producing lift and drag.
A small, flat surface that uses airflow to stabilize a rocket. Fins offer no lift and have
very little drag.
The average location of the weight of an object (that is, the balance point).

center of gravity
(CG):
center of pressure The average location of the pressure variation over an object. (For a sailboat, this
(CP):
would be near the center of the sail.)
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drag:

Friction force opposing an object's motion (in this lesson, air causes the friction). It is
generated by the interaction and contact of a solid body with a fluid (liquid or gas).
The path an object travels through space.
trajectory:
perpendicular:
Something that lies at a 90° angle.
Associated Activities
• Strawkets and Thrust - Students observe how to increase thrust by making their own paper
rockets.
• Strawkets and Weight - Students test paper rockets of varying weight.
• Strawkets and Control - Students investigate how to increase rocket stability.
Lesson Closure
Today, we learned more about rockets and how they are different from airplanes. Who can remember why
rockets are different than airplanes? (Answer: Airplanes need air to fly; there is no air in space, so rockets
must fly without air.) How do engineers get rockets into space? Which law was that? (Answer: Newton's
third law of motion.) From Newton's third law, we know that objects can be moved in one direction by
ejecting mass in the opposite direction. Who remembers three things that engineers must consider when
designing rockets that will be launched into space? (Answer: Thrust, weight and control.) What is thrust?
(Answer: Thrust is the force on a rocket that moves it in a forward direction. In some rockets, the thrust
comes from pushing out hot gases from burning fuel.) We learned the importance of rocket thrust, weight,
and control. Now we can use what we have learned to understand how engineers design real rockets!
As Spaceman Rohan and Spacewoman Tess' engineering team, you all now should understand how better
to build Tess' rocket. You are also following in the footsteps of many engineering teams who have helped
(and have been) explorers that continue to explore our world and beyond.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Lesson Assessment
Cooperative Group Brainstorming: Arrange students in groups of four. Ask them to write down
everything they know about rockets and report to the class how they think rockets actually get into space
and if they are heavy or light. Have them draw a sketch of a rocket (any one that comes to mind) and have
them explain how the different parts of the rocket might be used.
Venn Diagram: Have students create a class venn diagram or T-chart to compare what they know about
airplanes and rockets.
Post-Introduction Assessment
Question/Answer: Ask the students and discuss as a class:
• Why do explorers and exploration teams utilize engineers? (Answer: Engineers design the
equipment that helps explorers and teams conduct successful missions. Engineers have helped,
designed, built and used most exploration vehicles.)
• How are airplanes different than rockets? (Answer: Airplanes have wings and sometimes
propellers to help them fly through the air. There is no air in space, so rockets cannot use the
same parts as airplanes.)
• What are three things that engineers need to consider when designing a rocket that can get into
space? (Answer: weight, thrust and control)
• How do rockets use thrust to get into space? (Answer: Thrust directly relates to Newton's third
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law of motion. It tells us how rockets move into space by pushing out fuel in one direction to
move in the opposite direction.)
• Can you change the weight of a rocket without changing the thrust and control? (Answer: No, all
three factors are interrelated.)
• On an actual rocket, if you add propellant (fuel) to get more thrust, what other key factor have
you affected? (Answer: The weight; fuel is heavy.)
Lesson Summary Assessment
Cooperative Group Brainstorming Revisited: Pass back the papers that were used in the Pre-Lesson
Assessment. In the same groups, have the students read over their answers. Ask them to update their
answers, and if they want to, sketch another rocket on a new sheet of paper. Then, call on volunteers to
make a brief presentation to the class about what they thought before the lesson and what they have
learned now.
Interesting Facts/Discussion Questions: Solicit, integrate and summarize student responses.
• Is there a vehicle that flies both through the air and in space? (Answer: Yes, the space shuttle
does both but it really only glides in the atmosphere. Right now, there is no vehicle that takes off
like an airplane and can make it to space, but engineers are currently working on this.)
• Spacecraft can escape the Earth's gravity and travel to other planets. Can a spacecraft escape the
sun's gravity and leave the solar system? (Answer: Yes, the Voyager spacecraft has already done
it.)
Lesson Extension Activities (Return to Contents)
Have students create a T-chart to compare model rockets to real rockets. Use this following website as a
guide for discussion: http://exploration.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/rktcompare.html
Have students investigate additional ways that engineers control rockets besides the use of fins. A good
place to start is http://exploration.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/rktcontrl.html
Have students research the weight and required thrust of some of NASA's rockets.
References (Return to Contents)
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Figure 1. A Boeing Delta II rocket

Figure 2. A diagram of air moving through a nozzle

Figure 3. Space shuttle nozzles

Figure 4. Fast air moving through a nozzle

Figure 5. Air moving through a bell-shaped nozzle

Figure 6. The comparison between a fin and a wing

Figure 7. How the center of gravity affects the stability of a rocket

Activity: Strawkets and Control

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Figure 1.
A
controlled
strawket.
Summary
In this activity, students investigate the effect that fins have on rocket flight. Students construct two paper
rockets that they can launch themselves by blowing through a straw. One "strawket" has wings and the
other has fins. Students observe how these two control surfaces affect the flight of their strawkets.
Students discover how difficult control of rocket flight is and what factors can affect it.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating science concept to engineering
Understanding how the rocket will behave in the Earth's atmosphere, as well as in space, is critical in
rocket design. Engineers use control surfaces, such as fins, to help stabilize a rocket's launch into space.
Engineers need to consider tradeoff of drag produced by adding control surfaces to moving vehicles as
well.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Materials
3. Introduction/Motivation
4. Procedure
5. Attachments
6. Safety Issues
7. Troubleshooting Tips
8. Assessment
9. Extensions
10. Activity Scaling
11. References

Grade Level: 3 (3-5)
Group Size: 1
Time Required: 50 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ .20
Keywords: control, drag, fins, wings, center of gravity, center of pressure
Related Curriculum :
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
lessons
Rocket Me into Space
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• b. Collect and organize data from simple experiments or surveys in class (Grade 3) [2009]
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• c. Create picture graphs, bar graphs, dot plots, and frequency tables from a data set (Grade 3) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• E. Models are used to communicate and test design ideas and processes. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
• F. Test and evaluate the solutions for the design problem. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Explain why the control of a rocket is important.
• Relate control of a rocket to fins and describe how fins affect rocket flight.
• Determine how the number of fins affects rocket flight.
• Identify some factors that engineers must consider when designing real rockets.
Materials List
Each student should have:
• 1 half-sized piece (measuring 8.5" × 5.5") of a letter-sized piece of paper
• 1 letter-sized piece of paper
• 1 pencil
• 1 drinking straw
• 1 cotton ball
• 1 pair of scissors
For the entire class to share:
• Target pictures of each of the 9 planets (available in the Attachments section)
• 1 balloon (any size will work but round balloons are best)
• Several cellophane tape dispensers
• One stiff piece of cardboard (approximately 8.5" × 11")
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Imagine you are riding up into space inside a rocket. All of a sudden, you catch a big gust of wind. What
will happen to the rocket? Engineers must answer questions like this when they design rockets. You
might be thinking that airplanes are also affected by gusts of wind. Airplanes look very different from
rockets. Why do you think this is so? What do airplanes have that rockets do not? That's right, wings!
You probably know that airplanes have wings and rockets have fins. But why? What if it was the other
way around?
As Rohan and Tess' engineering team, we not only must be concerned with the thrust and weight of a
rocket, but we also must consider how it will be controlled and how stable it will be. Engineers put fins
on the back of the rocket in order to stabilize it. These fins are similar to the fins on the tail of an airplane.
The fins keep the rocket moving in the right direction even if is knocked off course by a gust of wind.
Unlike airplanes, however, engineers do not put wings on rockets because wings would slow down the
rocket too much. This is called this drag.
Have you ever made a paper airplane and thrown it into the air? If so, you have seen how difficult it can
be to make things fly in the right direction. After today's lesson, you will learn why your paper airplane
did not fly very straight. You will learn how to think like an engineer and how better to design Tess'
rocket.
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Procedure
Before the Activity
1. Print out the Planet Targets (attached). If possible, do so in color and laminate for reuse.
2. Cut enough pieces of letter-sized paper into halves so that each student receives one halve
(measuring 8.5" × 5.5"). Note: Almost any size piece of paper can be used as long as it is not
longer than the straw.
3. Remove the straws from their paper packaging, if necessary.
4. Mark a starting line on the floor with tape or string.
5. Lay out Planet Targets on the floor beyond the starting line. For a somewhat realistic layout, use
one of these attached patterns: Launch from Earth or Launch from Sun. (Note: Actual planet
distances and diameters are attached for reference.)
With the Students
1. Have students wrap one piece of paper (measuring 8.5"× 5.5") around a pencil starting from the
eraser end and working up to the lead tip. When wrapping, the paper should be spiraled to make a
cone shape (this can be done by holding it tighter at the eraser end and wrapping upward). See
Figure 2.
Figure 2.
Photograph
of a
cone-shaped
paper tube.
2. Have students tape the tube of paper near each end so it keeps its shape. The pencil can now be
removed. Note: Make sure the final length of paper tubing is a few centimeters shorter than the
straws or students will have nothing to hold onto for the launch (cut the paper tubing with scissors
if necessary).
3. Have students pinch and fold the smaller end of the tube over and tape it so it is airtight (see
Figure 3). This end is the "nose" of the strawket.
Figure 3.
Photograph
of a
cone-shaped
paper tube
with a closed
end.
4. Because engineers always try to include safety measures in their design, instruct students to tape a
cotton ball to the nose of each strawket. To prevent the cotton from falling off the strawket, the
tape should be placed over the top of the cotton ball (i.e., not wrapped inside/out and placed
underneath the cotton ball as it sits on the nose of the paper tubing). Note: Some cotton balls are
big enough to pull apart; only use as much cotton as necessary to provide some protective
padding.
5. Have students add large wings to their strawket however they want. The wings should be cut out
from their full sheet of letter-sized paper. Remind the students that the center of pressure should
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be behind (nearer to the tail) than the center of gravity for stable flight.
Figure 4. A
cone-shaped
srawket with
fins
6. Have students personalize their strawkets. Suggest that they write their names on them or draw a
design so they know which one is theirs.
7. Have students sketch their strawket on the Control Analysis Worksheet.
8. Blast Off: Have each student launch from the Earth or Sun (depending on the pattern you
selected before the activity). Each student will insert their straws into their rockets — holding
onto the straw, not the paper part of their strawket — aim at a planet, and blow.
9. After retrieving their strawkets, students should answer the three questions on the Control
Analysis Worksheet for the strawket they just launched.
10. Lay two strawkets (with or without fins as long as they are the same) on a table perpendicular to
each other (in a "T" configuration). Ask the students which orientation would fly better through
the wind. Wave a stiff piece of paper or cardboard by hand from 5-10 feet away to blow air at the
two rockets. The one with its nose pointing at the wind should not move much while the one
lying perpendicular to the wind should spin or move backward. Explain to the students that any
surface area of a flying object that is exposed to the wind will create drag. Even though wings can
create lift and gliding motion, they have a large surface area that will cause a lot of drag. Remind
the students that real rockets do not use wings for lift. Wings on a real rocket would help control
it but would add too much drag. This is the reason why rockets use fins instead of larger wings.
11. Have each student cut down their wings to a small fin size. Alternatively, they can simply remove
the wings and add small fins however they like.
12. Repeat steps 7-9.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Planet Targets - Inner
• Planet Targets - Outer
• Control Analysis Worksheet
• Launch from the Earth
• Launch from the Sun
• Results from Earth
• Results from Sun
• Planet Comparison Datasheet
• Control Quiz
• Control Quiz - Answers
Safety Issues
No strawkets may be launched while the previous student retrieves their strawket.
No strawkets should be launched at another person.
Troubleshooting Tips
Make a strawket or two ahead of time to confirm your materials will be suitable. It is also a good idea to
have some extra strawkets made in case a student's is lost or crushed during the activity.
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If you do not have access to enough pencils, extra drinking straws can be used instead to help wrap the
paper cone.
Distributing tape to each student can be difficult while demonstrating how to build the strawket. Try to
have several helpers pass out the cellophane tape or have pieces stuck on the edges of a few desks/tables
ahead of time.
The tape used to secure the cotton balls should be fairly long so that the cotton balls are adhered properly.
Make sure students are not holding onto the strawket when they blow through the straw; they should hold
onto the straw only.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Demonstration: Blow up a balloon and pinch the end shut. Tell students that it is your rocket ship and you
want it to land on a certain desk. Aim the balloon at the desk and let it go. Of course, it will not land on
the desk â — possibly not even near it. Ask the students what went wrong. (Answer: The balloon had no
control. Any energy used moving sideways is energy that could have been used to go farther forward.)
Concept Inventory: Have the students attempt to complete the Control Quiz. They should put it aside for
after the activity.
Activity Embedded Assessment
Worksheet: Have the students record measurements and follow along with the activity on their Control
Analysis Worksheet. After students have finished their worksheet, have them compare answers with their
peers.
Post-Activity Assessment
Control Quiz: Students should correct any answers they missed from the Control Quiz.
Question/Answer: Ask the students the following questions. Have students raise their hands to answer.
• What would happen if you placed the fins near the strawket's nose? (Answer: The center of
pressure is moved forward, and the strawket becomes unstable.)
• Are rocket fins necessary in outer space? (Answer: No, there is no air in space.)
• Ask the students if adding wings to an untied balloon will help stabilize it. (Answer: yes)
• What about adding fins instead? (Answer: yes)
• What would be the difference? (Answer: The wings would create more drag, and the balloon
would not fly as far.)
Graphing Practice: Have students measure the distances their individual strawkets travel and record each
attempt. Have them graph the data to show that fin-strawkets fly farther than wing-strawkets. Have the
students create a bar graph of the class results using the Results from Earth or Results from Sun math
sheet (depending on where the students started their rocket from in step 8).
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
Have students determine how small the fins can be and still stabilize their strawket. Students can find this
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by trimming a little off of their fins before each launch. Have students measure the distance for each
launch and graph their results.
Have students deterimine how many fins a strawket needs to become stabilized? Have them design a
strawket with 1 fin, 2 fins, 3 fins, etc. Or the students can add a fin before each launch. Have students
measure the distance for each launch and graph their results.
Can the students come up with any other design improvements (e.g., less weight, high pressure air
blower, fixed launch position, etc.)?
Activity Scaling
For K-2nd graders, have students complete this activity without using the worksheet. Students can build
the strawkets and launch them, using fins and no fins. Have students count down to launch and the
number of strawkets that make it to each planet. A bar graph could be made to help them visualize the
numbers (see Results from the Earth or Results from the Sun math sheets). Discuss with the students how
flight changes when fins are added.
For 4th and 5th graders, have students complete the entire activity and make comparison bar graphs of the
distances achieved for wing-strawkets and fin-strawkets using the Results from the Earth or Results from
the Sun math sheets. Also, have them find the class average for each case and comment on the difference
between the two results.
References (Return to Contents)
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Figure 1. A controlled strawket

Figure 2. Photograph of a cone-shaped paper tube

Figure 4. A cone-shaped strawket with fins

Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Control Activity –
Control Analysis Sheet
Sketch your winged strawket before launch!

Did your strawket fly nose first and straight? ____________________________
Why did you reach or not reach your target planet? _______________________
________________________________________________________________
What planet did you land closest to? __________________________________
Change Wings to Fins!
Sketch your strawket with fins before launch!

Did your strawket fly nose first and straight? ____________________________
Did wings or fins work best for your design? ___________________________
What planet did you land closest to? __________________________________
What would happen if you put your fins at the nose of the strawket?
________________________________________________________________
Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Control Activity – Control Analysis Worksheet
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Control Activity – Results from the Earth
Put an “X” in the box next to each planet when a strawket lands close to it. Add another “X” to the
left for each additional close landing. When done, you will have a bar graph of the class results!
Pluto 25 feet

Neptune 20 feet

Uranus 15 feet

Saturn 10 feet

Jupiter 5 feet

Mercury 2.5 feet

Mars 2 feet

Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Control Activity – Results from the Earth

9 Landings! Æ

8 Landings Æ

7 Landings Æ

6 Landings Æ

5 Landings Æ

4 Landings Æ

3 Landings Æ

1 Landing Æ

Earth 0 feet

2 Landings Æ

Venus 1 foot

1

Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Control Activity – Results from the Sun
Put an “X” in the box next to each planet when a strawket lands close to it. Add another “X” to the
left for each additional close landing. When done, you will have a bar graph of the class results!
Pluto
Neptune

Uranus

Saturn

Jupiter

Mars

Earth

Venus

Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Control Activity – Results from the Sun

9 Landings Æ

8 Landings Æ

7 Landings Æ

6 Landings Æ

5 Landings Æ

4 Landings Æ

3 Landings Æ

1 Landing Æ

The SUN

2 Landings Æ

Mercury

1

Strawkets and Control Activity –
Planet Comparison Datasheet

Diameter
Rel Diameter
(Earth=1)

Mercury

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

Moon

0.382

0.949

1

0.533

11.209

9.449

4.007

3.883

0.187

0.272

Diameter (km)

4,879

12,104

12,756

6,794

142,984

120,536

51,118

49,528

2,390

3,474

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

0.72

1

1.52

5.2

9.54

19.19

30.07

39.48

0.28

0

0.52

4.2

8.54

18.19

29.07

38.48

2

5

10

19

30

39

Distance
Mercury
Distance from Sun
0.39
(A.U.s)
Distance from
0.61
Earth (A.U.s)

1 A.U. is equal to the distance from the Sun to the Earth

Scaled Down
Distances in Feet

0

1

1

Reasonable distance to attempt strawket launches:
Mercury
Venus
Earth
From Sun
1
2
3
From Earth
2.5
1
0

Mars

Jupiter
5
2

9
5

Saturn
13
10

Uranus Neptune
18
23
15
20

Pluto
25
25

Source: http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Object=SolarSys&Display=Overview
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Control Activity –
Control Quiz
Control
1. Circle True or False for each statement below:
True or False : To fly, rockets flap their wings.
True or False : In air, wings and fins help a rocket fly straight.
True or False : Rockets need control fins (wings) in space.

2. Which of these rockets will end up flying backward?

Light…

… Heavy
This one!

I don’t know!

Heavy…

… Light
This one!
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Control Activity –
Control Quiz – Answers
Control
1. Circle True or False for each statement below:
True or False : To fly, rockets flap their wings.
True or False : In air, wings and fins help a rocket fly straight.
True or False : Rockets need control fins (wings) in space.

2. Which of these rockets will end up flying backward?

Light…
CP

… Heavy
CG

This one!

I don’t know!
Heavy…
CG

… Light

CP

This one!

Explanation: Objects rotate about their Center of Gravity (CG). The Center
of Pressure (CP) will be “blown” around and try to align BEHIND the CG.

Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Control Activity – Control Quiz – Answers
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Activity: Strawkets and Weight

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Figure 1.
A
strawket.
Summary
In this activity, students investigate the effect that weight has on rocket flight. Students construct a
variety of their own straw-launched rockets, or "strawkets," that have different weights. Specifically, they
observe what happens when the weight of a strawket is altered by reducing its physical size and using
different construction materials. Finally, the importance of weight distribution in a rocket is determined.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating math concept to engineering
One important consideration of engineers is the weight of a rocket. The more a rocket weighs means
more energy or thrust is required to get the rocket to launch successfully. Engineers must make the rocket
as light as possible while still making it strong â — all as inexpensively as possible. If the structure is too
light, it will not be strong enough to withstand the stresses of a launch. Engineers sometimes have to
compromise between the weight of the rocket and the cost of the rocket. Engineers also have to consider
the weight distribution in a rocket to make sure it moves properly.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Materials
3. Introduction/Motivation
4. Procedure
5. Attachments
6. Safety Issues
7. Troubleshooting Tips
8. Assessment
9. Extensions
10. Activity Scaling
11. References

Grade Level: 3 (3-5)
Group Size: 1
Time Required: 50 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ .50
Keywords: weight, rockets, center of gravity, strength of materials, launch, space, motion
Related Curriculum :
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
lessons
Rocket Me into Space
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
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• b. Collect and organize data from simple experiments or surveys in class (Grade 3) [2009]
• c. Create picture graphs, bar graphs, dot plots, and frequency tables from a data set (Grade 3) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• E. Models are used to communicate and test design ideas and processes. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
• F. Test and evaluate the solutions for the design problem. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Discuss what affects the weight of a rocket.
• Explain why the weight distribution of a rocket is important.
• Identify some factors that engineers must consider when designing real rockets.
Materials List
Each student needs:
• 1 facial tissue
• 1 cup (narrow cups work better but are not necessary)
• 4" piece of cotton string
• 1 half-sized piece (each measuring 8.5" × 5.5") of a letter-sized piece of paper
• 1 quarter-sized piece (measuring 4.25" × 5.5") of 1 letter-sized piece of paper
• 1 pencil
• 1 drinking straw
• 2 cotton balls
• 1 pair of scissors
For the entire class to share:
• Target pictures of each of the 9 planets (available in the Attachments section)
• Several cellophane tape dispensers
• 1 box of paper clips
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Are you able to jump into the air while holding a basketball? (Answer: Yes, you should be able to.) How
about while holding a 16 pound bowling ball? (Answer: Maybe, but definitely not as high as you could
with just the basketball.) What if you had a bowling ball in each hand and a book bag full of rocks on
your back? (Answer: Most likely not!) Would Maya have an easier or harder time paddling her canoe if it
were full of bowling balls? (Answer: It would be much harder to paddle!) What does this all mean? Well,
simply put, the more weight you are holding, the harder it is to get off the ground. Rockets react the exact
same way! Rockets are very heavy by themselves, and when we put more weight in them â — such as
astronauts and equipment, they become even heavier.
As you might imagine, it is difficult for rockets to get off the ground. One important job of engineers is
trying to make rockets lighter to counteract this problem. Do you think a rocket could ever be too light?
How about too heavy?
The weight of a rocket is incredibly important to an engineer, and especially to you all as Tess'
engineering team. More weight means more energy is required to get the rocket off the ground. Engineers
must make the rocket as light as possible while still making it strong, and all as inexpensively as possible.
Engineers cannot simply just remove all the weight from the rocket. A rocket needs fuel, electronics,
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cargo and a structure to hold it all together. (And, in Tess' case, she needs to transport satellites up to
space to communicate with Maya.) If the structure is too light, it will not be strong enough to withstand
the stresses of the launch. Engineers could use super strong and light materials, such as titanium, but
titanium is very expensive. This means engineers must usually compromise between the weight of the
rocket and the cost of the rocket.
Engineers also must be careful about which part of the rocket is heavier. Should the rocket be heavier in
the front, the back or equally heavy all around? Where does the cargo go? What might happen if the front
of the rocket is much heavier than the back? Well, we will find out. Today we will attempt to answer
these questions by making small paper rockets, called strawkets, and trying to see how weight affects
their flight.

Procedure
Before the Activity
1. Print out the Planet Targets (attached). If possible, do so in color and laminate for reuse.
2. Cut enough pieces of letter-sized paper into halves so that each student receives one half
(measuring 8.5" × 5.5").
3. Remove the straws from their paper packaging, if necessary.
4. Mark a line on the floor with tape or string.
5. Lay out planet targets (available in the Attachments section) on the floor past the starting line. For
a somewhat realistic layout, use one of these patterns: Launch from Earth or Launch from Sun,
available in the Attachments section. (Note: Actual planet distances and diameters are given in
the Planet Comparison Datasheet, attached, for reference.)
With the Students
1. Have students wrap one piece of paper (measuring 8.5"× 5.5") around a pencil starting from the
eraser end and working up to the lead tip. When wrapping, the paper should be spiraled to make a
cone shape (this can be done by holding it tighter at the eraser end and wrapping upward). See
Figure 2.
Figure 2.
Photograph
of a
cone-shaped
paper tube.
2. Have students tape the tube of paper near each end so it keeps its shape. The pencil can now be
removed. Note: Make sure the final length of paper tubing is a few centimeters shorter than the
straws or students will have nothing to hold onto for the launch (cut the paper tubing with scissors
if necessary).
3. Have students pinch and fold the smaller end of the tube over and tape it so it is airtight (see
Figure 3). This end is the "nose" of the strawket.
Figure 3.
Photograph
of a
cone-shaped
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paper tube
with a closed
end.
4. Because engineers always try to include safety measures in their design, instruct students to tape a
cotton ball to the nose of each strawket. To prevent the cotton from falling off the strawket, the
tape should be placed over the top of the cotton ball (i.e., not wrapped inside/out and placed
underneath the cotton ball as it sits on the nose of the paper tubing). Note: Some cotton balls are
big enough to pull apart; only use as much cotton as necessary to provide some protective
padding.
5. Have students personalize their strawkets. Suggest that they write their names on them or draw a
design so they know which one is theirs.
6. Have students find the center of gravity (CG) of their strawket by balancing it on the side of their
finger. Students may not be able to balance it perfectly but should get an idea of where it is close
to balancing. The spot touching their finger is the CG. Alternatively, students can fold a piece of
paper in half to make a fulcrum on which to balance their strawket. For these strawkets, with no
fins or paper clips, the CG should be near the middle of the strawket (depending on how much
cotton is used).
7. Have students sketch their strawket on the Weight Analysis Worksheet 1, and mark the center of
gravity on their sketch.
8. Have students measure the length of their strawket and mark the exact middle.
9. Give each student a cup and a 4" piece of string.
10. Have students tie the piece of string onto the strawket at the middle mark.
Start Landing Sequence!
11. Have students place the cup on the floor, open side up. Next, the student should stand above the
cup and hold the string attached to the strawket, centering their hand above the cup. Wait until the
strawket stops swinging. Have them drop the strawket toward the cup.
12. If the strawket was not able to land in the cup, have them add a paper clip to the tail end and try
again. Once a paper clip end landing is achieved, have the students write down the number of
paper clips they used on the Weight Analysis Worksheet 1.
13. Have students mark the new center of gravity on the sketch and label it (using the method
described in step 6).
14. Blast Off: Have students try launching the strawket with their paper clips attached. Have each
student launch from the Earth or Sun (depending on the pattern you selected before the activity).
Students will insert their straws into their strawkets — holding onto the straw, not the paper part
of their strawket — aim at a planet, and blow. It should flip and land tail first.
15. Repeat steps 6-14, but place the paper clips on the nose this time, instead of the tail. Then, have
them answer the questions on the Weight Analysis Worksheet 1.
16. Have the students write down on their Weight Analysis Worksheet 2 whether they think a
strawket made out of a tissue will work. (In general, tissue strawkets are too light! Not only does
air resistance slow them down quickly, often after one or two launches, the tissue bunches up
inside and the straw cannot be reinserted.)
17. Have the students repeat steps 1-4 with a tissue this time (see Figure 4).
Figure 4.
Photograph
of a tissue
strawket
18. Have students find the center of gravity of their strawket as before in step 6.
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19. Have students sketch their strawket on the Weight Analysis Worksheet 2, and mark the center of
gravity on their sketch.
20. Blast Off: Have each student launch from the Earth or Sun (depending on the pattern you
selected before the activity). Students will insert their straws into their strawkets — holding onto
the straw, not the tissue part of their strawket — aim at a planet, and blow.
21. After retrieving their strawkets, students should complete the questions on their Weight Analysis
Worksheet 2 before launching a second time. They should write down the factors that they think
helped or hurt them.
22. Now, have the students make a mini-strawket (see Figure 5). Have them take their quarter-sized
piece of paper (measuring 4.25" × 5.5") and cut it as small as they would like. Warn them that
making it too small will prevent them from being able to spiral it into a cone.
Figure 5.
Photograph of
a normal and
mini-strawket.
23. Have the students repeat steps 1-6 with their mini piece of paper this time.
24. Have students sketch their rocket on the Weight Analysis Worksheet 2 and mark the center of
gravity on the sketch.
25. Blast Off: Have each student launch from the Earth or Sun (depending on the pattern you
selected before the activity). Students will insert their straws into their strawkets — holding onto
the straw, not the paper part of their strawket — aim at a planet, and blow.
26. Have students complete the questions on their Weight Analysis Worksheet 2 before launching a
second time. They should write down the factors they think helped or hurt them.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Planet Targets - Inner
• Planet Targets - Outer
• Weight Analysis Sheet 1
• Weight Analysis Sheet 2
• Launch from Earth Handout
• Launch from the Sun Handout
• Results from Earth
• Results from Sun
• Planet Comparison Datasheet
• Weight Quiz
• Weight Quiz - Answers
Safety Issues
No strawkets may be launched while the previous student retrieves their strawket.
No strawkets should be launched at another person.
Troubleshooting Tips
Make a strawket or two ahead of time to confirm your materials will be suitable. It is also a good idea to
have some extra, pre-made strawkets in case a student's is lost or crushed during the activity.
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If you do not have access to enough pencils, extra drinking straws can be used instead to help wrap the
paper cone.
Distributing cellophane tape to each student can be difficult while demonstrating how to build. Try to
have several helpers pass out the tape or have pieces stuck on the edges of a few tables ahead of time.
The tape used to secure the cotton balls should be fairly long so they are adhered properly.
Make sure the students are not holding onto the actual strawket when they blow through the straw.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Prediction: Have the students predict which strawket will go the farthest (paper or tissue) and record
predictions on the board.
Activity Embedded Assessment
Worksheet: Have the students record measurements and follow along with the activity on their Weight
Analysis Worksheets 1 and 2. After students have finished their worksheets, have them compare answers
with their peers.
Post-Activity Assessment
Quiz: Have students complete the Weight Quiz. This quiz covers simple division as well as how thrust is
affected by weight. Go over the answers as a class.
Discussion Questions: Solicit, integrate and summarize student responses. Ask the students the following
questions:
• With no paperclips on it, why is the CG slightly toward the nose of a strawket? (Answer: Because
the nose is made by folding the paper over and adding tape and a cotton ball, which adds weight
to the nose.)
• Is tissue a good material to use to build strawkets? (Answer: No, it is too light; it does not hold
the cone shape and becomes unusable after several launches.)
• Would a strawket made out of lead would work very well? Could you blow hard enough to
launch a lead strawket? (Answer: No and no)
Graphing Practice: Have the students create a bar graph of the class results using the Results from Earth
or the Results from Sun math sheet (depending on where the students started their rocket from in step 14).
You can also have students make comparison bar graphs of the distances achieved for tissue strawkets
and mini-strawkets using the same results sheets.
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
Have students measure the distances their individual strawkets traveled and record each attempt. Have
them graph the data to show that paper mini-strawkets fly farther than tissue strawkets.
Have students attempt to make strawkets out of other materials such as low-grade paperboard, index cards
or construction paper.
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Can the students come up with any other design improvements (e.g., more thrust, high pressure air
blower, fixed launch position, etc.)?
Activity Scaling
For K-3rd grade students, the first part of this activity could be accomplished within a class period. Only
have the students complete the first strawket design, steps 1-14. Have students count down to launch and
the number of strawkets that make it to each planet. A bar graph could be made to help them visualize the
numbers. Have students draw a picture of their strawkets on a piece of paper and label the parts and
materials. Ask the students how they think adding weight would affect the rocket distance.
For 4th and 5th grade students, they should complete the entire activity and graph the class data. Students
can tabulate their results using the Result from the Earth or Results from the Sun handouts and work out a
class average for each stage of the experiment. Have them determine how their new strawket design
affected the class average.
References (Return to Contents)
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2006.
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Figure 1. A strawket

Figure 2. Photograph of a cone-shaped paper tube

Figure 5. Photograph of a normal and mini-strawket

Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Weight Activity –
Weight Analysis Worksheet 1
Part 1 – Paper Clip Tail Strawket

To find the center of gravity (CG) on your strawket, balance the strawket on its
side on your finger. The spot touching your finger is the CG.
Sketch your strawket and mark the CG with a ⊗.

With no paper clips attached, could your strawket land in the cup on its
tail?_____________
How many paper clips did it take?_________
Add paper clips until the rocket hangs at a 45 degree angle like the following:
String

Tail

45°

How many paper clips did it take?_________
Find the NEW CG and label it on your diagram.
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Part 2 – Paper Clip Nose Strawket

Sketch your strawket and mark the CG with a ⊗.

With no paper clips attached, could your strawket land in the cup on it’s
nose?__________
How many paper clips did it take?_________
Add paper clips until the rocket hangs at a 45 degree angle like the following:
String

45°

Nose

How many paper clips did it take?_________
Find the NEW CG and label it on your diagram!
Why is this result different from number of paper clips on the tail?

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Weight Activity –
Weight Analysis Worksheet 2
Part 3 – Tissue Strawket

How well do you think a tissue strawket will work. Why?

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
Sketch your tissue strawket and mark the Center of Gravity with a ⊗!

Did your tissue strawket fly straight? _____________
How many times could you launch it? ____________
Part 4 – Mini-Strawket

Sketch your mini-strawket and mark the Center of Gravity with a ⊗!

Make a prediction based on your center of gravity location: Will your ministrawket fly nose first, tail first, or tumble randomly? _________________
How did it fly?________________________________________________

_______________________________________________
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Weight Activity – Results from the Earth
Put an “X” in the box next to each planet when a strawket lands close to it. Add another “X” to the
left for each additional close landing. When done, you will have a bar graph of the class results!
Pluto 25 feet

Neptune 20 feet

Uranus 15 feet

Saturn 10 feet

Jupiter 5 feet

Mercury 2.5 feet

Mars 2 feet

Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Weight Activity – Results from the Earth

9 Landings! Æ

8 Landings Æ

7 Landings Æ

6 Landings Æ

5 Landings Æ

4 Landings Æ

3 Landings Æ

1 Landing Æ

Earth 0 feet

2 Landings Æ

Venus 1 foot
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Weight Activity – Results from the Sun
Put an “X” in the box next to each planet when a strawket lands close to it. Add another “X” to the
left for each additional close landing. When done, you will have a bar graph of the class results!
Pluto
Neptune

Uranus

Saturn

Jupiter

Mars

Earth

Venus
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9 Landings Æ

8 Landings Æ

7 Landings Æ

6 Landings Æ

5 Landings Æ

4 Landings Æ

3 Landings Æ

1 Landing Æ

The SUN

2 Landings Æ

Mercury

1

Strawkets and Control Activity –
Planet Comparison Datasheet

Diameter
Rel Diameter
(Earth=1)

Mercury

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

Moon

0.382

0.949

1

0.533

11.209

9.449

4.007

3.883

0.187

0.272

Diameter (km)

4,879

12,104

12,756

6,794

142,984

120,536

51,118

49,528

2,390

3,474

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

0.72

1

1.52

5.2

9.54

19.19

30.07

39.48

0.28

0

0.52

4.2

8.54

18.19

29.07

38.48

2

5

10

19

30

39

Distance
Mercury
Distance from Sun
0.39
(A.U.s)
Distance from
0.61
Earth (A.U.s)

1 A.U. is equal to the distance from the Sun to the Earth

Scaled Down
Distances in Feet

0

1

1

Reasonable distance to attempt strawket launches:
Mercury
Venus
Earth
From Sun
1
2
3
From Earth
2.5
1
0

Mars

Jupiter
5
2

9
5

Saturn
13
10

Uranus Neptune
18
23
15
20

Pluto
25
25

Source: http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Object=SolarSys&Display=Overview
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Weight Activity –
Weight Quiz
Weight
1. My rocket is too heavy for the thrust from my engines. What are two things I
could do to have a successful liftoff?
1. ___________________________________________________
2. ___________________________________________________
2. F = ma is from Newton’s __________ (first, second or third) law of motion?
(Force = mass × acceleration)

3. Which of these rockets will make it to orbit? (Force ÷ Mass = Acceleration)
An ACCELERATION of 10 or greater is needed to achieve orbit!

#1

_______________

÷

______________

=

_______________

Fuel thrust force = 40
Rocket mass (weight) = 5

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#2

_______________

÷

______________

=

_______________

Fuel thrust force = 60
Rocket mass (weight) = 6

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#3

_______________

÷

______________

=

_______________

Fuel thrust force = 70
Rocket mass (weight) = 7

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#4

_______________

÷

______________

=

_______________

Fuel thrust force = 75
Rocket mass (weight) = 8

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Image source: quest.nasa.gov/neuron/kids/ express/page2.html
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Weight Activity –
Weight Quiz – Answers
Weight
1. My rocket is too heavy for the thrust from my engines. What are two things I
could do to have a successful liftoff?
1. Decrease the weight of the rocket (but less fuel reduces thrust!).
2. Increase the thrust of the engine (but adding fuel adds weight!).
2. F = ma is from Newton’s second (first, second or third) law of motion?
(Force = mass × acceleration)

3. Which of these rockets will make it to orbit? (Force ÷ Mass = Acceleration)
An ACCELERATION of 10 or greater is needed to achieve orbit!

#1

40

÷

5

=

Æ

8

NO!

Fuel thrust force = 40
Rocket mass = 5

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#2

60

÷

6

Æ

= 10

YES!

Fuel thrust force = 60
Rocket mass = 6

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#3

70

÷

7

=

Æ

10

YES!

Fuel thrust force = 70
Rocket mass = 7

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

#4

75

÷

8

=

9.37

Æ

NO!

Fuel thrust force = 75
Rocket mass = 8

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Weight Activity – Weight Quiz – Answers
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________
Image source: quest.nasa.gov/neuron/kids/ express/page2.html

Part III. Control
1. Circle True or False for each statement below:
True or False : To fly, rockets flap their wings.
True or False : In air, wings and fins help a rocket fly straight.
True or False : Rockets need control fins (wings) in space.

2. Which of these rockets will end up flying backward?

Light…
CP

… Heavy
CG

This one!

I don’t know!
Heavy…
CG

… Light

CP

This one!

Explanation: Objects rotate about their Center of Gravity (CG). The Center
of Pressure (CP) will be “blown” around and try to align BEHIND the CG.
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Activity: Strawkets and Thrust

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Figure 1.
Drawing
of a
strawket.
Summary
In this activity, students investigate the effect that thrust has on rocket flight. Students will make two
paper rockets that they can launch themselves by blowing through a straw. These "strawkets" will differ
in diameter, such that students will understand that a rocket with a smaller exit nozzle will provide a
larger thrust. Students have the opportunity to compare the distances traveled by their two strawkets after
predicting where they will land. Since each student will have a slightly different rocket and launching
technique, they will observe which factors contribute to a strawket's thrust and performance.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating science concept to engineering
Engineers must know about thrust in order to design a successful rocket. And, they have to understand
Newton's laws of motion as well as how exhaust behaves in order to calculate the thrust needed for a
rocket to reach its destination. How an engineer designs the shape of the rocket nozzle is very important
to the performance and thrust of the rocket. The size and shape of the nozzle effects how fast the exhaust
leaves the rocket as well as how much pressure it has.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Materials
3. Introduction/Motivation
4. Procedure
5. Attachments
6. Safety Issues
7. Troubleshooting Tips
8. Assessment
9. Extensions
10. Activity Scaling
11. References

Grade Level: 3 (3-5)
Group Size: 1
Time Required: 50 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ 1
Keywords: thrust, rockets, nozzles, planets, space, launch, Newton
Related Curriculum :
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
lessons
Rocket Me into Space
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Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• b. Collect and organize data from simple experiments or surveys in class (Grade 3) [2009]
• c. Create picture graphs, bar graphs, dot plots, and frequency tables from a data set (Grade 3) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• E. Models are used to communicate and test design ideas and processes. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
• F. Test and evaluate the solutions for the design problem. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Describe thrust and what factors can affect it.
• Identify some factors that engineers must consider when designing real rockets, including safety.
Materials List
Each group (student) needs:
• 1 piece of 8.5" x 11" paper (cut in half so that they have 2 half-sized pieces measuring 8.5" ×
5.5")
• 1 pencil
• 1 drinking straw
• 1 cotton ball
For the entire class to share:
• Target pictures of each of the 9 planets (available in the Attachments section)
• Several cellophane tape dispensers
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
How does a rocket make it all the way into space? It's not as easy as it looks. Rockets that fly into space
are very heavy and require something powerful to "push" them. Engineers design rocket engines to do
just that! The push that a rocket engine provides is called thrust. Do you remember which law helps us
describe thrust? That's right, Newton's third law of motion states that for every action, there is an equal
and opposite reaction. That means that as the rocket engine pushes hot gases (mass) out of the rocket, the
rocket propels (pushes) forward into space. That forward push is called thrust.
In order to create a successful rocket for Tess, her engineering team must understand thrust and know
how much force (push) it is creating. What do you think could affect the thrust of a rocket? Perhaps a
bigger engine? Well, there are some other things that engineers can do to affect thrust as well.
How an engineer designs the shape of the rocket nozzle is very important to the performance and thrust of
the rocket. The size and shape of the nozzle effects how fast the exhaust will leave the rocket as well as
how much pressure it will have. Tess' engineering team must perform many complex mathematical
calculations in order to design a nozzle that will create enough thrust to launch the rocket into space.
Today, we are going to design two paper rockets with different nozzle shapes. Although we will not be
performing all the math calculations, we will still understand how the different sized nozzles affect thrust.
And, we will use our own mouths as rocket engines! By blowing air out of our mouths, we can launch our
paper rockets into the air. We are also going to put cotton balls on the end of our paper rockets. For what
reason, do you think, the cotton is added? Well, engineers have to take safety into consideration when
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designing rockets as well, no matter what the size of the rocket. Today, with our small paper rockets, we
will be taking safety into account by adding a soft cotton ball to the front of the rocket to protect its
landing. Come on, let's go build some rockets!

Procedure
Before the Activity
1. Print out the Planet Targets (attached). If possible, do so in color and laminate for reuse.
2. Cut enough pieces of letter-sized paper into halves so that each student receives two halves (each
measuring 8.5" × 5.5"). Note: Almost any size piece of paper can be used as long as it is not
longer than the straw.
3. Remove the straws from their paper wrappers, if necessary.
4. Mark a starting line on the floor with tape or string.
5. Lay out Planet Targets on the floor beyond the starting line. For a somewhat realistic layout, use
one of these attached patterns: Launch from Earth or Launch from Sun. (Note: Actual planet
distances and diameters are attached for reference.)
With the Students
1. Have students wrap one piece of paper (measuring 8.5"× 5.5" inches) around a pencil starting
from the eraser end and working up to the lead tip. When wrapping, the paper should be spiraled
to make a cone shape (this can be done by holding it tighter at the eraser end and wrapping
upward). See Figure 2.
Figure 2.
Photograph
of a
cone-shaped
paper tube.
2. Have students tape the tube of paper near each end so it keeps its shape. The pencil can now be
removed. Note: Make sure the final length of paper tubing is a few centimeters shorter than the
straws or students will have nothing to hold onto for the launch (cut the paper tubing with scissors
if necessary).
3. Have students pinch and fold the smaller end of the tube over and tape it so it is airtight (see
Figure 3). This end is the "nose" of the strawket.
Figure 3.
Photograph
of a
cone-shaped
paper tube
with a closed
end.
4. Because engineers always try to include safety measures in their design, instruct students to tape a
cotton ball to the nose of each strawket. To prevent the cotton from falling off the strawket, the
tape should be placed over the top of the cotton ball (i.e., not wrapped inside/out and placed
underneath the cotton ball as it sits on the nose of the paper tubing). Note: Some cotton balls are
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big enough to pull apart; only use as much cotton as necessary to provide some protective
padding.
5. Have students personalize their strawkets. Suggest that they write their names on them or draw a
design so they know which one is theirs.
6. Have students sketch their strawket on the Thrust Analysis Worksheet.
Blast Off Procedure
1. Have each student launch from the Earth or Sun (depending on the pattern you selected before the
activity) using the attached Launch from the Earth or Launch from the Sun Sheets. Students
should insert their straws into their strawkets — holding onto the straw, not the paper part of
their strawket — aim at a planet, and blow.
2. After retrieving their strawkets, students should answer the three questions on the Thrust Analysis
Worksheet for the strawket they just launched.
3. Have students make a new strawket. Take one piece of paper and wrap it tightly around a pencil (
without spiraling into a cone shape) to make a tight paper tube that is even in diameter across the
length of the tube. Again, be sure the final length is a few centimeters shorter than the straws or
students will have nothing to hold onto for the launch! Note: If students have trouble wrapping
this tube, assure them that a slight cone-shape is acceptable as long as the tube is tighter than their
first design.
4. Repeat steps 2-8.
Figure 4.
Photograph
of strawket
comparison.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Planet Targets - Inner
• Planet Targets - Outer
• Thrust Analysis Worksheet
• Launch from the Earth Handout
• Launch from the Sun Handout
• Results from the Earth
• Results from the Sun
• Planet Comparison Datasheet
• Color Your Own Planet Handout
• Thrust Quiz
• Thrust Quiz - Answers
Safety Issues
Strawkets should not be launched while the previous student is retrieving her/his strawket.
Specifically, strawkets should be launched at another person.
Troubleshooting Tips
Make a strawket or two ahead of time to confirm that your materials will be suitable. Also, it is a good
idea to have some extra strawkets in case someone's gets lost or crushed during the activity.
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If you do not have access to enough pencils, extra drinking straws can be used instead to help wrap the
paper cone.
Distributing tape to each student can be difficult while demonstrating how to build. Try to have several
helpers pass out the cellophane tape or have pieces stuck on the edges of a few tables ahead of time.
The tape used to secure the cotton balls should be fairly long so they are adhered properly.
Make sure kids are not holding onto the bottom of the rocket when they blow through the straw!
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Concept Inventory: Have the students make their first attempt at the Thrust Quiz (attached). Students
should answer the quiz and then put it aside to discuss after the activity.
Activity-Embedded Assessment
Worksheet: Have the students record measurements and follow along with the activity on their Thrust
Analysis Worksheet. After students have finished their worksheet, have them compare answers with their
peers.
Roundtable: Have the class form into teams of 3-5 students. Ask the class a question with several possible
answers. Have the students on each team make a list of answers by taking turns writing down ideas on a
piece of paper (i.e., students pass the list around the group until all ideas are exhausted). Have one
representative from each team read aloud the answers while another representative writes them on the
board. Ask the students:
• What makes one strawket perform better than another? (Answer: There are many factors
including: mass, acceleration, nozzle shape, strawket body shape, air leaks in the strawket, launch
angle, and friction between the straw and paper cone.)
Post-Activity Assessment
Graphing Practice: Have the students create a bar graph of the class results using either the Results from
Earth or Results from Sun math sheet (depending on where the students started their rocket from in step
7: either the Earth or the Sun).
Concept Inventory Continued: Students should correct any answers they missed from the Thrust Quiz.
Ask the students the following question:
• Could you change the strawket nozzle (the tail end) any other way to get more thrust? (Answer:
Use a smaller diameter straw and tighter paper wrap while blowing as hard as before. Another
idea would be to plug the back with something so the air pressure builds up before launch and
then "pull the plug.")
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
Have students measure the distances their individual strawkets traveled and record each attempt. Have
them graph the data to show that their distances improve with practice.
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Try to determine how high the strawkets fly. To do so, place masking tape markers on a wall at measured
distances from the floor to the ceiling. While one student launches the strawket along the wall, another
student compares the height the strawket reached with the tape markers. Be sure to have the students
subtract the height from where the strawket was launched from the altitude reached.
Have students create an air pressure device that will deliver a consistent force to the strawket during each
launch.
Measure the angle of the launch straw and distances their strawket travels for varying angles. Plot the data
to see the correlation and find the angle that gives the maximum distance.
Can the students come up with any other design improvements (e.g., less weight, high pressure air
blower, fixed launch position, etc.)?
Activity Scaling
For K and 1st graders, students may need a little help with taping, but many can do it. This is a great
activity for younger students. Before beginning the activity, discuss air and force with students. Ask, "Can
air push things?" (Answer: Yes; wind is an example.) Then say, "This is a property of air that we can use
in engineering. Today we will use air to launch rockets!" Have the students make just the first strawket
and let them do several launches. Have students count down to launch and the number of strawkets that
make it to each planet. A bar graph could be made to help them visualize the numbers (see Results from
the Earth or Results from the Sun attachments). If time allows, conduct a demonstration of how a small
nozzle improves performance. If you wish, hand out the Color Your Own Planet Handout to the students.
Instead of using the Thrust Quiz as an assessment, have students show the path a rocket makes as it flies
with their hands. (Answer: an arc) Ask for choral responses to these basic questions: Why does the
strawket come back down when shot up? (Answer: gravity) Where does the thrust come out of the
strawket? (Answer: the back) Does the strawket move in the same direction or the opposite direction of
the thrust? (Answer: same)
For 3rd graders, do the activity as is.
For 4th and 5th graders, students should complete the entire activity and graph the class distance data.
Students can tabulate their results using the Results from the Earth or Results from the Sun attachments
and work out a class average for each stage of the experiment. Have them determine how the new
strawket design affected the class average.
References (Return to Contents)
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Figure 1. Drawing of a strawket

Figure 2. Photograph of a cone-shaped paper tube

Figure 4. Photograph of strawket comparison

Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Thrust Activity –
Thrust Analysis Worksheet
Sketch your first strawket before launch!

What planet did you aim for?______________________________________
What planet did you land closest to?________________________________
Why did you reach or not reach your target planet? ____________________

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Improve your thrust!
Sketch your new strawket before launch!

What planet did you aim for?______________________________________
What planet did you land closest to?________________________________
Why did you reach or not reach your target planet? ____________________

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Thrust Activity – Thrust Analysis Worksheet
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Thrust Activity – Results from the Earth
Put an “X” in the box next to each planet when a strawket lands close to it. Add another “X” to the
left for each additional close landing. When done, you will have a bar graph of the class results!
Pluto 25 feet

Neptune 20 feet

Uranus 15 feet

Saturn 10 feet

Jupiter 5 feet

Mercury 2.5 feet

Mars 2 feet

Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Thrust Activity – Results from the Earth

9 Landings! Æ

8 Landings Æ

7 Landings Æ

6 Landings Æ

5 Landings Æ

4 Landings Æ

3 Landings Æ

1 Landing Æ

Earth 0 feet

2 Landings Æ

Venus 1 foot

1

Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Thrust Activity – Results from the Sun
Put an “X” in the box next to each planet when a strawket lands close to it. Add another “X” to the
left for each additional close landing. When done, you will have a bar graph of the class results!
Pluto
Neptune

Uranus

Saturn

Jupiter

Mars

Earth

Venus

Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Thrust Activity – Results from the Sun

9 Landings Æ

8 Landings Æ

7 Landings Æ

6 Landings Æ

5 Landings Æ

4 Landings Æ

3 Landings Æ

1 Landing Æ

The SUN

2 Landings Æ

Mercury

1

Strawkets and Control Activity –
Planet Comparison Datasheet

Diameter
Rel Diameter
(Earth=1)

Mercury

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

Moon

0.382

0.949

1

0.533

11.209

9.449

4.007

3.883

0.187

0.272

Diameter (km)

4,879

12,104

12,756

6,794

142,984

120,536

51,118

49,528

2,390

3,474

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

0.72

1

1.52

5.2

9.54

19.19

30.07

39.48

0.28

0

0.52

4.2

8.54

18.19

29.07

38.48

2

5

10

19

30

39

Distance
Mercury
Distance from Sun
0.39
(A.U.s)
Distance from
0.61
Earth (A.U.s)

1 A.U. is equal to the distance from the Sun to the Earth

Scaled Down
Distances in Feet

0

1

1

Reasonable distance to attempt strawket launches:
Mercury
Venus
Earth
From Sun
1
2
3
From Earth
2.5
1
0

Mars

Jupiter
5
2

9
5

Saturn
13
10

Uranus Neptune
18
23
15
20

Pluto
25
25

Source: http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile.cfm?Object=SolarSys&Display=Overview
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Thrust Activity –
Color Your Own Planet Handout
Planet ideas: clouds, storms, rings, oceans, continents, craters,
volcanoes, forests, aliens, buildings, spaceships, people…

Planet Name: ______________________

Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Thrust Activity – Color Your Own Planet Handout
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Thrust Activity –
Thrust Quiz
Thrust
1. Several bombs just exploded! Circle the arrow that shows which way the nearby objects will move.

2. Which of these garden hose nozzles will give you a faster spray of water?
Circle your answer.
a. Narrow:
b. None:
c. Wide:
Why?

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Thrust Activity – Thrust Quiz
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Strawkets and Thrust Activity –
Thrust Quiz – Answers
Thrust
1. Several bombs just exploded! Circle the arrow that shows which way the nearby objects will move.

2. Which of these garden hose nozzles will give you a faster spray of water?
Circle your answer.
a. Narrow:

b. None:

c. Wide:

Why? The water must move faster to get through the narrow opening since it is
incompressible.

Rockets: Lesson 3, Strawkets and Thrust Activity – Thrust Quiz – Answers
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Strawkets and Control Activity –
Launch from the Earth Handout
Launch from the Earth

Mercury

Actual relative distances (feet)
Recommended distances (feet)

Venus Earth

0.4
2.5

0.7
1

1
0

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

1.5
2

5
5

10
10

19
15

30
20

39
25

Pluto 25 feet

Neptune 20 feet
Note: The planets and relative
distances are not even close to
scale… in reality, the Earth could fit
inside the Red Storm on Jupiter!
Uranus 15 feet

Saturn 10 feet

Jupiter 5 feet

Mercury 2.5 feet

Mars 2 feet

Venus 1 foot
Earth 0 feet
Line of tape or string
Student
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Strawkets and Control Activity –
Launch from the Sun Handout
Launch from the Sun
Actual relative distances (feet)
Recommended distances (feet)

Mercury
0.4
1

Venus Earth
0.7
2

1
3

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus

Neptune

Pluto

1.5
5

5
9

10
13

19
17

30
21

39
25

Pluto 25 feet

Neptune 21 feet

Note: The planets and relative
distances are not even close to
scale… but isn’t that a cool Saturn?

Uranus 17 feet

Saturn 13 feet

Jupiter 9 feet

Mars 5 feet

Earth 3 feet
Venus 2 feet

Mercury 1 foot
Line of tape or string
Student
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Strawkets and Control Activity –
Target Planets - Inner

The following images are from our solar system and can be used as targets for Strawket
launches. Any space object students are studying can be printed out and used.
Printed in color or gray-scale, these targets can be cutout and laminated for repeated use.
The following image gives you an idea of the actual relative planet sizes.

Source: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo/education/nav/ss2.gif

Mercury source: http://starchild.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/StarChild/solar_system_level1/mercury.html

Venus Source: http://starchild.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/StarChild/solar_system_level1/venus.html

Earth source: http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/photo_gallery/photogallery-earth.html

Moon source: http://starchild.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/StarChild/solar_system_level1/moon.html

Mars Source: http://starchild.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/StarChild/solar_system_level1/mars.html

Strawkets and Control Activity –
Target Planets - Outer

The following images are from our solar system and can be used as targets for Strawket
launches. Any space object students are studying can be printed out and used.
Printed in color or gray-scale, these targets can be cutout and laminated for repeated use.
The following image gives you an idea of the actual relative planet sizes.

Source: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo/education/nav/ss2.gif

Saturn source: http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo/education/nav/

Jupiter Source:
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/galileo/sepo/education/nav/

Uranus source:
http://starchild.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/StarChil
d/solar_system_level1/uranus.html

Neptune source: http://starchild.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/StarChild/solar system level1/neptune.html

Pluto source: http://starchild.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/StarChild/solar system level2/pluto image.html

Lesson: Blast Off

See end of lesson for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Ancient
Chinese
fire-arrows
Summary
Rockets need a lot of thrust to get into space. In this lesson, students learn how rocket thrust is generated
with propellant. The two types of propellants are discussed and relation to their use on rockets is
investigated. Students learn why engineers need to know the different properties of propellants.
Engineering Connection
Engineers use powerful propellants in order to launch a rocket into space. When these propellants burn,
hot gas is expelled out the nozzle causing the rocket to move forward. In order to achieve the necessary
speeds, engineers must understand the chemical properties of the different propellants. Factors such as
weight, efficiency, controllability and safety are all things engineers must keep in mind when choosing a
propellant. Individual propellants are better for different tasks, and it is the job of the engineer to choose
which and how much of a propellant to use.
Contents
1. Pre-Req Knowledge
2. Learning Objectives
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4. Background
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8. Assessment
9. Extensions
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Grade Level: 4 (3-5)

Lesson #: 4 of 6

Time Required: 15 minutes

Lesson Dependency :Newton Gets Me Moving

Keywords: Newton, motion, rocket, thrust, fuel, chemical reaction, gas, pressure, action, force,
oxidizer, propellant, space, energy
Related Curriculum
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
activities
Aqua-Thrusters!
Fuel Mystery Dis-Solved!
Pop Rockets
Educational Standards
• Colorado Science
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• d. Develop a scientific explanation regarding relationships of the components of the solar system
(Grade 4) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• D. The use of transportation allows people and goods to be moved from place to place. (Grades 3 - 5)
[2000]
• E. A transportation system may lose efficiency or fail if one part is missing or malfunctioning or if a
subsystem is not working. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Pre-Req Knowledge (Return to Contents)
Newton's Laws of Motion
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this lesson, students should be able to:
• Use Newton's third law of motion to explain how a rocket launches.
• Explain the difference between propellant and fuel.
• Describe how weight of fuel affects the ability to get a rocket into space.
• Explain why engineers need to know the properties of different propellants.
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Have you ever seen a real rocket being launched? If you have, I bet you noticed a lot of fire and smoke.
Why was that happening? Imagine how hot it would be if you were standing close to the launch pad! Do
you remember how a rocket moves? (Refer to Lesson 2: Newton Gets Me Moving.) That's right, the
rocket moves by shooting mass (hot gas) from the vehicle at a high velocity or speed. Whose law was
this? (Answer: Newton's third law of motion) What does Newton's third law say? Remember, it states that
for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. So, when the rocket shoots mass (hot gas) out in
one direction, the rocket actually moves away in the opposite direction! The direction it moves in is a
result of thrust.
Launching a rocket into space requires a lot of energy. That energy comes from something called
propellant. Did you know that a car uses propellant? A car burns gasoline and air in its engine so that the
car can travel down the road. Rockets and cars are similar in this way, but a rocket has to travel 62 miles
above the Earth to reach space at a speed of 25,000 miles per hour. How does it do it?
In order to design Tess' rocket, her engineering team (that's you!) needs to understand what sort of
propellant to use, how propellants work and finally, how much to use. Propellant is a little bit different
from fuel in that propellant contains both fuel and oxidizer.
Let's start with the oxidizer. What chemical does the word oxidizer resemble? (Answer: oxygen) What
does fire needs in order to burn? (Demonstration: Light a candle in front of the class and ask the students
what are the ways that we could put the flame out? Place a larger glass on top of the candle cutting off air
supply to it. Students should realize that the fire needs something in the air in order to burn. Answer:
oxygen.) That is correct: fire needs oxygen to burn. What does oxidizer mean, then? It is a substance that
supplies oxygen in order to burn a fuel.
So now that know about an oxidizer, let's learn about the propellant? Propellant is generally what we
think of as fuel. In the case of the candle, what is the fuel? (Answer: wax) What types of fuel can you list?
(Possible answers: gasoline, natural gas, propane, kerosene, wood, coal, wax, etc. In order to get some
answers, ask students about appliances and vehicles in their house and how they think they run?) These
are all examples of fuels. Which ones are examples of liquid fuel? (Possible answers: gasoline, kerosene,
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etc.) Which ones are examples of solid fuel? (Possible answers: wood, coal, wax, etc.)
Choosing an appropriate fuel for Tess' rocket is very important. What factors would affect our choice?
(Answer: Weight and rate of burning are perhaps the most important factors.) Weight is incredibly
important because fuel weighs a lot. And, we have to launch the rocket with all the fuel attached to it.
Additionally, we have to have enough fuel to get Tess, the rocket and the satellites all the way into space!
Ideally, any rocket — including Tess' — is approximately 90% propellants, 4% tanks, engines, fins, etc.
and 6% payload (spacecraft, satellites and astronauts). That is a lot of propellants. Basically, that means
that the weight of the propellant, the tanks and the payload must add up to 100(%). Let's try a short
mental math exercise. If Tess' satellite weighs 6 tons, and the tanks, engines, and body of the rocket
weigh 4 tons, how many tons would the propellants weigh? (Answer: 6 + 4 =10. Then, 100 - 10 = 90. The
answer is 90 tons. The total of all of them is 100 tons). How about another one: if the total rocket weighs
100 pounds (it's a small rocket), how much of that weight should be propellant? (Answer: 90% of 100
pounds is 90 pounds - because we already know that 90% of the total weight is propellant.) How about
the payload and tanks together? (Answer: 100 pounds - 90 pounds is 10 pounds. Together, the payload
and tanks should weigh 10 pounds.)
Now that we have a basic concept of propellants and their importance in getting Tess and her cargo into
space, we can learn more about how propellants work and how rocket thrust is generated. Are you ready,
engineers? We're ready for launch!

Lesson Background & Concepts for Teachers
Rockets are able to travel into space because of a force called thrust. How is thrust generated? The answer
is propellant. When rocket propellant is burned, hot gases expand very quickly through a nozzle. These
hot gases are then forced out the back of the rocket which produces an equal and opposite direction
upward due to Newton's third law of motion.
What exactly is propellant and how does it work? Propellant is made up of a fuel and an oxidizer. There
are two types of propellant used in chemical rockets: liquid and solid.
Liquid Propellant
Figure 2.
NASA's
Space
Shuttle
Discovery
Liquid propellant is composed of liquid fuel and oxidizer. Rockets use many different combinations of
these two substances. One example of liquid propellant is liquid hydrogen with liquid oxygen. The large,
orange external fuel tank on NASA's Space Shuttle holds both of these two chemicals (see Figure 2).
You cannot see it from the outside, but the chemicals are separated from one another until launch time.
Then during the launch procedure, the chemicals flow through a bunch of pipes and valves until they
reach a chamber where they are burned. The burning of this propellant creates a high pressure and high
velocity gas. This gas travels through an exit nozzle which makes the gas move even faster. The faster the
gas can leave the nozzle, the more thrust the rocket will have.
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The liquid propellant on the Space Shuttle is used to fire the three main engines on the orbiter. These
main engines can move in a specified order to control the direction of the Shuttle. Liquid propellant is
good to use because it can provide a lot of thrust. Also, rockets using liquid propellant can be quickly shut
down should there be a problem — an extremely important safety feature. However, because of how
complex they are, these types of chemical rockets can be very expensive to design and build. This is why
other rockets use a different type of propellant, called solid propellant.
Solid Propellant
Many people do not think of fuel as being solid. However, there are many ordinary examples of solid fuel
all around you, such as wood and coal. Even candle wax is a solid fuel. Energy is slowly released as the
wax melts and is consumed by the flame. Solid propellant that is used in rockets utilizes substances that
are a bit more complex and burn at a much faster rate, but the idea is still the same. The most famous
solid rockets are the two white solid rocket boosters (SRBs) that are attached to the orange external tank
on the Space Shuttle (remember, the orange external tank uses liquid propellant. The solid fuel used in the
SRBs is atomized aluminum, and the oxidizer is ammonium perchlorate.
Solid propellant rockets may have a hole drilled through the center that is shaped like a circle or star (or
other possibly complicated shape). The interior shape of the hollowed out core is an important factor in
determining a rocket's performance. The amount of propellant exposed to burning flames is called surface
area. An increase in surface area will increase thrust but will reduce burn-time since the propellant is
being consumed faster. Typically, solid rockets will start out having a large propellant surface area
because rockets need the greatest amount of thrust to get off the ground. After the propellant has burned
for some time, the surface area will decrease since the required thrust is less. For example, a star
configuration would accomplish this necessary surface area change over time in that as the propellant
burns, the star will eventually become circular and the surface area will be less. The SRBs on the Space
Shuttle actually use an 11-point star configuration.
Figure 3. Solid
rocket with
star
configuration.
Solid propellant rockets are relatively simple. Unfortunately, once a solid rocket is ignited, it will
consume all of its propellant without any option to turn it off. Therefore, if anything goes wrong, this can
potentially pose a dangerous situation. Because of this, the SRBs are the last component to be turned on
before launch so that if anything goes wrong before then, the mission can be aborted.
Thrust for a rocket continues as long as its engines have propellant that can be burned. Furthermore, the
mass of the rocket changes during flight. Its mass is the sum of all its parts, including engines, fuel tanks,
payload, control system and propellant. By far, the largest part of the rocket's mass is its propellant (note:
earlier in this lesson, we learned that the propellant accounts for 90% of the weight of the rocket). This
mass constantly changes as the engines burn and eject the propellant — ultimately decreasing the rocket's
mass during flight. The acceleration of the rocket will increase as its mass decreases due to Newton's
second law of motion, which states that the force of an object is equal to its mass times its acceleration.. A
rocket is accelerating fastest when its propellant is almost gone. Newton's second law of motion can be
restated as such when explaining rockets: the greater the mass of propellant ejected, combined with the
speed with which is it is ejected from the engine, then the greater the thrust force which pushes the rocket
in the opposite direction.
Simulating Rocket Launches
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Did you know that fireworks that shoot up into the air are actually rockets? Gunpowder is often used in
fireworks as a solid propellant. You could launch a model rocket into the air with gunpowder to simulate
a real rocket launch. A safer alternative, however, is to use the energy stored in an antacid tablet (such as
Alka-Seltzer®), which contains aspirin, sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) and citric acid (C6H8O7). When
the tablet is dissolved in water (or some other liquid), a chemical reaction occurs between the sodium
bicarbonate and the citric acid: the hydrogen ions (H+) and carbonate ions (CO6-2) are freed to collide and
react in the solution. The products of the reaction are carbon dioxide (CO2) gas and water. The carbon
dioxide can be seen as bubbles in the gas. If you find a way to capture the carbon dioxide created, you can
release this pressure and use it to create thrust.
Vocabulary/Definitions (Return to Contents)
a collection of molecules with enough energy to remain isolated and free floating (as
opposed to liquids and solids where particles group together).
Chemical
A process where one type of substance is chemically converted to another substance
Reaction:
involving an exchange of energy.
Pressure:
Results from collisions of gas molecules with a surface. It is defined as force/area, which
is measured in units of lb/in2 (psi) or N/m2 (Pa).
Fuel:
Something consumed to produce energy.
Oxidizer:
A substance that supplies oxygen in order to burn a fuel.
Thrust:
The forward-directed force of a jet or rocket engine as a reaction to the ejection of exhaust
gases.
Surface Area: The amount of exposed or outer material of any object.
Associated Activities
Gas:

• Fuel Mystery Dis-Solved! - In this activity, students discover how solid fuels are consumed and
what variables affect the rate of reaction.
• Aqua-Thrusters! - In this activity, students investigate how solid fuels produce thrust by
constructing a rocket powered boat.
• Pop Rockets - Students will launch a paper rocket using solid fuel in this activity.
Lesson Closure
In this lesson, we learned that a rocket can be launched into space by expelling propellant in the opposite
direction. Which law is this? That's right, Newton's third law of motion! Newton's second law tells us that
force equals mass times acceleration. So, we know that the larger the amount of propellant and the faster
it is pushed out the back of the rocket, the more thrust the rocket will have. Also, we learned that rockets
could use either liquid propellant or solid propellant. Propellants are made up of a fuel and an oxidizer.
Can you tell me what an oxidizer is? (Answer: something that gives oxygen to be burned) Different fuels
are able to provide different amounts of energy at different rates, and it is the job of engineers to find
fuels that provide the most energy for the rocket. This means that engineers have to also think about the
weight and cost of the fuel as well.
In order for Tess to be able to explore space and to carry the satellites that will be part of the rocket cargo
for use to communicate with her mother, Maya, her rocket needs to successfully make it into space. Since
you all, as the engineering team, now understand propellants and how they work, you know one more
important factor behind engineering Tess' rocket.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Lesson Assessment
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Discussion Question: Solicit, integrate and summarize student responses.
• Ask the students if candy lasts longer when you chew it or just suck on it. (Answer: Sucking lasts
longer. If you chew it into many pieces you have actually increased the candy's surface area, and
your saliva will dissolve it faster!) Do you get more candy if you chew it up? (Answer: No, it is
the same amount of candy. It just does not last as long.) These are important concepts to
understand for learning about solid fuel.
• Shake up a can of soda pop. Open the can over the sink or outdoors. Ask the students what
happened to cause the pop to explode. (Answer: The drink is carbonated with carbon dioxide gas.
The gas is usually dissolved into the liquid because the can is pressurized. When you shake the
can, some of the gas is no longer dissolved and bubbles form on the sides and bottom of the can.
When you open the can, the undissolved gas bubbles try to escape and push liquid out in the
process since it is in the way.)
Post-Introduction Assessment
Question/Answer: Ask the students questions and have them raise their hands to respond. Write their
answers on the board.
1. Does launching a rocket into space require energy? (Answer: yes)
2. What material is used to generate thrust in a rocket? (Answer: propellant)
3. What are the two types of propellant? (Answer: liquid and solid)
4. What is the difference between a propellant and fuel? (Answer: Propellants are made up of a fuel
and an oxidizer.)
5. What is used as propellant in cars? (Answer: Gasoline and air: gasoline is the fuel and air is the
oxidizer.)
6. Why do engineers need to know the properties of different propellants? (Answer: Engineers need
to know about the properties of propellants in order to launch a rocket successfully into space.)
Class Discussion: Show pictures or video clips of rocket launches (from NASA's website at
http://search.nasa.gov/nasasearch/search/search.jsp?nasaInclude=launch+video+clips or from
v2Rocket.com at http://www.v2rocket.com/start/others/aud_vid.html). In groups of 2-3, have students
discuss what powers a rocket. (Note: fire and fuel are popular answers.) Fire is the result of fuel burning,
but how exactly does the fuel store and release energy? (Answer: Fuel stores chemical energy which is
released when the fuel burns, causing an expansion of gases and a pressure increase. These gases are
expelled out of the back of the rocket very quickly through a nozzle which makes the rocket move in the
opposite direction because of Newton's third law of motion).
Lesson Summary Assessment
Mental Math/Pairs Check: Have students work in pairs to answer following questions.
Ideally, any rocket, is approximately 90% propellants; 4% tanks, engines, fins, etc.; and 6% payload
(spacecraft, satellites and astronauts). Think of a pie graph when picturing the distribution; the biggest
chunk is propellants.
• If a satellite weighs 5 tons, and the tanks, engines, and body of the rocket weigh 5 tons, how
many tons would the propellants weigh? (Answer: 5 + 5 = 10 tons. 100 - 10 = 90 tons. The
answer is 90 tons.)
• Challenge: If the total rocket weighs 200 tons, how much of that weight should be propellant?
(Answer: 90% of 100 tons = 90 tons, so 90% of 200 tons = 180 tons. The answer is 180 tons.)
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Toss-a-Question: Ask students to independently think of an answer to each of the questions below and
write it on a half sheet of paper. Have students wad up and toss the paper to another team member who
then adds his/her answer. After all students have written down ideas, have them toss the paper wad to
another student, who then reads the answers aloud to the class. Discuss answers with the class.
• Can any material be a fuel? (Answer: No, only materials that react with something and cause a
change in energy of its particles can be a fuel.)
• How is pressure created in a rocket engine? (Answer: A reaction takes place that gives particles
more energy causing them to move more and take up more space which increases the pressure.)
• How does the amount of surface area affect the rate at which fuel burns? (Hint: Remind students
to think about the piece of candy example from the Pre-Assessment section.) (Answer: More
surface area means a faster reaction; less surface area produces a slower burn.)
Lesson Extension Activities (Return to Contents)
• Go to NASA's website
(http://search.nasa.gov/nasasearch/search/search.jsp?nasaInclude=launch+video+clips) and
download a movie clip of any shuttle launch to see it!
• Class debate: Have students work in groups of four. Two students will argue in favor of solid
propellant on the latest NASA rocket to Mars; the other two will argue in favor of liquid
propellant. Have students report back to the entire class on how they feel their debate went and if
they formed an agreement.
• Have students investigate other methods of propulsion — instead of chemical rockets, such as ion
and nuclear rockets.
• Have students research the difference between a jet engine and a chemical rocket engine.
References (Return to Contents)
Armstrong, Dennis, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, NASA's Obiter Fleet, "Space
Shuttle Overview: Discovery (OV-103)," September 15, 2005,
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/kennedy/shuttleoperations/orbiters/discovery-info.html - accessed February
13, 2006.
Benson, Tom. National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Beginner's Guide to Model Rockets,
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/bgmr.html - accessed February 13, 2006.
Speake, Vicki, Science is Here: E-SET, "What Puts the Fizz in Alka-Seltzer ™," September 2002, Iowa
State University, University Extension,
http://www.extension.iastate.edu/e-set/science_is_here/alkaseltzer.html - accessed February 13, 2006.
Contributors
Jeff White, Brian Argrow, Luke Simmons, Jay Shah, Malinda Schaefer Zarske, Janet Yowell
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Ancient Chinese fire-arrows

Figure 2. NASA's Space Shuttle Discovery

Figure 3. Solid rocket with star configuration

Activity: Fuel Mystery Dis-Solved!

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Summary
In this activity, students investigate the simulated use of solid rocket fuel by using an antacid tablet.
Students observe the effect that surface area and temperature has on chemical reactions. Also, students
compare the reaction time using two different reactants: water and vinegar. Finally, students report their
results using a bar graph.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating science concept to engineering
An engineer must understand chemical reactions when designing a rocket propellant. Safety, amount of
thrust and amount of heat are all important considerations to rocket performance. Also, engineers must
know and understand the properties of fuel so that they can design rockets that effectively maximize their
fuel consumption.
Contents
1. Pre-Req Knowledge
2. Learning Objectives
3. Materials
4. Introduction/Motivation
5. Procedure
6. Attachments
7. Safety Issues
8. Troubleshooting Tips
9. Assessment
10. Extensions
11. References

Grade Level: 4 (3-5)
Group Size: 2
Time Required: 50 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ 1
Keywords: chemical reaction, fuel, surface area, temperature, rockets, space, propellant, energy
Related Curriculum :
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
lessons
Blast Off
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• b. Collect data from class experiments or multi-classroom surveys (Grade 4) [2009]
• c. Create data displays appropriate to data collected (Grade 4) [2009]
• Colorado Science
• a. Identify and describe the variety of energy sources (Grade 4) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
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• C. Energy comes in different forms. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Pre-Req Knowledge (Return to Contents)
A brief understanding of Newton's three laws of motion is helpful.
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Describe how temperature and surface area exposure affect the rate at which fuel is consumed.
• Explain why engineers want to know about the properties of a fuel when designing rockets.
• Create a bar graph of result data.
Materials List
Each group needs:
• 3 solid halves and 3 crushed halves of antacid tablets (e.g., Alka-Seltzer™. Do NOT use Tums™
tablets.)
• 1 clear plastic cup
• 1 stopwatch or clock with a second hand
• Enough vinegar to fill the provided, clear cup
• 2 pair of safety glasses/goggles
To share with the entire class:
• Access to a sink to get and dispose of tap water
For class demonstration:
• 1 tablespoon baking soda
• ¼ c. vinegar
• 1 clear cup or bowl
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Have you ever mixed baking soda together with vinegar? What happens? (Mix the two ingredients in a
clear bowl or cup for students to observe the reaction.) These two substances form a chemical reaction
when they are mixed together, causing carbon dioxide to be produced. That is why you see a lot of fizzing
and bubbling. A similar reaction occurs when you drop an antacid tablet in a cup of water. Pretty cool!
So, how does this relate to rockets? Some rockets use solid fuel propellant to generate thrust. What is
thrust? Thrust is the forward motion of a rocket engine as a reaction to gas being ejected from it. That is
how the rocket gets into space. Remember Newton's third law of motion? (The third law states that for
every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.) The chemical reaction is set off in solid fuel rockets
by lighting them on fire! Did we have to light the baking soda on fire to get it to work? No. Some of the
factors that affect a chemical reaction are the same whether you have to light the fuel on fire or not. .
When rocket fuel is burning, a chemical reaction is occurring. An engineer must understand this reaction
when designing a rocket. In order to get Tess and her cargo into space safely, it is very important to
understand that chemical reactions are not only very useful, but if not done with proper understanding,
they can be potentially dangerous also. How the different chemicals react affect how much thrust will be
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created, as well as how much pressure and heat will be created. The condition under which the chemical
reaction occurs also affects its outcomes. This information is critical to you all as Tess' engineering team
when trying to decide how much propellant is needed, how strong the rocket has to be, and how much
heat shielding the rocket needs (burning fuel can be hot!). Today, we will perform an experiment that will
allow us to see what affects chemical reactions. This will help us design the best rocket to get our cargo
into space.

Procedure
Chemical Reaction Background
The chemical reaction that occurs in the body with an antacid tablet is as follows:
NaHCO3 + HCl ï
NaHCO3 + Citric acid ï

NaCl + H2O + CO2
CO2 + H2O + Sodium Citrate

The sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) in the alka-seltzer tablet reacts with the hydrogen chloride (HCl) acid
in the stomach to neutralize it, producing carbon dioxide (CO2) as a byproduct.
Essentially, what is happening in these reactions (with vinegar and water) is that a proton (H+) is being
freed up by being in a liquid solution, as is HCO3- from the sodium bicarbonate and is described by the
following chemical equation:
HCO3- + H+ ï

H2O + CO2

Before the Activity
Figure
1.
Antacid
tablet.
1. Remove antacid tablets from packaging and break them in half (see Figure 1).
2. Prepare crushed tablets.
3. Clean up any white powder that has been spilled, as it may be mistaken for many other illegal or
dangerous substances.
With the Students
1. Each group should be given one cup filled with cold tap water.
2. Give each group a solid half tablet of antacid. (Note: Antacid tablets should be given out only as
needed so that the instructor knows that all tablets are accounted for and used appropriately in the
experiment.)
3. Have one student start the stopwatch as another student puts the half tablet of antacid into the cup
of water.
4. Have the students stop the stopwatch when the tablet is completely dissolved and they no longer
hear/see the fizz.
5. Allow students to record their time and make observations on the Fuel Analysis Worksheet before
continuing.
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6. Have the students empty out their cup into the sink and fill it back up with cold tap water. They
should refill their cup with the same amount of water as they had before.
7. Give each group a crushed half tablet of antacid.
8. Repeat steps 3-5.
9. Have the students empty out their cup in the sink again. This time, have them fill it up with hot
water, to the same level that they had previously filled their cup with cold water. Have them
repeat the experiment again for each of a solid half tablet and a crushed half tablet. Have them
record their results on the Fuel Analysis Worksheet.
10. Have the students empty out their cup in the sink again. This time, have them fill it up with
vinegar, to the same level as they filled the water. Have them repeat the experiment two times
again, using each of a solid half tablet and a crushed half tablet. Have them record their results on
the Fuel Analysis Worksheet.
11. Have the students complete the Fuel Analysis Worksheet by making a bar graph of their results
and answering the final question.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Fuel Analysis Sheet - 3rd Grade
• Fuel analysis sheet - 4th-5th Grade
Safety Issues
Remind students not to put the antacid tablets (crushed or solid) in their mouths; if a student eats a solid
tablet they could become very sick.
Make sure the students wear safety glasses when putting the antacid into the water.
Hand out antacid only as necessary; do not give each group a "supply" in advance.
Troubleshooting Tips
In order to effectively use half tablets of antacid in both solid and powder form, this method of
preparation can be used:
1. Use scissors to cut a two-tablet packet down the middle (between the two whole tablets).
2. Carefully, tear open each of the foil antacid packets and remove both tablets. Break them in half
as evenly as possible.
3. Place ½ of each tablet back into its foil packet.
4. Fold over the open end of one of the packets, hold it shut and use a blunt object to crush the half
tablet in the packet (this takes some practice but works well). Repeat for the other tablet.
5. Now you should have two crushed half tablets nicely contained in their packets and two solid half
tablets set aside.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Prediction: Of the scenarios listed below, have the students predict which will dissolve faster; have them
record their predictions on the board.
• Solid antacid tablet versus crushed antacid tablet;
• Antacid in hot water versus cold water; or
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• Antacid tablet in water versus vinegar.
Activity Embedded Assessment
Worksheet/Pairs Check: Have students work individually or in pairs on the Fuel Analysis Worksheet.
After students finish the worksheet, have them compare answers with a peer or another pair, giving all
students time to finish the worksheet.
Post-Activity Assessment
Prediction Analysis: Have students compare their initial predictions with their test results, as recorded on
the worksheets. Ask the students to explain why they think the tabled dissolved faster when they are
crushed or in hot water.
Numbered Heads: Have the students on each team number off so that each member has a different
number. Ask the students a question (give them a time frame for solving it, if desired). The members of
each team should work together to answer the question. Everyone on the team must know the answer.
Call a number at random. Students with that number should raise their hands to give the answer. If
students do not know the answers, allow the teams time to work a little longer. Ask the students:
• Does a crushed antacid tablet dissolve faster than a solid tablet in a liquid? (Answer: Yes, crushed
tablet dissolves faster.)
• Why does more surface area (crushed tablet) decreases the time it takes for the tablet to dissolve?
(Answer: More surface area means more molecules of the antacid can react with the liquid
molecules immediately.)
• How are antacid tablets related to solid rocket fuel? (Answer: Both contain stored energy. When a
chemical reaction is started, this energy is released and can be used.)
• Does an antacid tablet dissolve faster in hot or cold water? (Answer: Hot; it has more energy to
react with the antacid.)
• Why do you think hot water increases the rate of reaction? (Answer: Warm water moves faster
than cold water. It has more energy in the form of water molecules that vibrate and move around
faster than those in cold water. These faster moving warm water molecules find and react with
antacid molecules much quicker than cold water molecules.)
• Should an engineer design a dishwasher to use solid blocks of soap or powered soap if they want
the soap to mix with the water quickly? (Answer: Powder, since it has more surface area.)
• Which cleans dishes better, hot or cold water? (Answer: Hot water because the extra energy of
motion makes the hot water particles mix with the soap faster! Although unrelated to chemical
reactions, the heat also softens the food making it easier to remove.)
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
Have the students repeat the experiment at a number of different liquid temperatures. Have them record
the temperature with a thermometer and make a new graph of the results.
Have the students repeat the experiment with antacid tablets cut into thirds, quarters, fifths, etc. Have
them graph the new results.
Have students try different brands of antacids to determine if there are any differences in the results.
References (Return to Contents)
University of Idaho, Idaho Tech, Rocketry: An Effervescent Race,
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http://www.uidaho.edu/idahotech/lessons/rockets/antacid.html - accessed February 14, 2006.
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Figure 1. Antacid tablet

Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Fuel Mystery Dis-Solved Activity –
Fuel Analysis Worksheet – 3rd Grade
Test 1 – Solid Tablet with Cold Water

What happened to the fuel? ____________________________________________
What happened to the water? ___________________________________________
Time: ______________
Test 2 – Crushed Tablet with Cold Water

What happened to the fuel? ____________________________________________
What happened to the water? ___________________________________________
Time: ______________
Test 3 – Solid Tablet with Hot Water

What happened to the fuel? ____________________________________________
What happened to the water? ___________________________________________
Time: ______________
Test 4 – Crushed Tablet with Hot Water

What happened to the fuel? ____________________________________________
What happened to the water? ___________________________________________
Time: ______________
Test 5 – Solid Tablet with Vinegar

What happened to the fuel? ____________________________________________
What happened to the water? ___________________________________________
Time: ______________

Rockets: Lesson 4, Fuel Mystery Dis-Solved Activity – Fuel Analysis Worksheet – 3rd Grade
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Test 6 – Crushed Tablet with Vinegar

What happened to the fuel? ____________________________________________
What happened to the water? ___________________________________________
Time: ______________
Make a bar graph of your results!

Color in the boxes from left to right until you have reached your recorded time.
Test 1:
Solid/cold
Test 2:
crush/cold
Test 3:
Solid/hot
Test 4:
Crush/hot
Test 5:
Solid/vinegar
Test 6:
Crush/vinegar
10sec

20sec

30sec

40sec

50sec

1 min

1 min
10sec

1 min
20sec

1 min
30sec

1 min
40sec

1 min
50sec

2 min

Time
Final Question

How would stirring the water affect the dissolving antacid? Why would engineers
need to know this?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Fuel Mystery Dis-Solved Activity –
Fuel Analysis Worksheet – 4th-5th Grade
Test 1 – Solid Tablet with Cold Water

Fuel observations: ___________________________________________________
Water observations: __________________________________________________
Time for reaction to complete (in minutes and seconds): ______________
Test 2 – Crushed Tablet with Cold Water

Fuel observations: ___________________________________________________
Water observations: __________________________________________________
Time for reaction to complete (in minutes and seconds): ______________
Test 3 – Solid Tablet with Hot Water

Fuel observations: ___________________________________________________
Water observations: __________________________________________________
Time for reaction to complete (in minutes and seconds): ______________
Test 4 – Crushed Tablet with Hot Water

Fuel observations: ___________________________________________________
Water observations: __________________________________________________
Time for reaction to complete (in minutes and seconds): ______________
Test 5 – Solid Tablet with Vinegar

Fuel observations: ___________________________________________________
Vinegar observations: ________________________________________________
Time for reaction to complete (in minutes and seconds): ______________
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Test 6 – Crushed Tablet with Vinegar

Fuel observations: ___________________________________________________
Vinegar observations: ________________________________________________
Time for reaction to complete (in minutes and seconds): ______________
Make a bar graph of your results!

Color in the boxes from left to right until you’ve reached your recorded time.
Test 1:
Solid/cold
Test 2:
crush/cold
Test 3:
Solid/hot
Test 4:
Crush/hot
Test 5:
Solid/vinegar
Test 6:
Crush/vinegar
10sec

20sec

30sec

40sec

50sec

1 min

1 min
10sec

1 min
20sec

1 min
30sec

1 min
40sec

1 min
50sec

2 min

Time
Final Question

How would stirring the liquid affect the dissolving antacid? Describe how stirring
would affect the “fuel,” and predict whether the antacid would dissolve faster or
slower. Why would an engineer want to know this about rocket fuel?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
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Activity: Aqua-Thrusters!

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Summary
In this activity, students construct their own rocket-powered boat called an "aqua-thruster." These
aqua-thrusters will be made from a film canister and will use carbon dioxide gas — produced from a
chemical reaction between an antacid tablet and water — to propel it. Students observe the effect that
surface area of this simulated solid rocket fuel has on thrust.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating science concept to engineering
Engineers design powerful propellants in order to launch a rocket into space. In order to design the
propellant properly and with enough thrust, they must understand the chemical properties of the different
propellants. Factors such as weight of propellant must also be considered for flight in space as well as air
flight.
Contents
1. Pre-Req Knowledge
2. Learning Objectives
3. Materials
4. Introduction/Motivation
5. Procedure
6. Attachments
7. Safety Issues
8. Troubleshooting Tips
9. Assessment
10. Extensions

Grade Level: 4 (3-5)
Group Size: 2
Time Required: 50 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ .50
Keywords: fuel, thrust, surface area, chemical reaction, boat, rocket, Newton, energy, motion, antacid,
Alka Seltzer®
Related Curriculum :
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
lessons
Blast Off
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• b. Collect data from class experiments or multi-classroom surveys (Grade 4) [2009]
• c. Create data displays appropriate to data collected (Grade 4) [2009]
• Colorado Science
• d. Develop a scientific explanation regarding relationships of the components of the solar system
(Grade 4) [2009]
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• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• E. Models are used to communicate and test design ideas and processes. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
• D. The use of transportation allows people and goods to be moved from place to place. (Grades 3 - 5)
[2000]
Pre-Req Knowledge (Return to Contents)
An introduction to thrust, Newton's laws of motion
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Explain that thrust can be created by a chemical reaction and what affects it.
• Compare the motion of a model rocket-boat to a rocket designed to travel in space.
• Describe some of the factors that engineers consider when choosing propellants for rocket design.
Materials List
Each group needs:
• 1 solid half and 1 crushed half of an antacid tablet (e.g., Alka-Seltzer™. Note: do not use
Tums™.)
• 1 film canister. (Note: Film canisters are readily available at no charge from camera shops and
stores where film is processed, such as grocery stores, Target, Costco, etc. These businesses
recycle the canisters and are often willing to donate them for educational use. Most of the
canisters they have will be the solid black ones (see Figure 1, center canister). These are good for
this activity. The elliptical-shaped canister is used for Advantix® film (see Figure 1, left canister)
work too.
Figure 1.
Film
canisters
• 1 stopwatch or a clock with a second hand
• Small piece of construction paper, a strip of heavy tape (such as electrical tape), or a small cutout
of dense foam
To share with the entire class:
• Safety glasses (enough pairs for the largest group)
• Large sink, tub or other plastic/glass container that will hold water
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Have you ever been in a boat before? How did it move? Did it move using a motor? How about a
paddleboat? They move when you paddle the pedals with your legs. Let's think about Maya in her canoe.
How does she move? She uses her own energy to move through the water with paddles. If she were on a
sailboat, the wind would push her along. Do you think Maya's canoe or any other boat could be powered
with a rocket? Yes, it actually can! Rockets burn propellant (a combination of fuel and oxygen) to create
enough thrust to get into space. Who can tell me what thrust is? That's right, it is the forward motion of an
object as a force pushes away from the object in the opposite direction.
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Today, we will make a rocket-powered boat using an antacid tablet and water. The antacid and water will
form a chemical reaction and produce a gas, just like the solid propellant on a real rocket would. If we
capture this gas and then release it, we can create thrust. Is there any way that we can control how much
thrust is generated by a propellant? (Brainstorm ideas with students.)
When propellants burn, an immense amount of pressure is created. This pressure is released through the
nozzle or opening of a container. The smaller the nozzle that the chemical reaction pressure is forced
through, the more thrust — or forward motion — is created. Think about a garden hose. Have you noticed
that if you make the nozzle on the garden hose smaller, then the water comes out in a faster stream? This
is the type of stream you use to wash your car versus the more open nozzle and slower stream you may
use to water plants.
As Tess' engineering team you must have a good understanding of the chemical reaction occurring in the
rocket. You must understand the different factors that affect the thrust, such as the type of propellant, the
temperature, the pressure, and whether the propellant makes the rocket move forward in a smooth or
choppy motion. With all this dangerous fuel onboard, Tess' engineering team must do a good job
designing the thrust system so that everyone is safe and the mission is a success. Engineers need to
consider all of these things when choosing a propellant and designing the container in which the
propellant will be used. Are you ready to build your rocket-boats? Let's go!
(Note: For the purpose of this activity, rocket-boat and aqua-thruster are used interchangeably.)

Procedure
Before the Activity
Figure
2. An
antacid
tablet
1. Remove antacid tablets from packaging and break them in half.
2. Prepare crushed tablets.
3. Clean up any white powder that has been spilled, as it may be mistaken for many other illegal or
dangerous substances.
4. Use a pin to poke a small hole into each film canister lid. The smaller, the better, and as close to
the edge as possible without hitting the seal (see Figure 3) is best.
Figure 3.
Canister
cap with
hole
5. Fill the LARGE sink or plastic/glass tub with water.
With the Students
Test 1
Figure 4. A
rocket-boat,
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or
aqua-thruster.
1. Each group should be given a film canister and lid with a pinhole already poked into it.
2. Have the students make a fin or keel for their aqua-thruster. A small piece of dense foam, folded
construction paper, or even tape doubled over on itself and cut to a fin shape can be used. This
will help the aqua-thrusters keep their pinhole nozzles in the water, and travel straight (see Figure
4).
3. Have each student sketch their aqua-thruster on the Aqua-Thruster Worksheet and predict how
long they think the thrust will last.
4. Give each group a solid half tablet of antacid. (Note: Antacid tablets should be given out only as
needed so that the instructor knows that all tablets are accounted for and used appropriately in the
experiment.)
5. Have one group at a time fill their canister 3/4 full of water from the sink, drop in a solid half
tablet of antacid, snap on the lid, start the stopwatch, and set it in the water. Make sure the
pinhole nozzle is under water! Note: Each group that tests should wear safety glasses.
Figure 5.
Aqua-thruster
in sink
6. The students should stop the stopwatch when the thrust fully ends. Then, they should complete
the Aqua Thruster Worksheet under the Test 1 section.
Test 2
1. Groups should now repeat the experiment with a crushed half tablet.
2. Have each student finish the rest of the Aqua Thruster Worksheet.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Aqua Thruster Worksheet
Safety Issues
Remind students not to put the antacid tablets (crushed or solid) in their mouths; if a student eats a solid
tablet they could become very sick.
Hand out antacid only as necessary; do not give each group a "supply" in advance.
Students should wear safety glasses when testing their aqua-thrusters.
Troubleshooting Tips
In order to effectively use half tablets of antacid in both solid and powder form, this method of
preparation can be used:
1. Use scissors to cut a two-tablet packet down the middle (between the two whole tablets).
2. Take both tablets out and break them in half as evenly as possible.
3. Place one half of each of the tablets back into its packet.
4. Hold the open end shut and use a blunt object to crush the half tablet in the packet. This takes
some practice but works well. Repeat for the other tablet. Now you have two crushed half tablets
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nicely contained in their packets and two solid half tablets!
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Brainstorming: In small groups, have the students engage in open discussion. Remind students that no
idea or suggestion is "silly." All ideas should be respectfully heard. Ask the students:
• Is there any way that we can control how much thrust is generated by a propellant?
Prediction: Have students predict the following:
• Will more thrust be generated when a solid tablet or crushed tablet is used?
Activity Embedded Assessment
Worksheet: Have the students record measurements and follow along with the activity on their Aqua
Thruster Worksheet. After students have finished their worksheet, have them compare answers with their
peers.
Post-Activity Assessment
Question/Answer: Ask the students and discuss as a class:
1. Ask the students what is creating the thrust. (Answer: the water being expelled from the hole
produces an equal and opposite force forward due to Newton's third law of motion.)
2. There was almost no water left in the canisters after the tests. Was the water turned into a gas by
the reaction? (Answer: No, the water allowed the solid particles in the antacid to mix and react.)
3. Was the water pushed out of the small nozzle by the expanding gas created by the reaction?
(Answer: Yes, as the mass of the water was pushed out the nozzle, a force was generated forward
on the canister.)
4. Ask the students whether propellant with a larger surface area produces more or less thrust than
one with less surface area. (Answer: It produces more thrust since more propellant can react more
to produce more energy. Compare this to the time it takes to eat a lollipop if you lick it or break it
into pieces with your teeth. More surface area by breaking the lollipop into pieces makes the
lollipop dissolve faster. The same is true with a solid fuel.)
5. Ask the students whether they think more thrust will be generated when a solid tablet is used or
when the tablet is crushed. (Answer: The crushed tablet will since it has more surface area.)
6. Ask students what state of matter is created when an antacid tablet is combined with water
forming a chemical reaction. (Answer: a gas made of carbon dioxide)
Engineering Application: Ask the students to think about their aqua thrusters. Engineers often create
prototypes or models of a design before they build the real thing. If the students were engineers who are
going to design a life-sized rocket boat for use in a lake or ocean, what types of things would they have to
consider for the real design? Have the students come up with a list or discussion of what they would learn
more about before building the real thing. (Answers may include: the type of propellant, the temperature,
the pressure, safety of the design, whether the propellant makes the boat move forward in a smooth or
choppy motion, and the size or conditions in the lake or ocean.)
Re-Design Practice: Have the students list any design or fabrication changes they would make to their
rocket-boat on their Aqua Thruster Worksheet to make it work better next time.
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Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
• Have students try canister caps with different sized pinholes to see how that affects the thrust.
• Have students alter their design so they simulate a catamaran using two film canister connected
together side-by-side. Have them put half-tablets in each canister and ask them to write a
paragraph about what they observed.
• Have students create a mega aqua-thruster. Instead of providing them with a film canister, allow
them to use a small water bottle or any other bottle with a screw-on top. See if they can generate
thrust with multiple antacid tablets or baking soda and vinegar. Remind students that the weight
will become an issue with these larger bottles and more propellant must be used.
Contributors
Jeff White, Brian Argrow, Luke Simmons, Jay Shah, Malinda Schaefer Zarske, Janet Yowell
Copyright
© 2006 by Regents of the University of Colorado
The contents of this digital library curriculum were developed under a grant from the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE), U.S. Department of Education and National Science
Foundation GK-12 grant no. 0226322. However, these contents do not necessarily represent the policies
of the Department of Education or National Science Foundation, and you should not assume endorsement
by the federal government.
Supporting Program (Return to Contents)
Integrated Teaching and Learning Program, College of Engineering, University of Colorado at Boulder
Last Modified: March 30, 2011
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Figure 1. Film canisters

Figure 2. An antacid tablet

Figure 3. Canister cap with hole

Figure 4. A rocket-boat, or aqua-thruster

Figure 5. Aqua-thruster in sink

Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Aqua Thruster Activity – Aqua-Thruster Worksheet
Test 1 – Using a Solid ½ Antacid Tablet

Sketch Your Aqua-Thruster in the box below!
How long do you think the
thrust will last?
________________________

Solid ½ tablet
burn time
(in seconds): ___________

Examine your aqua-thruster after the test.
What is left inside? _____________________________________________
Where did the water go? _________________________________________
Test 2 – Using a Crushed ½ Antacid Tablet – Safety Glasses Required!

How long do you think the thrust will last? ________________
Crushed ½ tablet burn time (in seconds): _____________
Did it last longer than the solid tablet? _____________
Was the thrust stronger or weaker than the solid tablet? _____________
Describe the THRUST produced in both tests (at least two sentences):

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
Descriptive hints: Powerful, medium, light, fast, slow, constant, on-off, straight,
circular, random, quiet, noisy, sputtering, smooth…
Rockets: Lesson 4 , Aqua Thrusters Activity – Aqua Thruster Worksheet
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Activity: Pop Rockets

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Summary
Students design and build a paper rocket around a film canister, which is used as the engine. An antacid
tablet and water are put into the canister, react to form carbon dioxide gas, and act as the pop rocket's
propellant. With the lid snapped on, the continuous creation of gas causes pressure to build up until the
lid pops off, sending the rocket into the air. The pop rockets demonstrate Newton's third law of motion:
for every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating science concept to engineering
Engineers design scale models of a project to determine how it will perform. When designing a rocket,
engineers must develop small prototypes to test fuel properties. Does the fuel burn too high? Does the
fuel create enough thrust? Prototypes of rockets help engineers discover the balance between weight and
thrust that is necessary for space flight.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Materials
3. Introduction/Motivation
4. Procedure
5. Attachments
6. Safety Issues
7. Troubleshooting Tips
8. Assessment
9. Extensions
10. Activity Scaling
11. References

Grade Level: 3 (3-5)
Group Size: 1
Time Required: 50 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ .50
Keywords: thrust, chemical reaction, pressure, gas, pop rocket, Alka Seltzer®, Newton, laws of motion,
motion, antacid, energy
Related Curriculum :
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
Solar System!
lessons
Blast Off
Destination Outer Space
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• b. Collect and organize data from simple experiments or surveys in class (Grade 3) [2009]
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• c. Create picture graphs, bar graphs, dot plots, and frequency tables from a data set (Grade 3) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• E. Models are used to communicate and test design ideas and processes. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
• C. Energy comes in different forms. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Explain that energy needed for a rocket launch is related to the size of the rocket.
• Collect and analyze data on model rocket launch height, comparing to size or weight of the
rocket.
• Describe what factors an engineer must consider when designing a rocket.
Materials List
Each student needs:
• 1 35-mm film canister (with internal snapping lid; see Figure 1)
Figure 1. Film
Canister with
internal-sealing
lid
Note: For this activity, a film canister with an internal-sealing lid must be used instead of one that snaps
over the outside of the rim. These are usually white, translucent canisters - not the solid black ones. Film
canisters are readily available at no charge from camera shops and stores where film is processed, such as
grocery stores, Target, Costco, etc. These businesses recycle the canisters and are often willing to donate
them for educational use. Most of the canisters they have will be the solid black ones which will not work
for this activity. You may have to make several trips to the above locations to obtain enough of the white,
translucent canisters with the internal sealing lids.
• ½ antacid tablet
• 1 sheet of paper
• 1 pair of scissors
• Cellophane tape
For the entire class to share
• Access to a sink to get and dispose of tap water
• Safety glasses/goggles (enough pairs for the largest group and instructor)
• Paper towels for cleanup
• A pitcher (to launch the rockets out of if launching inside)
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Rockets are incredible machines that are designed by engineers and used to explore space. Have you ever
seen a rocket or a picture of one? How do engineers get these heavy vehicles into space? Indeed,
something very strong in needed to push the rocket upward into the atmosphere and into space. A rocket
needs a lot of energy to move.
Let's think about energy. How do we have energy to move our bodies when we get out of bed in the
morning or when we walk to school? We get our energy from food; essentially, food is fuel. Well, rockets
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use propellant, which is a mixture of fuel and an oxidizer to burn the fuel. Large rockets need to use a lot
of propellant in order to create enough energy to reach space. What if we made a model rocket that was
very light? Would we need as much energy as a normal rocket? No, probably not.
Antacid tablets have stored chemical energy in them, and this energy can be released when mixed with
water. Although it is not much energy, it is enough to launch a small rocket made out of a film canister
and paper. And, for our purposes, this particular chemical energy is also a lot safer than burning real fuel.
Engineers will build and test a model of a rocket (called a prototype) before they build the real thing,
which aids them in creating a perfect design. When designing Tess' rocket, her engineering team must
consider many things, such as the weight, cost, thrust and stability of the rocket. We can use small model
rockets to test the performance before Tess spends a lot of time building an expensive full-size rocket.
When an engineer tests a scale model, they know whether or not it will work without wasting time and
money on a huge rocket. With a scale model, they can test the thrust and stability and make modifications
in order to build the best rocket they can. This is what we are going to do today — design model rockets
and find out if we can propel them high into the air using simple chemical energy created from Alka
Seltzer® and water.

Procedure
Before the Activity
• Choose a wall inside or outside that students can launch next to, and mark off 10 feet at 1-foot
intervals with tape or chalk.
• Remove antacid tablets from packaging and break them in half. Half tablets are sufficient enough
to pop off the canister lids; too much antacid will make the lid pop off sooner, which is not
desirable for this activity.
With the Students
1. Break class into groups of 3-4 students. Give each student a film canister and sheet of paper.
2. Using scissors and tape, each group should follow the Rocket Build Instructions to build a rocket.
Encourage groups to experiment with different sizes. Note: Make sure students put the lid of their
canister at the bottom of the rocket (i.e., the canister is inverted). Also, the canister lid should
stick out from the paper a little so that the paper surrounding the rocket does not interfere with the
lid either snapping on or popping off.
3. Have students put their name and any designs they want on the rocket.
4. One group at a time, students should move to the launch area to prepare to launch their rockets.
Note: students should wear safety glasses during their launch; ask students to put the safety
glass/goggles on BEFORE the launch begins. All other students should be a safe distance away
from the launch area, ready to record the results on their Rocket Size/Height Worksheets.
5. Have students hold their rocket upside down, and carefully fill each canister 1/3 full of water.
NOTE: The next steps must be done quickly:
6. One at a time, have a student drop the ½ half tablet of antacid into their film canister. (Note:
Antacid tablets should be given out only as needed so that the instructor knows that all tablets are
accounted for and used appropriately in the experiment.)
7. Quickly snap the lid on tightly.
8. Very quickly place the rocket upright (which means that the film canister lid is down) into the
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empty pitcher or onto the flat launch site and stand back!
The rocket should pop within 1-5 seconds.
9. Ask students to note the maximum height reached by their rocket and have them record it on their
Rocket Size/Height Worksheet.
10. Give the popped lid back to the student launcher and repeat steps 6-9 for each student in each
group.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Rocket Build Instructions
• Rocket Size/Height Worksheet
• Rocket Weight/Height Worksheet
• Worksheet (Spanish) (doc)
• Worksheet (Spanish) (pdf)
• Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz
• Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz - Answers
Safety Issues
Make sure students wear safety glasses/goggles while they are launching their rockets.
Ensure that students not launching are at a safe distance away from the launch area.
Remind students not to put the antacid tablets in their mouths; if a student eats an entire tablet s/he could
become very sick.
Hand out antacid only as necessary; do not give each group a "supply" in advance.
Troubleshooting Tips
Common student problems when building rockets:
• Forgetting to tape the film canister to the rocket body.
• Failing to mount the canister with the lid end down.
• Not extending the canister far enough from the paper tube to make snapping the lid easy.
It may be easier for the students to build the rockets and then have the teacher launch them. The chemical
reaction of the Alka Seltzer® and water sometimes happens too fast for small hands.
Remember to have the students stand back when the rockets are launching, so that they do not get hit with
flying canister parts.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Concept Inventory: Have the students attempt the attached Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz. Students should
answer the first two questions on the quiz and then it put aside to complete after the activity.
Activity Embedded Assessment
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Data Recording: As directed in the Procedure section, have the students decide if the rocket is small (S),
medium (M) or large (L) before it is launched. Then, after each rocket is launched, the students should
measure the maximum height reached by the rocket and record it on the appropriate box in their Rocket
Size/Height Worksheet. Discuss any patterns in rocket size or weight versus height of the launch.
Post-Activity Assessment
Pairs Check/Concept Inventory Continued: Have students complete question 3 of the Pop Goes the
Rocket Quiz (begun during pre-assessment). After students finish working individually on the quiz, have
them compare answers with a peer, giving all students time to finish. Finally, go over the answers as a
class.
Survey: Ask the following questions (verbal or written) to survey students about the activity:
• What makes one rocket perform better than another? (Answer: Many factors such as weight, drag,
thrust (rate of gas build up), symmetry of canister, tightness of canister seal, and wind can affect a
rocket's performance.)
• What is creating the thrust in our pop-rockets? (Answer: The high pressure built up from the
chemical reaction of the antacid tablet and water in the canister forces the cap off and downward
as the rocket moves upward — due to Newton's third law of motion.)
• If students previously performed a strawket activity from Lesson 2 of this unit, ask them to
compare how these rockets are more "rocket-like" than those launched by a straw? (Answer: Like
real rockets, these pop rockets carry their own fuel.)
• How are pop rockets related to real rockets? (Answer: Real rockets behave according to Newton's
laws of motion just like pop rockets do. Also, solid propellant rockets have a similar process by
releasing energy through a chemical reaction to generate thrust.)
Sales Pitch! Have the students pretend to be salespeople trying to sell their rocket to a manufacturer or a
consumer. Have student teams create a persuasive poster or flyer, as well as a 10-minute sales pitch of
their rocket design for presentation at the next class. Have them incorporate into their sales pitch where
the energy is coming from to launch the rocket.
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
Allow students to experiment with different amounts of water and tablet sizes. Students must wear safety
glasses/goggles when launching their rockets.
Have students launch for distance instead of height. Have them measure their launch angle and record
their data for multiple angles.
Activity Scaling
For kindergarten and first-grade students, conduct the activity as a demonstration instead of having
students individually make their own rockets. Prior to class, make several different-sized rockets with no
fins and then have the students each color a fin to put on the rockets. Have students count the number of
fins on each rocket. Have students count out loud to see how long it takes each rocket to "pop." Instead of
using the Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz as an assessment, ask students what geometric shapes they see in the
pop rockets. Then, ask for a choral response to these basic questions:
• Why does the rocket come back down when shot up? (Answer: gravity)
• Where is the energy coming from to power the rocket? (Answer: The antacid table and water
reaction.)
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For second-grade students, build the rockets as indicated but help them with the launching procedure, as
necessary.
For fourth- and fifth-grade students, conduct the activity as is, but have them measure the mass of their
rockets on a scale before launching them. Then, they should calculate the weight of their rockets
according to this formula: weight = mass × (acceleration due to gravity). Students should record their data
on the Rocket Weight/Height Worksheet instead of the Rocket Size/Height Worksheet.
References (Return to Contents)
Fisher, Diane. National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Space Place, "Build a Bubble-Powered
Rocket," September 8, 2005, http://spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov/en/kids/rocket.shtml - accessed February 24,
2006.
The Society for International Space Cooperation. Space Xpress, International Space Station Curriculum
and Activities, "Film Canister Rockets,"
http://www.spacesociety.org/spaceexpress/Curriculum/film_canisters.html - accessed February 24, 2006.
Contributors
Jeff White, Brian Argrow, Luke Simmons, Jay Shah, Malinda Schaefer Zarske, Janet Yowell
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The contents of this digital library curriculum were developed under a grant from the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE), U.S. Department of Education and National Science
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of the Department of Education or National Science Foundation, and you should not assume endorsement
by the federal government.
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Figure 1. Film Canister with internal-sealing lid

Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Build Instructions
Instructions

Source: www.spacesociety.org/spaceexpress/Curriculum/film_canisters.html
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Name: _________________________________________

Date: ______________________________

Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Size/Height Worksheet
10 feet

9 feet

8 feet

7 feet

6 feet

5 feet

4 feet

3 feet

2 feet

1 foot

Most Common
letter for each
height row

Launch 8 Æ

Launch 7 Æ

Launch 6 Æ

Launch 5 Æ

Launch 4 Æ

Launch 3 Æ

Launch 2 Æ

Launch 1 Æ

0 feet

Instructions
1. For each launch, determine the size of the rocket to be launched: small (S), medium (M), or large (L).
2. Once the rocket is launched, determine how high it flew.
3. Write down the letter (S, M or L) in the box at the point the launch column and height row intersect.
4. Once eight launches have taken place, look at each height row and see which letter reached that
height the most. Write this letter in the final column. If there is a tie, write down both letters in the
final column. Is there a pattern? _______________________________________________________
Rockets: Lesson 4, Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Size/Height Worksheet
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Name: _________________________________________

Date: ______________________________

Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Weight/Height Worksheet
10 feet

9 feet

8 feet

7 feet

6 feet

5 feet

4 feet

3 feet

2 feet

1 foot

Average weight
for each height
row.

Launch 8 Æ

Launch 7 Æ

Launch 6 Æ

Launch 5 Æ

Launch 4 Æ

Launch 3 Æ

Launch 2 Æ

Launch 1 Æ

0 feet

Instructions
1. For each launch, determine the weight of the rocket to be launched in grams.
2. Once the rocket is launched, determine how high it flew.
3. Write the weight in the box at point where the launch column and height row intersect.
4. Once eight launches have taken place, look at each height row and calculate the average weight for
that height (add all the weight values in that row and then divide that number by the number of
launches, normally eight). Write this number in the final column. Is there a pattern? ______________
Rockets: Lesson 4, Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Weight/Height Worksheet
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Pop Rockets Activity – Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz
1. Circle True or False:

True or False: When you put Alka-Seltzer® in water it explodes.
True or False: If you do not change the amount of fuel, and make a rocket
longer, it will fly higher.
True or False: Tape has no weight so you can put as much on as you like.
2. Which of these rockets will NOT lift off?

This one won’t!

Engineers forgot to attach the
pop engine to the structure

This one won’t!

Engineers attached the pop
engine to the top

This one won’t!

Unable to secure lid to pop engine
(pop engine mounted too high)

3. If a piece of antacid (like Alka-Seltzer®) is put into a film canister with water
and the lid is snapped on, what will happen and why?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Snap!

Antacid
Film
Canister
with water

Rockets: Lesson 4, Pop Rockets Activity – Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz
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Pop Rockets Activity – Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz
Answers
1. Circle True or False:

True or False: When you put Alka-Seltzer® in water it explodes.
True or False: If you do not change the amount of fuel, and make a rocket
longer, it will fly higher.
True or False: Tape has no weight so you can put as much on as you like.
2. Which of these rockets will NOT lift off?

This one won’t!

This one won’t!

The
canister
will fly up
through the
nose!

Engineers forgot to attach the
pop engine to the structure

This one won’t!

Only the
nose will
pop off!

Engineers attached the pop
engine to the top

No
pressure
will build
up!

Unable to secure lid to pop engine
(pop engine mounted too high)

3. If a piece of antacid (like Alka-Seltzer®) is put into a film canister with water
and the lid is snapped on, what will happen and why?

The antacid and water react and form a gas. As more and more gas is created,
pressure builds up in the canister and pushes against the lid. The pressure
finally becomes strong enough to “POP” the lid off!
Snap!

Antacid
Film
Canister
with water

Rockets: Lesson 4, Pop Rockets Activity – Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz – Answers
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Figure 1. The engineering design process

Figure 2. Sample design flowchart

Activity: Rockets on a Shoestring Budget

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Summary
In this activity, students revisit the Pop Rockets activity from Lesson 3. This time, however, the design of
their pop-rockets will be limited by budgets and supplies. They will get a feel for the limitations of a real
engineering project as well as an opportunity to redesign and retest their rockets.
Engineering Connection
Category 2. Engineering analysis or partial design
Engineers must consider all aspects of a project during design. Considerations in rocket design include:
how far and fast it needs to go, but also how much it will cost, how safe it will be, how heavy it will be,
and what impact it will have on the environment. To reach a goal with limited resources, choices must be
made balancing cost, value, and performance, called tradeoffs. Engineers often must be very creative to
balance resources and performance.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Materials
3. Introduction/Motivation
4. Procedure
5. Attachments
6. Safety Issues
7. Troubleshooting Tips
8. Assessment
9. Extensions
10. Activity Scaling
11. References

Grade Level: 3 (3-5)
Group Size: 2
Time Required: 50 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ .20
Keywords: rockets, pop rockets, strawkets, re-engineer, Newton, motion, budget
Related Curriculum :
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
lessons
Learn to Build a Rocket in 5 Days or Your Money Back
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• a. Use number sense to estimate and justify the reasonableness of solutions to problems (Grade 3)
[2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• F. Test and evaluate the solutions for the design problem. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
• G. Improve the design solutions. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
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Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Give an example of a real-world constraint on engineering projects, such as budgets, deadlines,
supplies or safety.
• Explain that engineering design has several steps, that a project is not usually perfect after the
first design, and that it may take several redesigns to get a project right.
• Use and fill out a budget sheet to create a specific design using imitation money.
Materials List
Each group needs:
1. 1 35-mm film canister (with internal snapping lid - see Figure 1)
Figure 1.
A
drawing
of a film
canister.
Note: For this activity, students must use a film canister with an internal-sealing lid instead of one that
snaps over the outside of the rim. These are usually clear, white canisters â ™ not the solid black or grey
ones. Film canisters are available free of charge from camera shops and stores where film is processed,
such as grocery stores, Target, Costco, etc. These businesses recycle the canisters and are often willing to
donate them for educational use. The majority of the canisters you will obtain at one time will be the solid
black ones, which will not work; you may have to make many trips to one the above locations to receive
enough of the white translucent canisters with the internal-sealing lids!
• 1 penny
• Scissors
• ½ antacid tablet
For the entire class to share:
• Clear cellophane and masking tape
• Unlined white paper
• Heavy construction paper
• Safety glasses/goggles (at least enough for the instructor and group launching)
• Paper towels
• Access to cold and hot water faucet
• An empty pitcher (if launching rockets inside)
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Dreaming about how to build something is completely free. Engineers, however, are actually paid to think
about how to build something. Doesn't that sound like fun? Being imaginative, therefore, is an important
skill for an engineer. Building something also takes materials, building skills and space in which to build.
Materials cost money, gaining skills costs money (either education or trial and error with materials), and
enough available space in which to build a project usually costs money. This is why engineers strive to
build things that are useful and can be sold at a profit or used to save people money in the long run.
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Building a rocket and using whatever it takes for a successful launch is fun, but the real challenge comes
when the resources are limited. (Note: NASA essentially had unlimited freedom during the race to the
moon, as the government gave them whatever resources they needed!) This is when an engineer's creative
thinking skills are very important! To reach a goal with limited resources, choices must be made
balancing cost, value and performance. We call these decisions which affect our actions tradeoffs.
Tradeoffs are when we give up one thing in return for another. Buying the best engine for a rocket may
mean there is not enough money for proper structural materials, and subsequently, the rocket may fail.
Using the strongest materials may mean the rocket is too heavy and cannot lift off. Using Fuel A may
improve thrust over Fuel B, but Fuel A costs twice as much as Fuel B (not a good value). It is only worth
using the more expensive fuel if the extra money means the difference between success and failure. Part
of being an engineer is about deciding how best to compromise on these issues before actually building
something.
When designing a real rocket, engineers have budgets, deadlines and requirements that limit what they
can build and how they can build it. An engineer must work within these limits. Spacewoman Tess and
Spaceman Rohan have needs, such as getting their satellites and spacecraft into space. They have a
required timeline: they need to get up to space quickly in order for the satellites to be orbiting before
Maya starts her journey. Also, they do not have much money with which to work. A good rocket design is
a careful compromise between speed, strength, weight, cost and safety. While we may have the
technology to build better rockets, we may not have enough money or time to actually build one. We also
may change the way we build a rocket because of safety or environmental concerns. It may take many
designs and tests before an engineer has a design that satisfies all the requirements. Today, we are going
to work within a budget. We are going to be given a certain amount of money to buy materials to build
our best pop-rocket. Do you think you can do it? Let's try!
Background Information
Pop Action (Review from Lesson 3)
Rockets move by expelling fuel in one direction to move in the opposite direction (Newton's third law of
motion). For our pop-rockets, we will be getting the thrust force from a pressure build-up caused by a
chemical reaction. When the antacid tablet is placed in water, many little bubbles of gas are created. What
exactly is going on?
Antacid tablets contain aspirin, sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) and citric acid (H+). Bicarbonate
compounds react with acids to form carbon dioxide and water.
HCO3- + H+ ï

H2O (liquid) + CO2 (gas)

Figure 2.
The basics
of a
pop-rocket
In an antacid tablet, the bicarbonate and citric acid are solids and so the H+ and CO3-2 ions are not free to
move, collide and react. When plopped into water, the citric acid and sodium bicarbonate dissolve,
freeing the ions to react. This results in the formation of carbon dioxide gas.
The bubbles go up, instead of down, because they weigh less than water. When the bubbles get to the
surface of the water, they break open. All that gas that has escaped from the bubbles pushes on the sides
of the canister. Eventually, something has to give â ™ the canister literally pops its top (which is really its
bottom, since it is upside down in this activity). All the water and gas rush down and out, pushing the
canister up and away, along with the rocket attached to it.
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The rocket travels upward with a force that is equal and opposite to the downward force propelling the
water, gas, and lid (Newton's third law of motion). The amount of force is directly proportional to the
mass of water and gas expelled from the canister and how fast it is expelled (Newton's second law of
motion).

Procedure
Before the Lesson
Figure
1.
Antacid
tablet.
• Gather materials.
• Print and cut enough Blast-Off Bucks and Budget and Sketch Worksheets (attached).
• Choose a wall inside or outside that you can launch next to, and mark off 10 feet at 1-foot
intervals with tape or chalk.
• Prepare crushed tablets (see Troubleshooting Tips for help with this step). Note: Half tablets of
antacid are more than enough to pop off the canister lids; more than ½ tablet is unnecessary and
will make the lid pop off sooner, which is not desirable for this activity.
• Clean up any white powder that has been spilled, as it may be mistaken for many other illegal or
dangerous substances.
With the Students
1. Tell the students that their challenge today is to build a pop-rocket that is at least 6 inches tall and
can lift a penny at least 4-feet high. Since engineers often build small-scale models of their
designs and test them, these pop-rockets act as a step in the rocket design cycle. The penny must
be protected inside a paper tube. Unlike the last time they built rockets (in Lesson 4, Blast Off:
Pop Rockets Activity), the materials for building these rockets will be limited. (Note: Antacid
tablets should be given out only as needed so that the instructor knows that all tablets are
accounted for and used appropriately in the experiment.)
2. Give each group a Trial Budget Worksheet (attached), and have them put their names on it.
3. Give each group 8 Blast-Off Bucks (attached).
4. Student groups should be given 5 minutes to fill out their budget, draw a concept sketch and
present their budget and sketch to the teacher for an approval signature.
5. The instructor should check the budget/sketch to make sure the students are on the right track:
verify that the budget math is done correctly and is not less than zero. Make sure everyone puts
the lid of the canister at the bottom of the rocket in his or her sketch. Make sure they indicate the
rocket will be at least 6 inches tall.
6. Have students pay the amount required for their materials (if they have extra bucks, they should
save them), and give them the materials they chose on their budget sheet.
7. Give the groups 10 minutes to build their rocket using scissors and their materials. (Each group
can follow the Rocket Build Instruction Sheet to build their rocket but are free to try any design
they think will work â ™ as long as it is at least 6 inches tall.)
8. Students should place their penny inside the paper tube of their rocket; they should NOT place the
penny inside the film canister itself.
9. Have students put their name and any designs they want on their rocket.
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10. One group at a time will come up to the launch area and put on safety glasses. All others should
be a safe distance away.
11. Ask one group representative to hold their rocket update down and (teacher) fill the canister 1/3
full of either hot or cold water - according to their budget sheet.
The next steps must be done quickly:
12. Have the group representative very quickly drop in the solid or crushed ½ antacid tablet (again
according to budget sheet).
13. Snap the lid on very tightly, as quickly as possible.
14. Turn the rocket upright (film canister lid aimed down), and place it into the empty pitcher or onto
the flat launch site and stand back!
The rocket should pop within 1-5 seconds
15. Note the maximum height reached by the rocket. Have the group record it on their Trial Data
Worksheet, and answer questions 1 and 2.
16. Once a team has launched their rocket, they should redesign and rebuild their rocket.
17. Allow the students to re-launch their rockets once they have completed a redesign.
18. Have them record the height of their final launch and answer the rest of the questions on the Trial
Data Worksheet.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Rocket Build Instructions
• Blast-Off Bucks
• Trial Data Worksheet
• Budget and Sketch Worksheet
Safety Issues
Remind students not to put the antacid tablets (crushed or solid) in their mouths; if a student eats a solid
tablet they could become very sick.
Hand out antacid only as necessary; do not give each group a "supply" in advance.
Make sure the students wear safety glasses while they are launching their rockets; students who are not
launching rockets should be a safe distance away.
Troubleshooting Tips
In order to effectively use half tablets of antacid in powder form, the following method of preparation can
be used:
• Use scissors to cut a two-tablet packet down the middle (between the two whole tablets).
• Carefully, tear open each of the foil antacid packets and remove both tablets. Break them in half
as evenly as possible.
• Place ½ of each tablet back into its foil packet.
• Fold over the open end of one of the packets, hold it shut and use a blunt object to crush the half
tablet in the packet (this takes some practice but works well). Repeat for the other tablet.
• Now you should have two crushed half tablets nicely contained in their packets and two solid half
tablets set aside.
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Common student problems when building rockets:
• Forgetting to tape the rocket body to the film canister.
• Failing to mount the canister with the lid down.
• Not extending the canister far enough from the paper tube to ensure the lid can be snapped on
easily.
It may be easier for the students to build the rockets and then allow the teacher to launch them. The
chemical reaction of the Alka Seltzer® and water sometimes happens too fast for small hands.
Remember to have the students stand back when the rockets are launching so that they do not get hit with
flying rocket parts.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Brainstorming: As a class, have the students engage in open discussion. Remind students that in
brainstorming, no idea or suggestion is "silly." All ideas should be respectfully heard. Take an uncritical
position, encourage wild ideas and discourage criticism of ideas. Have them raise their hands to respond.
Write their ideas on the board. Ask the students:
• How do companies get money to build rockets? (Answer: They take out a bank loan and then sell
the rocket for a profit (assuming it works), they get money from the government (i.e., taxes), the
owner of the company has money from some other source, a company that wants to launch
something gives them the money to build a rocket, etc.)
Activity Embedded Assessment
Worksheet: Have the students record measurements and follow along with the activity on their Trial Data
Worksheet. After students have finished their worksheet, have them compare answers with their peers.
Group Question: During the activity, ask the groups:
• What made your rocket fail or succeed? What are the most important factors in building a
successful rocket? Is it weight? Aerodynamics? Stability? Fuel? A good film canister?
Post-Activity Assessment
Re-Engineering: Ask the students how they could improve their pop rocket, and have them sketch or test
their new ideas. Have the students use the data from their own design results as well as the results they
observed from other groups to come up with design improvements.
Journal Reflection: Ask the students to write a paragraph, in their science journal or on a sheet of paper,
to explain the design process they went through in order to build a better rocket. Have them answer the
following question:
• Describe how you designed your rocket in three steps.
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
To extend the activity, give the students more time the first day to complete and launch their first rocket.
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Talk to them about redesign and why it is important for engineers to learn from their mistakes. On the
second day reissue Blast-Off Bucks, and have them design and build a new rocket with the lessons they
learned from day one.
Have students create a bar graph (X axis: group names and trial numbers, Y axis: height that the rocket
reached) representing all of the group's rocket data.
Activity Scaling
For K and 1st grade students, build rockets without a budget. Ask students if they think it is more
expensive to build a rocket with more supplies. Ask them if they could build a rocket without paper. What
if they could have all the paper they wanted? What would it look like then? Have students count out loud
to see how long it takes each rocket to "pop." Then, ask for a choral response to these basic questions:
• Why does the rocket come back down when shot up? (Answer: gravity)
• Where is the energy coming from to power the rocket? (Answer: the reaction between the antacid
table and water)
• If you could re-do your rocket, what would you change? Explain that engineers do not always get
a project right the first time and often have to re-design their project several times before getting
it right. Sometimes, it may take all of their money (budget). It is okay when this happens, as it is
part of the learning process; subsequently, after several tries, engineers can develop the best
rocket for the money.
For 2nd and 3rd grade students, make all rockets the same size (height) so the comparison between
materials is more obvious. Students should be able to build the rockets but may need help with the
launching procedure.
For 4th and 5th grade students, introduce the idea of launch insurance; that is, if a group pays one
Blast-Off Buck, they can re-launch their rocket if the first launch fails. Have students graph the class
results of rocket versus height.
References (Return to Contents)
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Figure 1. A drawing of a film canister

Figure 2. The basics of a pop-rocket

Rockets on a Shoestring Budget Activity –
Rocket Build Instructions
Instructions

Source: www.spacesociety.org/spaceexpress/Curriculum/film_canisters.html
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Company Name: _____________________________________________________________

Rockets on a Shoestring Budget Activity –
Trial Data Worksheet
Pop Rocket Design Trial

Check the boxes for the material choices you made for your trial budget:
Normal Paper

Construction Paper

Scotch Tape

Masking Tape

Crushed Antacid

Solid Antacid

Hot Water

Cold Water

How many Blast-Off Bucks did you have left over? _______ (may be zero)
Height reached on first launch (in feet): ______________

1. Describe what happened during your launch:

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
2. After watching all the trial rocket launches, what ideas do you have for
improving your design? Write down at least two:

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Company Name: _____________________________________________________________

Height reached on second launch (in feet): ______________

3. Describe what happened during your final launch? Did the rocket improve?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
4. If you had more Blast-Off Bucks, would the rocket have gone higher? Why?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
Final Recommendation

Based on your results and the results you observed from the other teams, what
combination of materials would you recommend for a successful and profitable
rocket?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Rockets on a Shoestring Budget Activity –
Budget and Sketch Worksheet
Material

Canister with lid

Construction Paper
(1 sheet)

Paper (1 sheet)

Masking Tape
(10 inches)

Scotch Tape
(10 inches)

½ Antacid Tablet
(solid)

½ Antacid Tablet
(crushed)

1/3 canister of water
(cold)

1/3 canister of water
(hot)

How many
do you
want?

1

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

Cost
(per item)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

____

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

_ _
⇓
_ _
_____
⇓
_____
_____
⇓
_____
_____
⇓
_____
_____
⇓
_____
_____
⇓
_____
_____
⇓
_____
_____
⇓
_____
_____
⇓
_____

Starting
Blast-Off
Bucks
Subtract
Sub-Total
Subtract
Sub-Total
Subtract
Sub-Total
Subtract
Sub-Total
Subtract
Sub-Total
Subtract
Sub-Total
Subtract
Sub-Total
Subtract
Sub-Total
Subtract
Extra BlastOff Bucks
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Pop-Rocket Trial Concept Sketch
Must include:
1. Dimensions (height).
2. Show engine position.
3. Show lid orientation (which direction engine is pointing).

Administrator Approval Signature: ________________________
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See end of lesson for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Lesson: Where Am I: Navigation and Satellites
Summary

How do we know where we are? What happens if you are completely lost in the middle of nowhere?
Does technology provide tools for people lost in their travels? A person cannot usually determine an
accurate position just by looking out a window in the middle of the ocean or vast area of land,
particularly if it has not been charted before. In this lesson, students explore the concept of triangulation
that is used in navigation satellites and global positioning systems designed by engineers. Also, students
learn how these technologies can help people determine their position or the location of someone else.
Engineering Connection
Satellites have been in existence for years for various purposes, including scientific research, weather,
communications, navigation and, simply, for observing the Earth. Engineers are involved with designing
these satellites, getting them into orbit and analyzing the information relayed by them. Satellites for
navigation purposes were developed in the late 1950s as a direct result of maritime ships needing to
know exactly where they were at any given moment. As people explore more and more remote regions
and as communication needs for those living in more distant locations increase, navigation and
pinpointing exact locations becomes an even more important challenge for engineers.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Introduction/Motivation
3. Background
4. Vocabulary
5. Associated Activities
6. Lesson Closure
7. Assessment
8. Extensions
9. References

Grade Level: 4 (3-5)

Lesson #: 6 of 6

Time Required: 15 minutes

Lesson Dependency :None

Keywords: GPS, location, lost, navigation, orbit, position, satellite, triangulation
Related Curriculum
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
activities
Find It!
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• a. Formulate a question to test a prediction, and conduct an experiment using chance devices, such as
coins, spinners, and number cubes, to test predictions (Grade 4) [2009]
• b. Represent the outcomes of experiments with fractions, and describe using the concepts of
impossible, unlikely, likely, and certain (Grade 4) [2009]
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• c. Describe the likelihood of real-life situations using the concepts of impossible, unlikely, likely and
certain (PFL) (Grade 4) [2009]
• Colorado Science
• b. Utilize direct and indirect evidence to investigate the components of the solar system (Grade 4)
[2009]
• d. Develop a scientific explanation regarding relationships of the components of the solar system
(Grade 4) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• D. The use of transportation allows people and goods to be moved from place to place. (Grades 3 - 5)
[2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this lesson, students should be able to:
• Explain how triangulation is used to find a location.
• Define Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and explain why they are useful.
• List several different ways engineers help locate people on Earth.
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Spacewoman Tess is now in space. Having deployed her satellites, she is now happily exploring outer
space. Their daughter, Maya, has been paddling her canoe north into Canada for just over a week now.
Spaceman Rohan is, of course, excited and worried about both of them. Maya has carried a Global
Positioning System unit with her so that she can determine where she is at all times and, in fact, call her
father, Spaceman Rohan, on her satellite phone if she needs anything.
Figure 1. The
concept of
triangulation,
using one
data point.
But, what exactly is a Global Positioning System (GPS), and how does it work? In order to better
understand this, we should take a step back. GPS uses a concept called triangulation. What do you think
triangulation might mean? It sounds like the word triangle. Well, it is kind of similar. Triangulation is
finding a location of point by measuring the distance from two or more other known points.
Let's say that Maya does not have her GPS unit or her satellite phone, and is totally lost in Canada. Maya
has just met a talking beaver out building a dam where she stopped for the night. She asks him where he
thought they might be. He replies, "I just walked and swam from Quebec, and it took me 10 hours at 30
kilometers per hour." How far did the beaver travel? (Answer: 10 times 30 = 300 kilometers.) What does
this tell Maya? Think about it like this (draw Figure 1 on the board): if Quebec is the center of a circle,
and Maya is 300 km from Quebec, then she could be anywhere on the circle (but not inside the circle). So
now Maya has one piece of information, she is somewhere on the outside of this 300 km radius circle
around Quebec.
Now what? It just so happens that Maya has also met a talking bird, a Blue Heron to be specific. She has
asks the bird where they are, and the bird says that he has just flown from New Brunswick. It took 10
hours flying really fast at 50 km per hour. How far did she fly? (Answer: 10 times 50 = 500 kilometers)
So now, what other piece of information does Maya know? She now knows that she is also 500
kilometers from New Brunswick. If the Blue Heron's information is combined with the beaver's
information, we have two circles combined (draw Figure 2 on the board). So if Maya is 300 km from
Quebec AND 500 km from New Brunswick then there are only two points that she can be at. Can you
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point out these two points on the drawing?
Figure 2. The
concept of
triangulation,
using two
data points.
Okay, do we need one more piece of information? Yes! We need to know on which of those two points
we are actually located. Well, Maya has actually just run into a talking fish who has recently swam all the
way down from Sept-Les. Wow! The talking fish told her that she had swam at 20 kilometers per hour,
and it took her 20 hours to get to where Maya was. How far did she swim? (Answer: 20 times 20 = 400
kilometers) So now Maya knows that she is also 400 kilometers from Sept-Les. If the fish's information is
combined with the Blue Heron's and beaver's information, then we have three circles (draw Figure 3 one
on the board).
Figure
3.Diagram of
2-D
triangulation
between
three
Canadian
cities.
Maya now knows that she is 400 km from Sept-Les, 500 km from New Brunswick, and 300 km from
Quebec. There is only one point she can be at. Now, where on the drawing must Maya be? (Answer: The
only point where all of the three circles intersect - the only point that is on all of the three circles exactly
the radius of each circle away from its center.)
Figure
4. X
marks
the
spot.
This geometrical concept is called triangulation and can be used on a larger and 3-dimensional scale with
satellites to pinpoint exactly where on Earth you are. This short exercise that we just did gave Maya her
position which can then be converted into a coordinate on the Earth using longitude and latitude.
But is the Earth a circle? What is the 3-dimensional equivalent of a circle? (Note: If this question is not
readily answered, ask students: What does a flat basketball look like? A circle. What does a full
basketball look like? A sphere!) So with our 2-dimensional drawing, we needed three circles to pinpoint
our location. What are the three dimensions? Well, we already had two of them: longitude and latitude.
What is the other one? What about how far away from the Earth's surface we are? Might a mountain
climber like to know how far she is from the summit? Possibly. The other dimension then is altitude.
Exact locations are determined by using longitudinal, latitudinal, and altitudinal information from
navigation satellites that orbit the Earth.
Usually, we will not run into talking beavers, talking Blue Herons, or talking fish out in the middle of
nowhere, so if we need to know exactly where we are, we might have to rely on some other form of
technology. Global positioning satellites (GPS) will work in remote areas. GPS uses a concept similar to
triangulation, combined with orbiting satellites in space, to pinpoint specific locations on the Earth.
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Lesson Background & Concepts for Teachers
Global Positioning System (GPS)
Navigation satellites are like orbiting landmarks. Rather than seeing these landmarks with our eyes, we
"hear" them using radio signals. The global positioning system is a constellation (or set) of at least 24
satellites that continuously transmit faint radio signals toward the Earth. These radio signals carry
information about the location of the satellite and special codes that allow someone with a GPS receiver
to measure distance to the satellite. Combining the distances and satellite locations, the receiver can find
its latitude, longitude, and height (altitude).
Figure
5. How
GPS
works.
How does a GPS receiver know how far away the satellites are? Given velocity and the time required for
a radio signal to be transmitted between two points, the distance between the two points can be computed;
the transit time can be measured and is then multiplied by the exact speed of light to obtain the distance
between the two positions.
GPS is based on satellite ranging. Our position on Earth is calculated by measuring our distance from a
group of satellites in space. This is done by timing how long it takes a radio signal to reach us from a
satellite. The signal travels at the speed of light (186,000 miles per second), allowing us to calculate the
distance (Velocity x Time = Distance).
GPS satellite ranging allows a receiver to determine its 3-dimensional position: latitude, longitude and
height. Because the ranging measurements are based on timing, both the time in the satellite transmitter
and the user's receiver have to be coordinated. A GPS receiver measures range to four satellites to
determine latitude, longitude, height and this timing correction.
Let's take this one step at a time. For now, assume that the satellite and receiver clocks are already
coordinated, and the positions of the satellites are known. If we measure distance to one satellite, we
know that we are located on a sphere of that radius, centered on the satellite. With two satellite range
measurements, our location is limited to a circle and with three satellites to one of two points. A fourth
satellite can be used to find the correct point and to take care of the time coordination.
So, how do we know where the satellites are located? All satellites are constantly monitored. They have a
12-hour orbit, and the U.S. Department of Defense is able to monitor the satellites from ground stations
around the world. The satellites are checked for errors in their position, height and speed. These minor
errors are caused by gravitational pulls from the moon, sun or even pressure from solar radiation on the
satellite. The satellites transmit special codes for timing purposes, and these codes carry a data message
about their exact location. These codes help to precisely locate the satellite.
Vocabulary/Definitions (Return to Contents)
satellite:
longitude:
latitude:
altitude:

An object that travels around another object or any object in orbit about some body capable
of exerting a gravitational force.
Imaginary lines that cross the surface of the Earth, running from north to south, measuring
how far east or west of the prime meridian a place is located.
Imaginary lines that cross the surface of the Earth parallel to the Equator, measuring how
far north or south of the Equator a place is located.
The elevation (height) of an object from a known level.
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triangulation: A method of surveying so that the location of an object may be calculated from the known
locations of two other objects.
orbit:
The path of a celestial body or an artificial satellite as it revolves around another body.
navigation: The science and technology of finding the position and directing the course of vessels and
aircraft.
Associated Activities
• Find It! - Students learn how triangulation and global positioning systems (GPS) work.
Lesson Closure
In this lesson, we learned that we can determine a person's location through the process of triangulation.
What word does triangulation sound like? Yes, a triangle! And, how many sides does a triangle have?
Three. So, how many points do we need to find a location? That's right: three (the point where you are
located and two other points at a distance away). How many satellites do we need to find a person using
GPS? Yes, also three. In two dimensions, and using the distances between specific places, a person's
coordinates on the Earth (latitude and longitude) can be figured out by triangulating with two known
points. In three dimensions, using navigation satellites and global positioning systems, a person's
coordinates (latitude, longitude and altitude) can be determined using satellites and the data on their
respective distances from Earth.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Lesson Assessment
Brainstorming: As a class, have the students engage in open discussion. Remind students that in
brainstorming, no idea or suggestion is "silly." All ideas should be respectfully heard. Take an uncritical
position, encourage wild ideas and discourage criticism of ideas. Have them raise their hands to respond.
Write their ideas on the board.
• Ask students to individually think about how they can know where they are, describe to other
people where they are, or know where other people are. (Answers may include: ask people, use a
compass, identify landmarks, read a map, etc.)
Question/Answer: Ask students to answer the following questions. Students should work in groups of 2 to
3 and share ideas. Discuss their answers as a class.
• Ben is on the outside of a circle and Shali is in the center of the circle. They are 5 meters away
from each other. What is the radius of the circle? (Answer: 5 meters) What is the diameter of the
circle? (Answer: 10 meters)
• Ben is on the outside of a circle and Shali is in the center. Again, they are 5 meters away from
each other. To walk to Shali, it takes Ben one whole hour. How fast can Ben walk? (Answer: 5
meters every hour, so 5 meters per hour) If Ben walks this fast all the time, how far can Ben walk
in three hours? (Answer: Five multiplied by three, so 15 meters, or 5 X 3 = 15 meters)
• Now the circle is much bigger, and Ben is lost in space very very far away from Earth, perhaps
near Jupiter. He is sending a signal to Shali, who is still on Earth. The signal travels 300,000
kilometers per second and the signal takes 2 seconds to reach Shali. How far away is Ben?
(Answer: 600,000 kilometers)
Post-Introduction Assessment
Where Am I? Put students in groups of four. Tell them that student 1 is lost. Her three friends (students 2,
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3 and 4) know how far away from student 1 they are, though none of them can see each other. Their
distances from each other are as follows:
• Student 2 is 5 meters from student 1
• Student 3 is 10 meters from student 1
• Student 4 is 2 meters from student 1
Figure 6.
Triangulation
assessment possible
answers.
Ask the students to do three tasks:
1. Discuss with their teammates how they might solve the problem.
2. Sketch a drawing of the students in relation to one another.
3. Point out on the drawing where each student is.
Could this information also be used to find out how far student 2 is from student 3? How? What about
student 2 from student 4? And student 4 from student 3?
(An alternative solution to this problem is shown in Figure 7. Student 1 could be in the center of all of the
circles. If none of the students come up with this solution challenge them to find another solution. Finally,
draw Figure 7 on the board.)
Figure 7.
Triangulation
post-introduction
assessment alternate answer.
Post-Lesson Assessment
Navigation Engineers: Before this assessment begins, hide an object in the classroom (somewhere on the
floor) and measure its distance from each of the centers of three walls. Break the class up into six groups
and tell the students that you have hidden something on the floor of the classroom, and the students have
to work together to find out where the object is. See Figure 8 for an illustration of the following group
tasks.

• Group 1: This group is Satellite 1 located on Wall 1, directly in the center of the wall. Group 1's
job is to locate exactly where on the wall Satellite 1 is (i.e., find the center of the wall). They
should tape a piece of paper to the wall representing their satellite.
• Group 2: This group is Satellite 2, located on Wall 2, directly in the center of the wall. Group 2's
job is to locate exactly where on the wall Satellite 2 is (i.e., find the center of the wall). They
should tape a piece of paper to the wall representing their satellite.
• Group 3: This group is Satellite 3, located on Wall 3, directly in the center of the wall. Group 3's
job is to locate exactly where on the wall Satellite 3 is (i.e., find the center of the wall). They
should tape a piece of paper to the wall representing their satellite.
• Group 4: This group is Satellite 1's distance from the object which is XX meters (this needs to be
measured ahead of time). Group 4's job is to measure and cut a string this length.
• Group 5: This group is Satellite 2's distance from the object which is XX meters (this needs to be
measured ahead of time). Group 5's job is to measure and cut a string this length.
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• Group 6: This group is Satellite 3's distance from the object which is XX meters (this needs to be
measured ahead of time). Group 6's job is to measure and cut a string this length
Ask students the following questions after they have found the hidden object:
• Let's imagine that these are actually satellites and they are moving in a circular orbit. If they
move, does the length of the string change? (Answer: No, since the orbit is circular the satellite is
always the same distance away from the center of the orbit.)
• If Satellite 3 malfunctioned, would we have still been able to locate the object? (Answer: Maybe;
we know the object was on the floor, so we could have searched the entire floor. Although it
would have taken a while, it would be possible… But, if the floor and our classroom were super
large, it would have been very difficult to find the object without all three of the satellites.)
Triangulation Math Extension: Have students work in pairs to come up with their own 2-D or 3-D
triangulation problem. They can choose an object and measure the distance to it from three points. Have
them write it down which three points they used and the distances from those points to the mystery object.
Then they can give their problem to another pair of students to solve.
Point 1: ______________ Distance to object: __________
Point 2: ______________ Distance to object: __________
Point 3: _____________ Distance to object: __________
The object I am looking for is: _____________________________________________________
Lesson Extension Activities (Return to Contents)
• For upper grades, have groups of students hide objects in the classroom and make up lists of data
(measurements to the center of the walls) for other groups to find the objects.
• Have students come up two different ways of describing how to find a location and then have
them use their descriptions to find the location. Next, have students discuss which parts of the
descriptions worked better, worse, etc.
• Using the skills they learned in this unit, have students create a poster of the story of
Spacewoman Tess, Spaceman Rohan and their daughter, Tess. Have them explain one
engineering concept they learned. They can tell the story of Tess getting into space or Maya
communicating with her parents.
References (Return to Contents)

Section borrowed wholly from: White, J., Lippis, M. Axelrad P., Yowell, J., Zarske Schaefer, M.
TeachEngineering digital library lesson, Navigating at the Speed of Satellites, Integrated Teaching and
Learning Program, College of Engineering, University of Colorado at Boulder, 2004.
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- accessed March 2006.
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Figure 1. The concept of triangulation, using one data point

Figure 2. The concept of triangulation, using two data points

Figure 3.Diagram of 2-D triangulation between three Canadian cities

Figure 4. X marks the spot

Figure 5. How GPS works

Figure 6. Triangulation assessment - possible answers

Figure 7. Triangulation post-introduction assessment - alternate answer.

Curricular Unit: Solar System!

Grade: 3 (3-5)

Summary
An introduction to our solar system: the planets, our Sun and our Moon. Students begin by learning the
history and engineering of space travel. They make simple rockets to acquire a basic understanding
Newton's third law of motion. They explore energy transfer concepts and use renewable solar energy for
cooking. They see how engineers design tools, equipment and spacecraft to go where it is too far and too
dangerous for humans. They explore the Earth's water cycle, and gravity as applied to orbiting bodies.
They learn the steps of the design process as they create their own planetary rovers made of edible parts.
Students conduct experiments to examine soil for signs of life, and explore orbit transfers. While studying
about the International Space Station (ISS), they investigate the realities of living in space. Activities
explore low gravity on human muscles, eating in microgravity, and satellite tracking. Finally, students
learn about the context of our solar system, the universe, as they learn about the Hubble Space Telescope,
celestial navigation and spectroscopy.

Engineering Connection
Engineers apply their understanding of science (Newton's laws of motion, energy transfer, solar energy,
water cycle, moon phases, gravity, spectroscopy, materials science, the human body, chemical analysis)
and math (geometry, data collection, velocity calculations, navigation, satellite tracking, fuel efficiency,
calculating spacecraft maneuvers) to creating the spacecraft vehicles, equipment, tools and methods to
explore our solar system. If you're interested in astronauts, space walks, rockets, rockets and images of
the distant universe, you might want to follow your dreams and become an engineer. More than just
aerospace engineers work in the space industry. Biomedical engineers make space suits, chemical
engineers design life support systems, mechanical engineers work on almost everything including the
materials used to design spacecraft, electrical and computer engineers work on control systems, cameras,
communications, etc. The space industry provides endless opportunities — requiring a wide range and
depth of study and expertise. Teams of engineers follow the steps of the engineering design process to
create telescopes, deep space antennas, spacecraft, planetary rovers and even how to eat in microgravity,
as well as conduct research and cultivate international cooperation.
Keywords: solar system, space, universe

Related Subject Areas
• Earth and Space
Related Lessons
• Destination Outer Space
• Blazing Gas
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• Mercury and Venus
• Our Big Blue Marble
• Moon Walk
• Mars and Jupiter
• The Outer Planets
• Life in Space: The International Space Station
• Beyond the Milky Way
Related Activities
• Are We Alone?
• Building a Fancy Spectrograph
• Cooking with the Sun
• Edible Rovers
• Heat It Up!
• Lunch in Outer Space!
• Muscles, Muscles Everywhere
• Pop Rockets
• Rocket Power
• Satellite Tracker
• Slingshot to the Outer Planets
• Spacecraft Design: Beat the Heat
• The Great Gravity Escape
• The North (Wall) Star
• What Happened to the Water? Designing Ways to Get and Clean Water
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Solar System Map Visual Aid (doc)
• Solar System Map Visual Aid (pdf)
Contributors
See individual lessons and activities.
Copyright
© 2006 by Regents of the University of Colorado. This digital library content was developed by the
Integrated Teaching and Learning Program under National Science Foundation Grant No. 0338326.
Supporting Program (Return to Contents)
Integrated Teaching and Learning Program, College of Engineering, University of Colorado at Boulder
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Source: NASA, http://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/index.html

Sun > Mercury > Venus > Earth > Mars > Jupiter > Saturn > Uranus > Neptune

Solar System! Unit — Solar System Map Visual Aid

Lesson: Destination Outer Space

See end of lesson for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Summary
Students acquire a basic understanding of the science and engineering of space travel as well as a brief
history of space exploration. They learn about the scientists and engineers who made space travel
possible and briefly examine some famous space missions. Finally, they learn the basics of rocket
science (Newton's third law of motion), the main components of rockets and the U.S. space shuttle, and
how engineers are involved in creating and launching spacecraft.
Engineering Connection
Engineers make it possible for humans to explore beyond our planet. Many different types of engineers
work together to further space exploration: mechanical, aerospace, electrical, computer, materials,
chemical, etc. Engineers use their combined knowledge of physics, materials, electronics, mathematics,
structures and biology to get humans into outer space. Engineers are responsible for rocket design,
propulsion systems, robotic arms, parachutes and landing gear, heat shielding, solar energy systems,
computers, astronaut life support systems, guidance systems, scientific instruments, communication
systems, etc.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Introduction/Motivation
3. Background
4. Vocabulary
5. Associated Activities
6. Lesson Closure
7. Attachments
8. Assessment
9. Extensions
10. Multimedia
11. References

Grade Level: 4 (3-5)

Lesson #: 1 of 10

Time Required: 20 minutes

Lesson Dependency :None

Keywords: Gas, Newton, Newton's third law, law of motion, pressure, rocket, solar system, space,
spacecraft, spacesuit, thrust
Related Curriculum
subject areas Earth and Space
curricular units Solar System!
activities
Pop Rockets
Rocket Power
Educational Standards
• Colorado Science
• a. Gather, analyze, and interpret data about components of the solar system (Grade 4) [2009]
• b. Utilize direct and indirect evidence to investigate the components of the solar system (Grade 4)
[2009]
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• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• D. The use of transportation allows people and goods to be moved from place to place. (Grades 3 - 5)
[2000]
• E. A transportation system may lose efficiency or fail if one part is missing or malfunctioning or if a
subsystem is not working. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this lesson, students should be able to:
• Name at least three important figures involved with space flight.
• Explain how engineers have made it possible to travel to space.
• Explain that a rocket flies according to the natural behavior described in Newton's third law of
motion.
• List at least three different elements that make spaceflight possible.
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
(Optional: Turn off the lights and play some space-age music [that is, sounds of flying through space,
etc.] For example, listen to the sounds provided when you run your mouse cursor over the three images
on the home page of NASA for Kids at: http://www.nasa.gov/audience/forkids/kidsclub/flash/index.html)
Tell the students: Close your eyes. I want you to think about being in space. Don't yell out any answers or
ideas; just keep these thoughts in your head. (Make sure to give ample time for students to process and
think.) Now, how did you get into space? Think about all the things that needed to happen to get you into
space. What kinds of things do you need in space to keep you alive? Why are you in space? Are you
visiting another planet? Are you performing science experiments aboard a space station? Are you on
vacation? What special parts of your spaceship help you get your job done? What does your space suit
look like?
(Now have the students open their eyes and share some of their thoughts about space flight. Also have
them give you some of the answers to the questions. Where did you go? What did your do there? What
are some things you needed in your space suit? (Ideas: Heat shield fabric, air to breathe, tethers and/or
weights to keep you from floating away.) What are some elements of a spacecraft? (Possible answers:
Rocket, fin, nose cone, heat shield, parachute, fuel tank, etc.) There is a reason rockets look the way they
do. What are the purposes of each of these elements? (Answers: A rocket provides thrust, fins help
control our direction, the nose cone cuts through the air to minimize drag, a heat shield protects us from
the heat of re-entry into our planet's atmosphere, a parachute slows us so we land safely, and fuel tanks
store the great amount of fuel required by rockets.)
So, how do rockets fly? Do they push off the air in order to move? The answer is no, a rocket does not fly
by pushing off the air. If this were the case, a rocket would not work in space where there is no air.
Rockets work by following the natural behavior described by Newton's third law of motion. Newton's
third law states that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
Let's say you are standing on a skateboard. If you push against a wall, the skateboard moves in the
opposite direction. This is a simple demonstration of Newton's third law. The action is the push against
the wall; the equal and opposite reaction is the skateboard moving in the opposite direction. This is the
same principle as a rocket, but a rocket uses high-pressure gas instead of a push against a wall. In a
rocket, fuel is ignited, which creates high-pressure exhaust. The exhaust is directed out of the back of the
rocket. All this hot gas moving backwards is the action; the equal and opposite reaction is the rocket
moving forward. Engineers work to maximize the action of the hot gas in order to get the rocket out of
our planet's atmosphere.
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It takes a lot of work and knowledge to get people into space. Humans have been dreaming about visiting
the stars since the dawn of time, but it was not until the twentieth century that this dream became a
reality. Scientist and engineers have been working on solving the challenges of space flight for centuries.
Scientists such as Kepler and Newton discovered important facts about our solar system and the physics
that would later allow us to operate vehicles in space. Kepler proved the Sun was the center of the solar
system and also discovered that the planets followed elliptical paths around the Sun. Newton's third law
of motion describes the natural behavior that makes rocket flight possible. Konstantin Tsiolkovsky
imagined how rockets might work and used math to predict their performance while Robert Goddard built
small rockets that would be the basis for future rockets. Then, people like Wernher von Braun helped to
create some of the first rockets to reach space as well as those that would take humans to the moon. The
first human in space was the Soviet cosmonaut, Yuri Gagarin. The first American to orbit the Earth was
John Glenn. Eventually, humankind made it to the moon when astronaut Neil Armstrong landed there in
1969. All the spacecraft that enable humankind to visit the stars are designed and built by engineers, as
well as the unmanned vehicles, support equipment on Earth, and the scientific equipment and spacesuits
used in space.

Lesson Background & Concepts for Teachers
Early History
In Greece around 100 BCE, Hero of Alexandria invented a rocket-like device called an aeolipile that used
steam as a propulsive gas. Hero mounted a sphere on top of a water kettle. A fire below the kettle turned
the water into steam, and the gas traveled through pipes to the sphere. Two L-shaped tubes on opposite
sides of the sphere allowed the gas to escape, and in doing so gave a thrust to the sphere, causing it to
rotate.
The first rockets to use combustible fuel were exploding bombs and fireworks used in Asia. Rockets were
part of warfare in 1232 when the Chinese used rocket-powered arrows against the Mongols during the
battle of Kai-Keng. These fire-arrows were a simple form of a solid-propellant rocket. A tube, capped at
one end and left open at the other, was filled with gunpowder. The tube was attached to a long stick.
When the powder was ignited, the rapid burning of the powder produced fire, smoke and gas that escaped
out the open end, producing thrust. The stick acted as a simple guidance system that kept the rocket
headed in the general direction of the enemy as it flew through the air.
Between 1609 and 1903, Johannes Kepler, Isaac Newton and Konstantin Tsiolkovsky made revolutionary
discoveries that contributed immensely to rocketry and the future of space flight. Major contributions of
each scientist are described below.
Johannes Kepler
• In 1609 discovered that the paths of the planets around the Sun were elliptical.
• Determined the relative velocity of a planet as it travels around the Sun as well as a method for
determining its period (the amount of time it takes to make one orbit).
• Proved that our Sun was the center of the solar system.
Isaac Newton
• In 1687 published a book that stated his basic laws of motion that not only govern the movement
of objects on Earth, but also objects in space.
• Formulated a universal law of gravitation that explains the orbit of objects around stars and
planets.
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• Was a pioneer of calculus, which is a type of mathematics critical for space flight (as well as
many other applications).
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky
• In 1903 figured out all the basic equations of rocketry. He was a rocket visionary who thought
space travel was possible and solved problems that would come up later.
• He drew pictures of rockets and predicted how the Saturn V rocket would operate for the first
landing of humans on the moon 65 years later.
First Steps into Space
The father of modern rocketry is Robert Goddard. He designed, built and launched rockets. Goddard
proved Tsiolkovsky's theories on rockets and in 1926 launched the first liquid fueled rocket. He received
more than 200 patents for rocket components and design. While his rockets never reached space, his
discoveries were used to design the first space-going rockets in the late 1950s.
Another pioneer was Hermann Oberth, who wrote a book, "The Rocket into Interplanetary Space," that
influenced the modern world to take rocketry seriously and opened avenues for the exploration of space.
Wernher Von Braun and Oberth launched the first rocket capable of reaching space, called the German
V2 rocket, and after World War II, worked in the US to develop the Saturn rockets. His developments
enabled the US to eventually go to the moon.
The first spacecraft to leave Earth's atmosphere was the Soviet-built Sputnik. Sputnik 1 was launched on
October 4, 1957. During its three-week mission it transmitted radio signals back to Earth that were used
to determine the temperature of the spacecraft as well as measure the electron density of the ionosphere (a
layer of the atmosphere). The first American spacecraft to reach orbit was the Explorer 1, which was
launched on January 31, 1958. Explorer 1 measured the radiation in orbit.
Manned Spaceflight
Since the days of Sputnik 1 and Explorer 1, thousands of spacecraft have gone into space. Some of them
have carried human passengers. The first person to orbit the Earth was the Russian Yuri Gagarin, on April
12, 1961. The first American to orbit was John Glenn, who completed three orbits on February 20, 1962.
Glenn returned to space again at the age of 77 aboard the US space shuttle.
Glenn's flight was one of the manned Mercury Project missions. After Mercury came Gemini whose
two-person capsules were launched by the more powerful Titan rocket. Following Gemini were the
Apollo missions. On July 20, 1969, Apollo 11 was the first manned mission to the Moon. Altogether, six
successful landings on the moon were achieved, all Apollo capsules on top of the giant (2,700 ton or
2,449 metric ton) Saturn V rocket. One such engine is displayed in the National Air and Space Museum
of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC, as is John Glenn's Mercury capsule, a moon lander and
many other mementos from the early days of spaceflight.
Today, American manned spaceflight is based on the space shuttle, a re-usable rocket vehicle with short
wings that allow it to land on a runway like an airplane. The shuttle's rockets use about 700 tons (635
metric tons) of liquid hydrogen and oxygen, a most effective fuel; in addition it carries two strap-on solid
fuel rockets, each weighing about 600 tons (544 metric tons).
Manned spaceflight has also included various "space stations" intended for long-term residence. In the
past, the US flew "Skylab," which was launched in 1973 and burned up during atmospheric re-entry in
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1980. The USSR launched space stations of gradually increasing size, the Soyuz, Salyut and (in 1986) the
Mir space station. Over the years, Mir was extended by additional modules and was still operating in
2000. It finally re-entered the atmosphere on March 23, 2001, near the Fiji islands in the Pacific Ocean.
Its re-entry was observed from the ground and fragments that did not burn up splashed harmlessly into the
ocean. Construction of the International Space Station began in November 1998. It was started with the
Russian module "Zarya" being placed in orbit and was followed by NASA's "Unity" in December. At the
end of 2000, a US-Russian crew was performing science experiments aboard the station.
Any manned mission faces the problem of a safe return to Earth. This requires getting rid of the huge
amount of energy associated with orbital motion. A spacecraft in low Earth orbit moves at about 8 km per
second. To slow down, the spacecraft uses the friction of the atmosphere. The air hitting the spacecraft
slows it down, but the friction also creates an immense amount of heat. Enough heat is generated to melt
or even evaporate the re-entering material, even if it is a tough metal. To eliminate this heat, the vehicle
re-enters the atmosphere at a shallow angle. Still, a great amount of heat reaches the spacecraft, requiring
its forward-facing part to be lined with heat-resistant material. Mercury, Gemini and Apollo used shields
that gradually were worn down (ablated), sparing the spacecraft, which then landed by parachute. The
shuttle's bottom is lined with lightweight heat-resistant tiles of a special ceramic.
Unmanned Spacecraft
So great is the variety of unmanned spacecraft that (as with manned spaceflight) it is impossible to
describe all of it here. Unmanned spacecraft can be divided into five types:
1. Satellites that observe our Sun, the solar system or the universe (such as the Japanese Yohkoh
that observes the Sun, or the Hubble orbiting telescope). Orbiting observatories can sense
wavelengths that the atmosphere does not let pass through, such as ultra-violet light or X-rays.
2. Satellites that observe the Earth from above, for scientific, military and commercial purposes —
such as those that provide global images of cloud patterns for weather reports.
3. Satellites that sample their local environment, for instance, those that monitor the radiation belts
and the solar wind.
4. Satellites used for the benefit of humanity, such as communication satellites and the GPS system
used for determining position.
5. Spacecraft that are not tied to Earth's gravitational field, but explore other planets and the far
reaches of the solar system.
Basic Rocket Science and Rocket Components
Rockets are essentially a massive sustained explosion in which the hot gases from the combustion process
are directed to create thrust. Of course, it is a very carefully controlled and directed explosion — no small
engineering feat! Engineers must design fuel tanks and nozzles that are just the right size, shape and
thickness to withstand the pressure of the explosion and accelerate the fuel away. Engineers also design
materials and components that can handle the heat and vibrations generated. If their design is too heavy,
the rocket may be strong but will not fly; if it is too light, the rocket structure may be too weak and
explode.
Rockets move according to the natural behavior described in Newton's third law of motion: for every
action there is an equal and opposite reaction. This means that a rocket moves forward by pushing hot gas
backwards. The hot gas moving backward is the action, while the rocket moving forward is the equal and
opposite reaction. How much power the rocket provides is called "thrust." To create thrust, volatile fuel is
placed in a combustion chamber and ignited. When the fuel is ignited, it creates super-heated gas that
expands, creating incredible pressure in the combustion chamber. A small opening in the combustion
chamber lets the high pressure gasses escape, and a nozzle directs the gas into the desired direction. This
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is why we see fire and smoke coming from a rocket as it lifts off.
Other common rocket elements include fins, fuel tanks and nose cones. The fins are small wings that keep
a rocket moving straight ahead. The great amount of energy required to leave the Earth's surface comes
from fuel stored in huge fuel tanks. The nose cone on the tip of the rocket helps the rocket slice through
the air. Without the nose cone, it would be much harder for the rocket to move though the atmosphere on
the way to space.
Main
components
of the space
shuttle.
On a typical spacecraft, we might also see heat shields, antennae, parachutes, computers, scientific
instruments, solar panels and thrusters. The heat shield protects the spacecraft from the heat of re-entry,
while parachutes are often employed to ensure a safe landing. Antennae are important for communicating
with the ground and sending scientific data. Computers monitor the spacecraft and help the astronauts
operate the craft and perform experiments. Thrusters are small rockets that maneuver the spacecraft while
it is in space. Solar panels help provide the craft with power; they turn the Sun's rays into electrical
power.
The US space shuttle is designed to transport people and cargo to and from orbit around Earth. The main
space shuttle components are two solid rocket boosters (contains solid fuel used to push the shuttle into
the air), an external tank (holds liquid fuel) and the orbiter (includes a crew cabin for up to seven people;
a cargo bay for supplies and equipment, and three engines). A great amount of the space shuttle is
devoted to providing fuel. After liftoff, when the solid rocket fuel is gone, the boosters fall back down to
Earth. Next, when empty, the external tank comes off. Then, the orbiter reaches space; it is able to return
to Earth and land like an airplane. Everything except the external fuel tank is used for another shuttle
flight.
Engineers are responsible for all these rocket, spacecraft and shuttle elements. Without them, space travel
would not be possible. It is when all these carefully-designed elements work together that we have a
successful space mission.
Vocabulary/Definitions (Return to Contents)
Chemical
reaction:
Gas:

A process in which one type of substance is chemically converted to another substance
involving an exchange of energy.
Tiny particles with enough energy to remain isolated and free floating (as opposed to
liquids and solids in which particles group together).
Engineer:
A person who applies his/her understanding of science and math to creating things for the
benefit of humanity and our world.
Newton's third For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. (This is why rockets work!)
law of motion:
Rocket:
A vehicle that moves by ejecting fuel.
Pressure:
The exertion of force upon a surface by an object, fluid, gas (etc.), in contact with it.
Force per area. Measured in units of pounds per square inch (psi) or newtons per square
meter (N/m^2) or pascals (Pa). Pressure results from collisions of gas molecules with a
surface
Thrust:
The forward-directed force on a rocket in reaction to the ejection of fuel.
Associated Activities
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• Pop Rockets - To understand Newton's third law of motion, students design and create a paper
rocket using a plastic film canister, antacid tablet and water. The formation of carbon dioxide gas
acts as the pop rocket's propellant, building pressure until the lid pops off, launching the rocket
into the air.
• Rocket Power - Students acquire a basic understanding of Newton's third law of motion as they
make and test simple balloon rockets. As they test their rockets in horizontal and incline
conditions, they see how the expelled air creates thrust.
Lesson Closure
Space travel is an amazing feat that is only possible with the many discoveries of scientists and the
designs of engineers. Who were some of the scientists, engineers and astronauts who made space travel
possible? (Johannes Kepler, Isaac Newton, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, Robert Goddard, Wernher von
Braun, Hermann Oberth, John Glenn, Yuri Gagarin.) Now, can anyone tell me how a rocket works? What
natural behavior does Newton's third law of motion describe that makes rocket travel possible? (Make
sure students understand the concept of action and reaction.) Finally, let's list some elements of a space
mission and talk about the use of each of these components (rocket, fuel tank, fin, nose cone, solar panel,
computer, antennae, thruster, heat shield, parachute, etc.)
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Rocket Worksheet (doc)
• Rocket Worksheet (pdf)
• Rocket Worksheet Answers (doc)
• Rocket Worksheet Answers (pdf)
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Lesson Assessment
Brainstorming: As a class, have students engage in open discussion. Remind them that in brainstorming,
no idea or suggestion is "silly." All ideas should be respectfully heard. Take an uncritical position,
encourage wild ideas and discourage criticism of ideas. Have them raise their hands to respond. Write
their ideas on the board. Ask the students: How do rockets work?
Post-Introductory Assessment
Rocket Design: Standing at the chalk board, direct students to draw a space vehicle, adding components
necessary for the mission, one element at a time. Components might include: rocket, fins, nose cone,
antenna, computer, windows, landing gear, parachute, scientific instruments, robotic arm, heat shielding,
fuel tanks. There are no wrong elements as long as they can explain their reasoning for having the
element on the vehicle. Decide on a mission before you start, for example, a moon landing, mission to
Mars, unmanned probe, launching a satellite, space tourism, etc.
Lesson Summary Assessment
Rocket Motion Poster: Have students create a poster to teach other students about Newton's third law of
motion. The posters should identify the rocket, thrust, the action, and the reaction. Students might also
add other components to their spacecraft drawing, such as fins, fuel tanks, landing gear, heat shielding,
life support and any other elements necessary to create a successful space mission.
Homework
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Homework Worksheet: Assign the Rocket Worksheet as a take-home quiz.
Lesson Extension Activities (Return to Contents)
Have students draw their own designs for a rocket or spacecraft. Get them to think about the purpose of
the craft. Is it to transport satellites into orbit? Will it carry people or be operated remotely from the
Earth? Can it send humans to another planet?
Astronaut
Lisa Nowak
washes her
hair (using a
shampoo that
does not
require
water) on the
mid-deck of
the Space
Shuttle
Discovery
while docked
with the
International
Space
Station.
What do you wear in space? Ask students to brainstorm, investigate, describe and design (on paper)
clothing that would be suitable for people to wear in space. What are the requirements? (Ideas: Life
support; protection from the space environment, ability to eat, drink, walk or move; etc.) How would it
work? What would your space gear look like? Draw detailed designs and present to the class.
For a fun activity to help younger students learn about the different parts of the space shuttle, conduct
NASA's Edible Space Shuttle activity described at:
http://www.nasa.gov/audience/forkids/activities/A_Edible_Space_Shuttle.html.
For more curricular material and activities on the topic of rockets, see the grade 4 (K-5) Rockets unit at
TeachEngineering.org.
Additional Multimedia Support
Have students with access to the Internet watch a 20-minute video, Space Basics, for an introduction to
human space travel and information about spaceflight: How do spacecraft travel into space? How do
spacecraft remain in orbit? Why do astronauts float in space? How do spacecraft return to Earth? See
http://quest.nasa.gov/space/teachers/liftoff/basics.html. Source: Liftoff to Learning: Space Basics. Space
Team Online, Learning Technologies Project, NASA Quest.
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Main components of the space shuttle

Astronaut Lisa Nowak washes her hair (using a shampoo that does not require water) on the mid-deck of the Space Shuttle
Discovery while docked with the International Space Station

Name: ____________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Rocket Worksheet
Using words from the word bank (below), draw arrows and identify as many
engineered components as possible as you can find in the rockets, space shuttles,
satellite and spacecraft below.

Word bank: Wing, window, thruster, space shuttle rocket, solid rocket booster,
solar panel, scientific instrument, satellite, rocket, parachute, orbiter, nozzle,
nose cone, heat shielding, fin, external fuel tank, exhaust, capsule, antenna.
Solar System: Lesson 1 — Rocket Worksheet

Name: ____________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Rocket Worksheet Answers
Using words from the word bank (below), draw arrows and identify as many
engineered components as possible as you can find in the rockets, space shuttles,
satellite and spacecraft below.
nose
cone
nose
parachutes
Rocket
cone

Rocket

window

fin

fin

capsule

thrusters

fin
nozzle
exhaust

Satellite
antenna

external fuel tank

Scientific
instrument

solid rocket booster
orbiter

window

Space Shuttle
Rocket
wing

fin

window

wing
solar panel

thruster

nose
cone

thruster
nozzle

wing

heat shielding

Word bank: Wing, window, thruster, space shuttle rocket, solid rocket booster,
solar panel, scientific instrument, satellite, rocket, parachute, orbiter, nozzle,
nose cone, heat shielding, fin, external fuel tank, exhaust, capsule, antenna.
Solar System: Lesson 1 — Rocket Worksheet Answers

Activity: Pop Rockets

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Summary
Students design and build a paper rocket around a film canister, which is used as the engine. An antacid
tablet and water are put into the canister, react to form carbon dioxide gas, and act as the pop rocket's
propellant. With the lid snapped on, the continuous creation of gas causes pressure to build up until the
lid pops off, sending the rocket into the air. The pop rockets demonstrate Newton's third law of motion:
for every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating science concept to engineering
Engineers design scale models of a project to determine how it will perform. When designing a rocket,
engineers must develop small prototypes to test fuel properties. Does the fuel burn too high? Does the
fuel create enough thrust? Prototypes of rockets help engineers discover the balance between weight and
thrust that is necessary for space flight.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Materials
3. Introduction/Motivation
4. Procedure
5. Attachments
6. Safety Issues
7. Troubleshooting Tips
8. Assessment
9. Extensions
10. Activity Scaling
11. References

Grade Level: 3 (3-5)
Group Size: 1
Time Required: 50 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ .50
Keywords: thrust, chemical reaction, pressure, gas, pop rocket, Alka Seltzer®, Newton, laws of motion,
motion, antacid, energy
Related Curriculum :
subject areas

Earth and Space
Physical Science
Science and Technology
curricular units Rockets
Solar System!
lessons
Blast Off
Destination Outer Space
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• b. Collect and organize data from simple experiments or surveys in class (Grade 3) [2009]
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• c. Create picture graphs, bar graphs, dot plots, and frequency tables from a data set (Grade 3) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• E. Models are used to communicate and test design ideas and processes. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
• C. Energy comes in different forms. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Explain that energy needed for a rocket launch is related to the size of the rocket.
• Collect and analyze data on model rocket launch height, comparing to size or weight of the
rocket.
• Describe what factors an engineer must consider when designing a rocket.
Materials List
Each student needs:
• 1 35-mm film canister (with internal snapping lid; see Figure 1)
Figure 1. Film
Canister with
internal-sealing
lid
Note: For this activity, a film canister with an internal-sealing lid must be used instead of one that snaps
over the outside of the rim. These are usually white, translucent canisters - not the solid black ones. Film
canisters are readily available at no charge from camera shops and stores where film is processed, such as
grocery stores, Target, Costco, etc. These businesses recycle the canisters and are often willing to donate
them for educational use. Most of the canisters they have will be the solid black ones which will not work
for this activity. You may have to make several trips to the above locations to obtain enough of the white,
translucent canisters with the internal sealing lids.
• ½ antacid tablet
• 1 sheet of paper
• 1 pair of scissors
• Cellophane tape
For the entire class to share
• Access to a sink to get and dispose of tap water
• Safety glasses/goggles (enough pairs for the largest group and instructor)
• Paper towels for cleanup
• A pitcher (to launch the rockets out of if launching inside)
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Rockets are incredible machines that are designed by engineers and used to explore space. Have you ever
seen a rocket or a picture of one? How do engineers get these heavy vehicles into space? Indeed,
something very strong in needed to push the rocket upward into the atmosphere and into space. A rocket
needs a lot of energy to move.
Let's think about energy. How do we have energy to move our bodies when we get out of bed in the
morning or when we walk to school? We get our energy from food; essentially, food is fuel. Well, rockets
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use propellant, which is a mixture of fuel and an oxidizer to burn the fuel. Large rockets need to use a lot
of propellant in order to create enough energy to reach space. What if we made a model rocket that was
very light? Would we need as much energy as a normal rocket? No, probably not.
Antacid tablets have stored chemical energy in them, and this energy can be released when mixed with
water. Although it is not much energy, it is enough to launch a small rocket made out of a film canister
and paper. And, for our purposes, this particular chemical energy is also a lot safer than burning real fuel.
Engineers will build and test a model of a rocket (called a prototype) before they build the real thing,
which aids them in creating a perfect design. When designing Tess' rocket, her engineering team must
consider many things, such as the weight, cost, thrust and stability of the rocket. We can use small model
rockets to test the performance before Tess spends a lot of time building an expensive full-size rocket.
When an engineer tests a scale model, they know whether or not it will work without wasting time and
money on a huge rocket. With a scale model, they can test the thrust and stability and make modifications
in order to build the best rocket they can. This is what we are going to do today — design model rockets
and find out if we can propel them high into the air using simple chemical energy created from Alka
Seltzer® and water.

Procedure
Before the Activity
• Choose a wall inside or outside that students can launch next to, and mark off 10 feet at 1-foot
intervals with tape or chalk.
• Remove antacid tablets from packaging and break them in half. Half tablets are sufficient enough
to pop off the canister lids; too much antacid will make the lid pop off sooner, which is not
desirable for this activity.
With the Students
1. Break class into groups of 3-4 students. Give each student a film canister and sheet of paper.
2. Using scissors and tape, each group should follow the Rocket Build Instructions to build a rocket.
Encourage groups to experiment with different sizes. Note: Make sure students put the lid of their
canister at the bottom of the rocket (i.e., the canister is inverted). Also, the canister lid should
stick out from the paper a little so that the paper surrounding the rocket does not interfere with the
lid either snapping on or popping off.
3. Have students put their name and any designs they want on the rocket.
4. One group at a time, students should move to the launch area to prepare to launch their rockets.
Note: students should wear safety glasses during their launch; ask students to put the safety
glass/goggles on BEFORE the launch begins. All other students should be a safe distance away
from the launch area, ready to record the results on their Rocket Size/Height Worksheets.
5. Have students hold their rocket upside down, and carefully fill each canister 1/3 full of water.
NOTE: The next steps must be done quickly:
6. One at a time, have a student drop the ½ half tablet of antacid into their film canister. (Note:
Antacid tablets should be given out only as needed so that the instructor knows that all tablets are
accounted for and used appropriately in the experiment.)
7. Quickly snap the lid on tightly.
8. Very quickly place the rocket upright (which means that the film canister lid is down) into the
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empty pitcher or onto the flat launch site and stand back!
The rocket should pop within 1-5 seconds.
9. Ask students to note the maximum height reached by their rocket and have them record it on their
Rocket Size/Height Worksheet.
10. Give the popped lid back to the student launcher and repeat steps 6-9 for each student in each
group.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Rocket Build Instructions
• Rocket Size/Height Worksheet
• Rocket Weight/Height Worksheet
• Worksheet (Spanish) (doc)
• Worksheet (Spanish) (pdf)
• Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz
• Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz - Answers
Safety Issues
Make sure students wear safety glasses/goggles while they are launching their rockets.
Ensure that students not launching are at a safe distance away from the launch area.
Remind students not to put the antacid tablets in their mouths; if a student eats an entire tablet s/he could
become very sick.
Hand out antacid only as necessary; do not give each group a "supply" in advance.
Troubleshooting Tips
Common student problems when building rockets:
• Forgetting to tape the film canister to the rocket body.
• Failing to mount the canister with the lid end down.
• Not extending the canister far enough from the paper tube to make snapping the lid easy.
It may be easier for the students to build the rockets and then have the teacher launch them. The chemical
reaction of the Alka Seltzer® and water sometimes happens too fast for small hands.
Remember to have the students stand back when the rockets are launching, so that they do not get hit with
flying canister parts.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Concept Inventory: Have the students attempt the attached Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz. Students should
answer the first two questions on the quiz and then it put aside to complete after the activity.
Activity Embedded Assessment
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Data Recording: As directed in the Procedure section, have the students decide if the rocket is small (S),
medium (M) or large (L) before it is launched. Then, after each rocket is launched, the students should
measure the maximum height reached by the rocket and record it on the appropriate box in their Rocket
Size/Height Worksheet. Discuss any patterns in rocket size or weight versus height of the launch.
Post-Activity Assessment
Pairs Check/Concept Inventory Continued: Have students complete question 3 of the Pop Goes the
Rocket Quiz (begun during pre-assessment). After students finish working individually on the quiz, have
them compare answers with a peer, giving all students time to finish. Finally, go over the answers as a
class.
Survey: Ask the following questions (verbal or written) to survey students about the activity:
• What makes one rocket perform better than another? (Answer: Many factors such as weight, drag,
thrust (rate of gas build up), symmetry of canister, tightness of canister seal, and wind can affect a
rocket's performance.)
• What is creating the thrust in our pop-rockets? (Answer: The high pressure built up from the
chemical reaction of the antacid tablet and water in the canister forces the cap off and downward
as the rocket moves upward — due to Newton's third law of motion.)
• If students previously performed a strawket activity from Lesson 2 of this unit, ask them to
compare how these rockets are more "rocket-like" than those launched by a straw? (Answer: Like
real rockets, these pop rockets carry their own fuel.)
• How are pop rockets related to real rockets? (Answer: Real rockets behave according to Newton's
laws of motion just like pop rockets do. Also, solid propellant rockets have a similar process by
releasing energy through a chemical reaction to generate thrust.)
Sales Pitch! Have the students pretend to be salespeople trying to sell their rocket to a manufacturer or a
consumer. Have student teams create a persuasive poster or flyer, as well as a 10-minute sales pitch of
their rocket design for presentation at the next class. Have them incorporate into their sales pitch where
the energy is coming from to launch the rocket.
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
Allow students to experiment with different amounts of water and tablet sizes. Students must wear safety
glasses/goggles when launching their rockets.
Have students launch for distance instead of height. Have them measure their launch angle and record
their data for multiple angles.
Activity Scaling
For kindergarten and first-grade students, conduct the activity as a demonstration instead of having
students individually make their own rockets. Prior to class, make several different-sized rockets with no
fins and then have the students each color a fin to put on the rockets. Have students count the number of
fins on each rocket. Have students count out loud to see how long it takes each rocket to "pop." Instead of
using the Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz as an assessment, ask students what geometric shapes they see in the
pop rockets. Then, ask for a choral response to these basic questions:
• Why does the rocket come back down when shot up? (Answer: gravity)
• Where is the energy coming from to power the rocket? (Answer: The antacid table and water
reaction.)
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For second-grade students, build the rockets as indicated but help them with the launching procedure, as
necessary.
For fourth- and fifth-grade students, conduct the activity as is, but have them measure the mass of their
rockets on a scale before launching them. Then, they should calculate the weight of their rockets
according to this formula: weight = mass × (acceleration due to gravity). Students should record their data
on the Rocket Weight/Height Worksheet instead of the Rocket Size/Height Worksheet.
References (Return to Contents)
Fisher, Diane. National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Space Place, "Build a Bubble-Powered
Rocket," September 8, 2005, http://spaceplace.jpl.nasa.gov/en/kids/rocket.shtml - accessed February 24,
2006.
The Society for International Space Cooperation. Space Xpress, International Space Station Curriculum
and Activities, "Film Canister Rockets,"
http://www.spacesociety.org/spaceexpress/Curriculum/film_canisters.html - accessed February 24, 2006.
Contributors
Jeff White, Brian Argrow, Luke Simmons, Jay Shah, Malinda Schaefer Zarske, Janet Yowell
Copyright
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The contents of this digital library curriculum were developed under a grant from the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE), U.S. Department of Education and National Science
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Figure 1. Film Canister with internal-sealing lid

Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Build Instructions
Instructions

Source: www.spacesociety.org/spaceexpress/Curriculum/film_canisters.html

Rockets: Lesson 4, Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Build Instructions
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Name: _________________________________________

Date: ______________________________

Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Size/Height Worksheet
10 feet

9 feet

8 feet

7 feet

6 feet

5 feet

4 feet

3 feet

2 feet

1 foot

Most Common
letter for each
height row

Launch 8 Æ

Launch 7 Æ

Launch 6 Æ

Launch 5 Æ

Launch 4 Æ

Launch 3 Æ

Launch 2 Æ

Launch 1 Æ

0 feet

Instructions
1. For each launch, determine the size of the rocket to be launched: small (S), medium (M), or large (L).
2. Once the rocket is launched, determine how high it flew.
3. Write down the letter (S, M or L) in the box at the point the launch column and height row intersect.
4. Once eight launches have taken place, look at each height row and see which letter reached that
height the most. Write this letter in the final column. If there is a tie, write down both letters in the
final column. Is there a pattern? _______________________________________________________
Rockets: Lesson 4, Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Size/Height Worksheet
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Name: _________________________________________

Date: ______________________________

Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Weight/Height Worksheet
10 feet

9 feet

8 feet

7 feet

6 feet

5 feet

4 feet

3 feet

2 feet

1 foot

Average weight
for each height
row.

Launch 8 Æ

Launch 7 Æ

Launch 6 Æ

Launch 5 Æ

Launch 4 Æ

Launch 3 Æ

Launch 2 Æ

Launch 1 Æ

0 feet

Instructions
1. For each launch, determine the weight of the rocket to be launched in grams.
2. Once the rocket is launched, determine how high it flew.
3. Write the weight in the box at point where the launch column and height row intersect.
4. Once eight launches have taken place, look at each height row and calculate the average weight for
that height (add all the weight values in that row and then divide that number by the number of
launches, normally eight). Write this number in the final column. Is there a pattern? ______________
Rockets: Lesson 4, Pop Rockets Activity – Rocket Weight/Height Worksheet
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Name: __________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Pop Rockets Activity – Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz
1. Circle True or False:

True or False: When you put Alka-Seltzer® in water it explodes.
True or False: If you do not change the amount of fuel, and make a rocket
longer, it will fly higher.
True or False: Tape has no weight so you can put as much on as you like.
2. Which of these rockets will NOT lift off?

This one won’t!

Engineers forgot to attach the
pop engine to the structure

This one won’t!

Engineers attached the pop
engine to the top

This one won’t!

Unable to secure lid to pop engine
(pop engine mounted too high)

3. If a piece of antacid (like Alka-Seltzer®) is put into a film canister with water
and the lid is snapped on, what will happen and why?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Snap!

Antacid
Film
Canister
with water

Rockets: Lesson 4, Pop Rockets Activity – Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz
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Pop Rockets Activity – Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz
Answers
1. Circle True or False:

True or False: When you put Alka-Seltzer® in water it explodes.
True or False: If you do not change the amount of fuel, and make a rocket
longer, it will fly higher.
True or False: Tape has no weight so you can put as much on as you like.
2. Which of these rockets will NOT lift off?

This one won’t!

This one won’t!

The
canister
will fly up
through the
nose!

Engineers forgot to attach the
pop engine to the structure

This one won’t!

Only the
nose will
pop off!

Engineers attached the pop
engine to the top

No
pressure
will build
up!

Unable to secure lid to pop engine
(pop engine mounted too high)

3. If a piece of antacid (like Alka-Seltzer®) is put into a film canister with water
and the lid is snapped on, what will happen and why?

The antacid and water react and form a gas. As more and more gas is created,
pressure builds up in the canister and pushes against the lid. The pressure
finally becomes strong enough to “POP” the lid off!
Snap!

Antacid
Film
Canister
with water

Rockets: Lesson 4, Pop Rockets Activity – Pop Goes the Rocket Quiz – Answers
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Activity: Rocket Power

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Summary
By making and testing simple balloon rockets, students acquire a basic understanding of Newton's third
law of motion as it applies to rockets. Using balloons, string, straws and tape, they see how rockets are
propelled by expelling gases, and test their rockets in horizontal and incline conditions. They also learn
about the many types of engineers who design rockets and spacecraft.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating science concept to engineering Engineers make it possible for humans to leave our
planet and explore space. Every discipline of engineering works together to further space exploration.
Mechanical engineers design spacecraft components; aerospace engineers design the craft; electrical and
computer engineers design the computer and electrical systems; materials engineers design heat shielding
materials and spacesuits; chemical engineers design the rocket fuel; etc. Engineers use their combined
knowledge of physics, materials, electronics, mathematics, structures and biology to get humans into
outer space.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Materials
3. Introduction/Motivation
4. Vocabulary
5. Procedure
6. Attachments
7. Safety Issues
8. Troubleshooting Tips
9. Assessment
10. Extensions
11. Activity Scaling
12. References

Grade Level: 3 (3-5)
Group Size: 2
Time Required: 30 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ 0.25
Keywords: Combustion, gas, law of motion, Newton, Newton's third law of motion, pressure, rocket,
solar system
Related Curriculum :
subject areas Earth and Space
curricular units Solar System!
lessons
Destination Outer Space
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• a. Compose questions to generate data (Grade 3) [2009]
• b. Collect and organize data from simple experiments or surveys in class (Grade 3) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• F. A subsystem is a system that operates as a part of another system. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
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• E. A transportation system may lose efficiency or fail if one part is missing or malfunctioning or if a
subsystem is not working. (Grades 3 - 5) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Explain Newton's third law of motion using words or pictures.
• Explain why a rocket must work harder to move up as opposed to across.
• List at least two different types of engineers and how they make rockets possible.
Materials List
Each group needs:
• 1 balloon (long shape works best)
• 1 plastic drinking straw (cut in half)
• 1 paperclip
• Masking tape
• Measuring tape (or a yard- or meter-stick)
• Rocket Flight Worksheet, one per person
For the entire class to share:
• Scissors
• Several pieces of fishing line (or fine, smooth string), cut into 30-foot (9-meter) lengths
• Duct tape
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
How does a rocket fly? Can it fly in space and in Earth's atmosphere? What comes out of the back of a
rocket? Rockets fly because of Newton's third law of motion. Newton's third law states that for every
action there is an equal and opposite reaction. For example: if you are standing on a skateboard and you
push against a wall, what happens? The answer is that you and the skateboard would move in the opposite
direction. Here the action is pushing against the wall, while the equal and opposite reaction is the
movement in the opposite direction.
Let's say you're in outer space wearing a spacesuit and holding a bowling ball. What do you think would
happen if you threw the bowling ball? Would anything happen to you? Think about Newton's third law of
motion. What might it tell us about what would happen? The answer is that you would move away from
the bowling ball in the opposite direction. In this case, throwing the bowling ball is the action and you
moving in the opposite direction is the equal and opposite reaction. This is similar to how a rocket flies,
but instead of throwing bowling balls, a rocket pushes lots of gas in one direction, causing the rocket to
move in the opposite direction.
So, how does a rocket push this gas? Rockets combust (burn) fuels such as liquid hydrogen. The
combustion process causes the fuel to get incredibly hot and expand (just like an explosion). This
combustion happens inside the rocket, but the hot gas does not fit very well in the rocket and it creates a
lot of pressure. Pressure is when something is pushing very hard on something else. In our case, the gas is
pushing very hard on the inside of the rocket. Even though a rocket is very strong, too much pressure will
cause it to explode. Since we want our rocket to move and not to explode, we let the gas escape. We put a
hole in the bottom of the rocket and use a device called a nozzle to direct the gas behind us. This escaping
gas is known as exhaust and it is the action in our rocket. The equal and opposite reaction is our rocket
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moving in the opposite direction. How much power the rocket provides is called thrust.
Do you think it is easier for the rocket to move straight up (away from Earth) or straight across the
surface of the Earth? Why might it be harder to move straight up? Gravity is what makes it harder to
move up. Gravity pulls objects down toward the center of the Earth. If we want our rocket to reach space,
it has to move up and away from the Earth. This means that rockets have to be extremely powerful to
overcome gravity. Has anyone ever seen a rocket on television, in a photograph, or in real life? Do you
know what makes up most of a rocket? Do you think its suitcases or cargo or scientific equipment or crew
quarters for the astronauts? In reality, it is none of these. Amazingly, most of a rocket is fuel. It takes so
much work (energy) to get to outer space that most of a rocket is fuel.
So, who is responsible for designing and building rockets? The answer is engineers. Rockets are
complicated and usually very large objects. It takes many different types of engineers to get a rocket to
work. Mechanical engineers create the structure of the rocket and make sure it all holds together.
Electrical and computer engineers make sure that all the electrical and computer systems on the rocket
function. Chemical engineers design the fuels and make sure the rocket gets all the power it needs.
Materials engineers design heat shielding material for the outside of the rocket, as well as the astronauts'
spacesuits. Aerospace engineers make sure the rocket is shaped in the best way to cut through the
atmosphere and they also make sure all the systems work together.
Figure 1.
Using a
balloon to
demonstrate
action and
reaction.
Do all rockets require combustion? The only rockets that can make it into space right now require
combustion, but some simple rockets do not require combustion. Have you ever blown up a balloon and
then let it go without tying it shut? What happens? The balloon acts like a rocket. In fact a balloon is very
similar to a real rocket. When you inflate a balloon you are forcing air into a small space. This creates
pressure just like a space rocket creates pressure by burning fuel. Just like a rocket, a balloon lets the high
pressure escape out a hole in the back. The gas escaping out of the back of the balloon is the action and
the balloon moving in the opposite direction is the equal and opposite reaction (see Figure 1). Today, we
are going to make balloon rockets and observe Newton's third law of motion in action. We will also see
that overcoming gravity is more difficult than flying horizontally.

Vocabulary/Definitions (Return to Contents)
Combustion:
Gas:
Engineer:
Newton's third
law of motion:
Rocket:
Pressure:

The process of burning.
Tiny particles with enough energy to remain isolated and free floating (as opposed to
liquids and solids in which particles group together).
A person who applies his/her understanding of science and math to creating things for
the benefit of humanity and our world.
For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. (This is why rockets work!)
A vehicle that moves by ejecting fuel.
The exertion of force upon a surface by an object, fluid, gas (etc.), in contact with it.
Force per area. Measured in units of pounds per square inch (psi) or newtons per square
meter (N/m^2) or pascals (Pa). Pressure results from collisions of gas molecules with a
surface
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Thrust:
Procedure

The forward-directed force on a rocket in reaction to the ejection of fuel.

Before the Activity
• Gather materials and make copies of the Rocket Flight Worksheet.
• Set up several rocket courses. Move desks, chairs and tables to create a clear area in the
classroom. Tie (or attach using duct tape) each piece of fishing line or string to a classroom wall
about one meter above the floor. Space apart the lines evenly, about a meter apart.
With the Students
1. Divide the class into teams of two students each. Pass out supplies and worksheets.
2. Have students cut the straw in half, making two shorter straws to share with other teams.
3. Place an equal number of teams at each rocket course. The teams take turns using the course.
4. Have one student from each team inflate the balloon. Twist the open end of the balloon and
secure it closed temporarily using a paperclip.
5. Next, have the other teammate tape the straw to the balloon so that it is in the center of the
balloon with one end facing the balloon top and the other end facing the balloon opening
(nozzle). See Figure 1.
Figure
2. A
balloon
rocket
ready
for
launch.
6. Next, have students thread the string at the unattached end of the course through the straw so that
the twisted end of the balloon faces away from the end of the line that is attached to the wall (see
Figure 2).
7. Instruct one team member to hold the end of the line so that it is taut and level. The other team
member makes sure the balloon hangs below the line.
8. With the class counting aloud down from 10, have students release the twisted ends of the
balloons at zero.
9. Give the students a minute to determine how far their rocket flew by measuring how far it went
on the fishing line.
10. Record the distance traveled on the worksheets.
11. Have the teams take turns using the course until each team has launched their rocket three times,
and recorded the distances traveled on their worksheets.

1. Detach the lines from the far end of each rocket course (from the wall or a chair), and move them
up higher, so that each is between 6 and 10 feet (2 or 3 meters) above the floor (as high as you
can reach).
2. Next, with the lines positioned at an incline and taut, have each group launch their rocket three
more times and record the length traveled on their worksheets. Have the students hold the line at
the starting end near the ground so the balloons must travel up equal inclines.
3. Have students finish their rocket trials and complete their worksheets.
4. Conclude by holding a class discussion, comparing results, and conducting the post-activity
assessment activities described in the Assessment section. See if students understand Newton's
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third law of motion. Talk about test results in both horizontal and incline conditions and how the
expelled air created thrust.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Rocket Flight Worksheet (doc)
• Rocket Flight Worksheet (pdf)
Safety Issues
• Advise students not to over-inflate their balloons.
Troubleshooting Tips
While balloon rockets work with any type of thin string, they work best with smooth and/or fine line
because friction is minimized.
Make sure the straw piece is taped to be parallel with the nozzle and direction of the ejected air.
Lay down ground rules so that students do not disturb the rocket courses of the other teams.
Alternate set-up for repeated trials: Since it is sometimes hard to blow up a balloon again after a straw has
been taped to it, you can save on balloons and time by taping a plastic bag (with the open end positioned
away from the rocket direction) to the straw and string, and then inserting a blown-up balloon into the bag
for each rocket trial. Point out that inserting the blown-up balloon into the plastic bag is like placing the
fuel into the rocket structure, but the "nose cone" is not as efficient as a balloon would be.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Question/Answer: Ask the students and discuss as a class:
• How does a rocket fly? (Answer: It expels exhaust in one direction and moves in the other.)
• Is it harder for a rocket to fly straight up or horizontally? (Answer: It is harder to fly up because it
must overcome gravity.)
• Who designs rockets? (Answer: Engineers.)
• Which types of engineer? (Answer: Aerospace, mechanical, electrical, computer, materials,
chemical, software, systems; it takes many types of engineers, working together, to design a
rocket or spacecraft.)
Activity Embedded Assessment
Worksheet: Have students complete the activity using the Rocket Flight Worksheet. Review their answers
to gauge their mastery of the subject.
Post-Activity Assessment
Drawing: Have students design and draw their own space rockets. Have them use arrows to label the
action and reaction of Newton's third law of motion.
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Engineering Redesign: Ask students how they might improve the design of their balloon rocket. Then
have them sketch or test their ideas.
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
Have students brainstorm how they might get their balloon rockets to fly further. Give them extra supplies
such as more and different (shape, size) balloons, bigger straws, and paper cups (for creating nose cone
shapes). Adding extra balloons is like adding more fuel. Have them design, create and test their new
designs. Discuss how the new rockets performed compared to their original rockets. Have students
hypothesize why some rockets performed better than others.
Activity Scaling

• For younger students, conduct the activity as a teacher demonstration.
• For upper grades, have students experiment with different balloon shapes (rockets) as well as the
opening size (straw diameter).Ask students to come up with different prototypes and work
through the engineering design process to see which combination of factors produce the best
balloon rocket. Design process steps: brainstorm many different design ideas; select the best
design; draw, create and test your design; review your design; improve your design based on what
you learned.
• For more advanced students, have them calculate (and graph) the average rocket distance traveled
for their horizontal and incline data collected. Have them hypothesize what other factors
contribute to the different distances achieved.
References (Return to Contents)
Benson, Thomas J. Propulsion Activity. Last updated December 20, 2006. Beginner's Guide to
Propulsion, Newton's Third Law and Aircraft Propulsion Activity, Glenn Learning Technologies Project,
NASA. Accessed January 12, 2007.
http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/BGP/Shari_N/propulsion_act.htm
Liftoff to Learning: Space Basics. Space Team Online, Learning Technologies Project, NASA Quest.
Accessed January 12, 2007. http://quest.nasa.gov/space/teachers/liftoff/basics.html
The Society for International Space Cooperation. Accessed January 12, 2007.
http://www.spacesociety.org/
Contributors
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Figure 1. Using a balloon to demonstrate action and reaction

Figure 2. A balloon rocket ready for launch

Name: ____________________________________________ Date: _____________________

Rocket Flight Worksheet
1. Record the distance the balloon traveled for the flights when the string was flat.
Flight Number

Unit of Measure

Distance Traveled

1
2
3
2. Record the distance the balloon traveled for the flights when the string was angled up.
Flight Number

Distance Traveled

Unit of Measure

1
2
3
3. Did the rocket move further when the string was flat or when it was inclined? Why?

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
4. Draw a picture that describes Newton’s third law of motion: For every action, there is an
equal and opposite reaction. (Draw your balloon rocket and use arrows to show the action
and reaction directions.)

5. List two different types of engineers who work on rockets.

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Solar System: Lesson 1, Rocket Power Activity — Rocket Flight Worksheet

Name: ________________________________________________________ Code: ________

Mechanics Mania Test
1.

Famous scientist ___________ __ studied pendulums, inclined planes and falling bodies.
a.
Albert Einstein
b.
Isaac Newton
c.
Galileo Galilei
d.
Mark Williams

2.

Isaac Newton’s ____________ __ law of motion states an object will stay at rest or will
remain in motion in a straight line at a constant speed unless acted on by a push or pull.
a.
first
b.
second
c.
third
d.
fourth

3.

For an airplane to fly in the sky, lift must be greater than ______________________.
a.
drag
b.
thrust
c.
weight
d.
propulsion

4.

____________________ is the force that pulls all matter toward the center of the Earth.
a.
lift
b.
thrust
c.
drag
gravity
d.

5.

Engineers use their understanding of forces and energy to design the following products.
(Check all that apply).
___ Infant car seat
___ Garden clippers
___ Picture hangers
___ Sports helmet
___ Artificial limbs
___ Blender
___ Snow shovel
___ Baby stroller

Mechanics Mania: Unit Pre/Post Test

Name: ________________________________________________________ Code: ________

Mechanics Mania Test Answers
1.

Famous scientist ___________ __ studied pendulums, inclined planes and falling bodies.
a.
Albert Einstein
b.
Isaac Newton
c.
Galileo Galilei
Mark Williams
d.

2.

Isaac Newton’s ____________ __ law of motion states an object will stay at rest or will
remain in motion in a straight line at a constant speed unless acted on by a push or pull.
a.
first
b.
second
c.
third
d.
fourth

3.

For an airplane to fly in the sky, lift must be greater than ______________________.
a.
drag
b.
thrust
c.
weight
propulsion
d.

4.

____________________ is the force that pulls all matter toward the center of the Earth.
a.
lift
b.
thrust
c.
drag
d.
gravity

5.

Engineers use their understanding of forces and energy to design the following products.
(Check all that apply).  Answer: all are correct!
 Infant car seat
 Garden clippers
___
___
 Picture hangers
___
___
 Sports helmet
___
___
 Artificial limbs
 Blender
___
___
 Snow shovel
 Baby stroller
Addition example products impacted by Mechanics Mania concepts: toys that don’t break,
tools, artificial limbs, appliances (blender, mixer), garden tools (clippers, edger, lawn mower,
how, rake, pick, shovel, snow shovel), sports equipment (helmets, masks, bats, safety straps).

Mechanics Mania: Unit Pre/Post Test Answers

Lesson: Motion Commotion
Summary
Students learn why and how motion occurs and what governs changes in motion, as described by
Newton's three laws of motion. They gain hands-on experience with the concepts of forces, changes in
motion, and action and reaction. In an associated literacy activity, students design a behavioral survey
and learn basic protocol for primary research, survey design and report writing.
Engineering Connection
Whether they design moving objects (scooters, boats, compact disk players, blenders) or stationary
objects (dams, bridges, stoves, sunglasses, picture hangers), understanding Newton's laws of motion
helps engineers of all disciplines quantify the "invisible" forces acting on the objects.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Introduction/Motivation
3. Background
4. Vocabulary
5. Associated Activities
6. Lesson Closure
7. Assessment
8. Extensions
9. References

Grade Level: 8 (7-9)

Lesson #: 4 of 10

Time Required: 50 minutes

Lesson Dependency :None

Keywords: mechanics, Newton, acceleration, force, inertia, kinetic energy, mass, potential energy, laws
of motion, motion
Related Curriculum
subject areas

Physical Science
Physics
curricular units Mechanics Mania
activities
Action-Reaction! Rocket
Catapults!
Couch Potato or Inertia Victim?
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• a. Add, subtract, multiply and divide rational numbers including integers, positive and negative
fractions and decimals (Grade 8) [2009]
• b. Use representations of linear functions to analyze situations and solve problems (Grade 8) [2009]
• Colorado Science
• a. Predict and evaluate the movement of an object by examining the forces applied to it (Grade 8)
[2009]
• b. Use mathematical expressions to describe the movement of an object (Grade 8) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
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• F. Knowledge gained from other fields of study has a direct effect on the development of technological
products and systems. (Grades 6 - 8) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this lesson, students should be able to:
• Identify Newton's three laws and explain what each law physically describes with respect to
motion.
• Predict results from the various motions presented in the activities and be able to explain why
these motions occurred.
• Give examples of why Newton's laws are important to engineering.
• Understand how the variables in the F = ma equation are related to one another
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
When Isaac Newton was 23 years old, he identified three traits of moving objects. His identification of
these traits, now accepted as Newton's laws of motion, revolutionized science and transformed human
understanding of the natural world. Newton's laws are universal, describing the motion of everything,
everywhere!
Scientific application of Newton's laws led to advancements in every aspect of engineering, from building
machines and structures to the functioning of airplanes and rockets. Sir Isaac Newton is the founder of the
modern study of movement and balance because of his development of the three laws of motion.
Newton's laws hold true everywhere and at all times. Understanding the laws of motion helps us to
understand what causes every movement we make throughout the day. The laws apply to ALL
movement, from you, to a running stream, to a falling leaf, to a bird's flight. Having three laws that
describe the why and how of all motion is an incredibly useful tool!

Lesson Background & Concepts for Teachers
Simply stated, Newton's three laws of motion are:
Law #1: Objects at rest will stay at rest, and objects in motion will stay in motion in a straight line unless
they are acted upon by an unbalanced force. (law of inertia)
Law #2: Force is equal to mass multiplied by acceleration. (F = ma)
Law #3: For every action, there is always an opposite and equal reaction.
Newton's first law is also known as the law of inertia. It says that if you were to kick a ball and there were
no forces acting on the ball, it would keep going in a straight line forever! This law is somewhat abstract
because on Earth, invisible forces are always at work. Gravity, friction and air pressure are examples of
"invisible" forces that act on objects everywhere. Therefore, objects on Earth are constantly changing
direction, speeding up and slowing down — a ball does not keep going forever because there are forces
acting to slow it down. Scientists and engineers must always keep in mind these "invisible" forces acting
on the object's motion.
Newton's second law means that if you kick two balls that weigh the same, the ball you kick harder will
go farther (that is, for a constant mass, exerting a greater force yields a greater acceleration). The second
law also says that if you have a heavy ball and a light ball, you have to kick the heavy ball harder to make
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it go as fast as the lighter ball (that is, for a constant acceleration, a greater mass requires a greater force).
The mathematical way to state this law is:
F=mxa
(Force = mass times acceleration)
If you hit a golf ball and a baseball with the same amount of force, which one would go farther? The golf
ball! Why? Because the golf ball has less mass than the baseball, therefore less force is needed for the
golf ball to achieve the same distance as the baseball.
Newton's third law is possibly the most widely known — for every action, there is an equal but opposite
reaction. There is always a partner of forces at play: an action force and a reaction force. Even though this
is possibly the most famous of his three laws, it is not necessarily the most intuitive. For example, when
you walk on the ground (action force), the ground pushes up on you with an equal reaction force. You
cannot see the force, and we are so accustomed to walking on the ground, we do not even realize there
must be a reaction force that keeps us from sinking into the ground. Imagine sinking into the ground with
every step we take! That's exactly what would happen if this third law were not true.
Vocabulary/Definitions (Return to Contents)
Force:

Something that acts from the outside to push or pull an object. For example, an adult pulling
a child in a wagon exerts a force upon the wagon.
Mass:
The amount of material (matter) present in an object.
Acceleration: Rate of change in velocity with respect to magnitude, direction or both.
Associated Activities
• Catapults! - Students construct a catapult to demonstrate Newton's second law of motion and
learn the relationship between force, mass and acceleration.
• Action-Reaction! Rocket - This activity illustrates Newton's first, second and third laws of
motion. Students construct a balloon "rocket" to see how the action force of air emptying a
balloon causes a reaction force, which moves the rocket along a wire.
• Couch Potato or Inertia Victim? - Students design a simple behavioral survey and learn basic
protocol for primary research, survey design and report writing.
Lesson Closure
Ask the students to explain Newton's three laws of motion. Have them give some examples of what life
on Earth would be like if these laws were not true. Ask the students why Newton's laws are so important
to engineers. Have them write on the board at least three reasons why Newton's laws are important to
engineers, or what has become possible with the understanding of these laws. (Possible answers: Has
made it possible to build airplanes that fly, elevators that move, amusement park rides and roller coasters,
cars that drive safely, seatbelts in cars, bridges and buildings that do not collapse; basically, Newton's
laws are the foundation for all structures that move or are stationary.)
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Lesson Assessment
Discussion Question: Ask a question to get students to think about the upcoming lesson. After soliciting
answers, explain that these questions will be answered during the lesson.
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• When you kick a soccer ball up in the air, why does it come back down? Should it not just keep
going? (See Background section to add more depth to this discussion.)
Post-Introduction Assessment
Question/Answer: Ask the students and discuss as a class
• Who came up with the three laws of motion? (Answer: Sir Isaac Newton)
• How old was Sir Isaac Newton when he came up with the three laws of motion? (Answer: 23)
Lesson Summary Assessment
Flashcards: Using index cards, have the student groups write Newton's three laws or questions that apply
to one of the three laws. Have them write the appropriate law number or answer on the back of the card.
Have the teams exchange flashcards. Each member of the team reads a flashcard, and everyone attempts
to answer it. If they are right, they can pass on the card to the next team. Give the team five minutes to
figure out, through teamwork, the answers to the flashcards. If they feel they have another correct answer,
they should write their answer on the back of the flashcard as an alternative. Keep rotating the cards until
all teams have had a chance to look at all the flashcards. Clarify any questions.
Lesson Extension Activities (Return to Contents)
Inertia Zoom Ball
In this hands-on demonstration of Newton's first law of motion, students use plastic bottles and string to
see how force causes an object to change in motion.
Inertia Zoom Ball
More Power to You
Newton's third law of motion is illustrated in this hands-on activity in which students fuel a plastic bottle
boat to move on water.
More Power to You
Library research project
Have the students research Sir Isaac Newton, write a book report and present their findings to the class.
References (Return to Contents)
Gittewitt, Paul. Conceptual Physics. Menlo Park, CA: Addison-Wesley, 1992.
Hauser, Jill Frankel. Gizmos and Gadgets: Creating Science Contraptions that Work (and Knowing Why).
Charlotte, VT: Williamson Publishing, 1999.
Kagan, Spencer. Cooperative Learning. San Juan Capistrano, CA: Kagan Cooperative Learning, 1994.
(Source for the Flashcards assessment.)
Newton's laws of motion: http://id.mind.net/~zona/mstm/physics/mechanics/forces/newton/newton.html
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Newton's laws of motion: (
http://www.usoe.k12.ut.us/curr/science/sciber00/8th/forces/sciber/newtons.htm)
Contributors
Sabre Duren, Ben Heavner, Malinda Schaefer Zarske, Denise Carlson
Copyright
© 2004 by Regents of the University of Colorado.
The contents of this digital library curriculum were developed under a grant from the Fund for the
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of the Department of Education or National Science Foundation, and you should not assume endorsement
by the federal government.
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Activity: Action-Reaction! Rocket

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Summary
Students construct a rocket from a balloon propelled along a guide string. They use this model to learn
about Newton's three laws of motion, examining the effect of different forces on the motion of the rocket.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating science concept to engineering
Engineers of all disciplines use their understanding Newton's laws of motion to quantify the "invisible"
forces acting on all objects. Just like a ball can be twirled on the end of a string, satellites and spacecraft
stay in orbit around the Earth due to the balance between gravitational and centripetal forces. Eventually,
satellites slow down due to the miniscule drag in the upper atmosphere, to the point at which gravity
pulls them out of orbit. To keep them in orbit, engineers exploit the second law by designing thrusters
that burn fuel and expel it from the thruster. The spacecraft moves forward in an amount equal to the
force of the gas leaving the thruster, causing enough movement to re-orient the path of the object and
keep it in orbit.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Materials
3. Introduction/Motivation
4. Procedure
5. Attachments
6. Safety Issues
7. Troubleshooting Tips
8. Assessment
9. Extensions
10. Activity Scaling
11. References

Grade Level: 8 (7-9)
Group Size: 4
Time Required: 45 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ 1
Keywords: mechanics, Newton, acceleration, balloon, force, laws of motion, mass, motion, rocket
Related Curriculum :
subject areas

Physical Science
Physics
curricular units Mechanics Mania
lessons
Motion Commotion
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• a. Convert from one representation of a linear function to another, including situations, tables,
equations (slope-intercept form), and graphs (Grade 8) [2009]
• c. Identify the dependent and independent variable in real-world situations (Grade 8) [2009]
• Colorado Science
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• a. Predict and evaluate the movement of an object by examining the forces applied to it (Grade 8)
[2009]
• a. Gather, analyze, and interpret data to describe the different forms of energy and energy transfer
(Grade 8) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• F. Knowledge gained from other fields of study has a direct effect on the development of technological
products and systems. (Grades 6 - 8) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Understand practical applications of Newton's Laws of Motion
• Use the model of the balloon to understand the different forces that act on the rocket
• Collect data from the experiment and graph the results
Materials List
For each group:
• Plastic drinking straw
• Plastic bag, about the size of an inflated balloon
• Paper streamers
• 25 ft. of fishing line (20-50g weight) or string (nylon [slippery] string works better than twine
[rough])
• Long, tube-shaped balloon
• Tape measure or meter stick
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
Start with an in-class demonstration. For example, have a student or the teacher stand on a skate board
and throw a basketball. What happens? Have a student or the teacher throw a basketball filled with lead
weights or similar, very heavy object (this could be dangerous; be very careful not to fall). What happens?
(Answer: The student or teacher rolls backwards on the skateboard.)
Or, as another demonstration: Pass around three containers (such that students cannot see the contents),
one filled with something light such as feathers, one filled with something heavy such as lead weights and
one filled with something in the middle such as rice or grains. Ask students which one is heavier. Ask
them what they think is inside. Tell them that the heaviest one is heavier because it has a higher mass.
Rockets and rocket-propelled flight has been in use for more than 2,000 years. People in ancient China
used gunpowder to make fireworks and rockets. In the past 300 years, people have gained a scientific
understanding of how rockets work. Now, aerospace engineers use their understanding to make rockets
fly farther, faster, higher and more accurately. Our understanding of how rockets work arises from Sir
Isaac Newton's three laws of motion. It is important for engineers to understand Newton's laws because
they not only describe how rockets work, they explain how everything that moves or stays still works!
This activity demonstrates all three of Newton's laws of motion. The focus of the activity is Newton's
third law of motion, but the first and second laws are intrinsically involved with the motion of the rocket
as well. The air pushing its way out of the balloon is an action force, and it causes an equal reaction,
which is the movement of the balloon. The more air initially in the balloon, the further the balloon travels
along the string because the action force is greater. By the same token, if there is only a small amount of
air initially in the balloon, the balloon travels a shorter distance.
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Simply stated, Newton's three laws of motion are:
Law #1: Objects at rest will stay at rest, and objects in motion will stay in motion in a straight line unless
they are acted upon by an unbalanced force. (law of inertia)
Law #2: Force is equal to mass multiplied by acceleration. (F = ma)
Law #3: For every action, there is always an opposite and equal reaction.

Procedure
Before the Activity
Action-reaction
rocket activity
set up.
• Gather materials.
• Choose appropriate locations for students to set up the experiment.
With the Students
1. Have students vote on which of Newton's three laws of motion applies to the flight of rockets.
Tabulate votes on the board. (Answer: Trick question! All three laws apply.)
2. Hand out a worksheet to each student.
3. Tape a drinking straw along the side of a plastic bag (see diagram).
4. Tape streamers along the open edge of the plastic bag.
5. Thread the string through the straw.
6. Tie each end of the string to a chair, and pull the chairs apart so that the string is taut (see
diagram).
7. Position the bag at one end of the string, with the open end of the bag facing toward the chair.
8. Blow up a balloon and put it into the bag, holding the balloon closed.
9. Count down to zero, and let go of the balloon. . . ZOOMMM!
10. Have students measure the distance their balloon rocket traveled on the string and complete the
worksheet.
11. While waiting for other students to finish their worksheets, students with completed worksheets
should compare their answers with their peers.
12. Review and discuss the worksheet answers with students.
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Action-Reaction! Worksheet
Safety Issues
Straws make excellent projectile shooters. Make sure to collect them at the end of the activity.
Troubleshooting Tips
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Be sure the students blow up their balloon to different sizes — small, medium and large — to compare
the different magnitudes of reaction that are produced.
Thicker fishing line (20-50g) works best for this activity. Next best is nylon string. Rough string or twine
creates too much friction for the balloon to travel as far.
The string should be pulled taut for the balloon rocket launch. A slack string does not allow the balloon to
travel as far.
This activity can also be done without the plastic bag by taping the straw directly to the balloon. In this
case, use large round balloons instead of long balloons.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Voting: Ask the students vote on which of Newton's three laws applies to the flight of rockets. Tabulate
votes on the board. Give answer: Trick question! All three laws apply.
Activity Embedded Assessment
Worksheet: Have the students follow along with the activity on their worksheet. After students have
finished their worksheet, have them compare answers with their peers. Review their answers to gauge
their mastery of the subject.
Post-Activity Assessment
Numbered Heads: Have the students on each team pick numbers (or number off) so each member has a
different number. Ask the students questions from the worksheet. The members of each team should work
together on the question. Everyone on the team must know the answer. Call a number at random. Students
with that number should raise their hands to answer the question. If not all the students with that number
raise their hands, allow the teams to work a little longer. Have students include terms that they have
learned in the answers to the questions.
Flashcards: Have each group of students make three flash cards with a question on one side and the
answer on the other. In writing the questions and answers, have students incorporate the new terms that
they have learned. Have students pass the cards to the group next to them answer the questions and then
pass them along. Some example questions include:
1. What is inertia? (Answer: When an object is at rest or in a constant state of motion.)
2. How are action and reaction forces related? (Answer: They are equal.)
3. If acceleration = 6 m/s2 and mass = 6,254 g what is the force? (Answer: 37,524 Newtons
[gm/s2].)
4. What would happen if you changed the direction of the force (i.e., the balloon blew out toward
the floor)? Would the balloon travel a shorter distance, longer distance or the same? (Answer:
The balloon would travel a shorter distance if it moves at all, because it would not be able to
travel in the direction opposite the force.)
5. According to Newton's third law, how do you know that the action and reaction forces on the
balloon are equal? (Answer: Because for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.)
6. What vocabulary word would best describe your experience when you are a "couch potato"?
(Answer: Inertia.)
7. If an equal forces is applied to a Mini Cooper and a semi trailer truck, which will have greater
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acceleration? (Answer: A Mini Cooper, due to its smaller mass.)
8. What does acceleration depend on? (Answer: Mass and force.)
9. If you kick two balls that weigh the same, which ball will go further? (Answer: The ball that you
kick harder.)
10. Does air have mass? (Answer: Yes. It can be measured on a scale.)
11. Does Newton's third law work horizontally? (Answer: No. Try it.)
12. When mass is multiplied by acceleration, what results? (Answer: Force.)
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
Run the experiment with a bigger or smaller balloon.
Have the students fill up their balloons with water and repeat the experiment. Ask them why the balloon
moved so slowly (if at all) and why. (Answer: Because the water is heavy, it takes more force to move
water than air, and the water spills out of the balloon slowly (compared to air), therefore the reaction force
is equally as slow as the action force. Note: This is messy! Make sure you follow the water-balloon with a
bucket to catch the water or do this activity outside.
Tape pennies to the outside of the rocket to increase the mass. How does increased mass affect the flight
of the rocket? (Answer: Because of Newton's second law, the same force exerted upon a larger mass will
result in a lower acceleration - the rocket will not go as far!)
Have the students re-engineer their balloon rockets again, adding extra features to make the balloon go
further. Allow them to use more straw and tape, and more than one balloon. Conduct a race to see which
engineering team built the best balloon rocket. Ask that team to explain why their design worked as it did,
in terms of Newton's three laws of motion.
Ask the students to write a journal entry on how the balloon rocket experiment could relate to something
else they've encountered. Why are Newton's laws of motion so important in our world?
Activity Scaling
• For lower grades, complete the worksheet as a class, with different groups using different sized
balloons. Use the data from each group's work to construct a plot together, as a class.
• Give older students all materials except the worksheet that tells them how to put the rocket
together. Ask them to figure out on their own how to construct the rocket.
References (Return to Contents)
Hauser, Jill Frankel.Gizmos and Gadgets: Creating Science Contraptions that Work (and Knowing Why).
Charlotte, VT: Williamson Publishing, 1999. (Activity adapted from Hauser.)
NASA Quest > Space Team Online: http://quest.nasa.gov/space/teachers/liftoff/newton.html.
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Action-reaction rocket activity set up

Team Name: _______________________________________ Date: ___________________

Action-Reaction! Worksheet
1. What is Newton’s first law of motion
and when does it occur during this experiment?

2. What is Newton’s second law of motion and when does it occur during this experiment?

3. What is Newton’s third law of motion and when does it occur during this experiment?

4. Draw a picture of your “Action-Reaction Rocket.” Label the action and reaction forces.

Mechanics: Lesson 4, Action-Reaction! Activity — Worksheet

5. Are the action and reaction forces equal, less than or greater than each other?

6. Predict the distance traveled along the string for a balloon that is filled with air so that it is
small, medium and large in size. Then, record the actual distances traveled during three trials
for each size balloon.
Balloon Size

Trial #

Predicted Distance

Actual Distance Traveled

1
Small

2
3
1

Medium

2
3
1

Large

2
3

7. How does the balloon size relate to the action and reaction forces?

8. Graph the results with the size of balloon on the x-axis and the distance traveled on the y-axis.

Mechanics: Lesson 4, Action-Reaction! Activity — Worksheet
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Curricular Unit: Space

Grade: 8 (6-8)

Summary
In this unit, students first are introduced to the historical motivation for space exploration. They learn
about the International Space Station and are introduced to new and futuristic ideas that space engineers
are currently working on to propel space research. Next, students learn about the physical properties of
the Moon. They are asked to think about what types of products engineers would need to design for us to
live comfortably on the Moon. Lastly, students learn some basic facts about asteroids: their size and how
that relates to the potential danger of an asteroid colliding with the Earth.

Space travel is made possible by engineers. From mechanical engineers who design the components for
spacecraft to biomedical engineers who design ways to care for astronauts' health while traveling in
space. From designing the spacecraft to getting us to the Moon safely to building tools to help humans
someday live on the Moon, engineers play a vital role in space travel and space discovery.
Engineering Connection
Keywords: space, space exploration, International Space Station, ISS, space travel, moon, lunar month,
orbit, lunar phases, natural satellite, Apollo project, asteroid, solar system, crater, meteor

Related Subject Areas
• Earth and Space
• Science and Technology
Related Lessons
• Space Travel
• Life on the Moon
• Asteroids
Related Activities
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• Earth Impact
• Into Space!
• My Moon Colony
Copyright
© 2008 by Regents of the University of Colorado. The contents of these digital library curricula were
developed by the Integrated Teaching and Learning Program under National Science Foundation GK-12
grant no. 0338326. However, these contents do not necessarily represent the policies of the National
Science Foundation, and you should not assume endorsement by the federal government.
Supporting Program (Return to Contents)
Integrated Teaching and Learning Program, College of Engineering, University of Colorado at Boulder
Last Modified: December 1, 2010
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Lesson: Space Travel

See end of lesson for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Figure
1. The
Solar
System
Summary
Students are introduced to the historical motivation for space exploration. They learn about the
International Space Station as an example of space travel innovation and are introduced to new and
futuristic ideas that space engineers are currently working on to propel space research far into the future!
Engineering Connection
Space travel is made possible by engineers. From mechanical engineers who design the components for
spacecraft to biomedical engineers who design ways to care for astronauts' health while traveling in
space, people from almost every discipline of engineering work together to further space exploration.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Introduction/Motivation
3. Background
4. Vocabulary
5. Associated Activities
6. Lesson Closure
7. Assessment
8. Extensions
9. References

Grade Level: 8 (7-9)

Lesson #: 1 of 3

Time Required: 20 minutes

Lesson Dependency :None

Keywords: International Space Station, ISS, space, space exploration, space travel
Related Curriculum
subject areas

Earth and Space
Science and Technology
curricular units Space
activities
Into Space!
Educational Standards
• Colorado Science
• b. Describe methods and equipment used to explore the solar system and beyond (Grade 8) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• D. Throughout history, new technologies have resulted from the demands, values, and interests of
individuals, businesses, industries, and societies. (Grades 6 - 8) [2000]
• G. Transportation vehicles are made up of subsystems, such as structural propulsion, suspension,
guidance, control, and support, that must function together for a system to work effectively. (Grades 6 8) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
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After this lesson, students should be able to:
• Identify potential reasons why people want to travel to space.
• Describe how different types of engineers each contribute to space travel.
• Give examples of what the future may hold for space travel.
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
(Note: Prior to beginning this lesson introduction, guide students through a brief pre-lesson assessment
activity on journaling, as described in the Assessment section.)
Let us begin by having you share your journal entries on your journey through space. What do you
imagine it would be like to travel into space? What questions do you have about the solar system and
outer space? (Call on students to share their ideas.) Great ideas and questions! Do you have any idea how
long you think a person could live in outer space? What kind of equipment would she or he need to
survive? Today we will be studying a space project that many engineers have been working on that makes
it possible to travel to and live in space.
But first let's think about why people would want to travel to space in the first place. You wrote in your
journal about things you might explore in space. Tell me about your investigation plans. (Call on students
to share their ideas. Write ideas on the board.) Good! What are other reasons that space scientists might
want to explore outer space? (Ask some of the following questions if students did not already mention
these ideas. Write ideas or groups of topics on the board.)
• Evidence of life: "Do you think life exists on other planets? How could we find out?"
• Gravity-free experiments: "Why might scientists be interested in performing experiments in a
gravity-free environment?"
• Earth's origins: "In what ways could the exploration of the moon and our solar system tell us
about our own planet's origin?"
• Colonizing other planets: "Do you think we could someday colonize the moon or another planet?
Why would we want to? What would we need to figure out to make that possible?"
Excellent! Now we have an idea of why people might like to travel to space. But, who actually makes
space travel possible? Engineers are the creative problem solvers who help shape the future of space
travel. People from nearly every discipline —or branch of study—of engineering work together to further
space exploration. Aerospace engineers design the craft, mechanical engineers design the components for
the craft, electrical and computer engineers design the computer systems, and chemical engineers design
the rocket fuel, among the many others who have a hand in a spacecraft's launch into outer space. What
role do you think biomedical engineers have in space travel? (Answer: they design the medical devices to
monitor and keep healthy the traveling astronauts.)
Let's look at an example of a space project that sounds like something out of a science fiction movie, but
is actually a real project that engineers from around the world have worked on together to build for our
use today! The International Space Station, or ISS for short, is designed to help scientists study questions
such as the ones you came up with during your journaling activity. Astronauts—who have trained for
months, if not years—live in the ISS for up to about six months at a time! Can you imagine?! While
aboard the ISS, astronauts perform experiments that can only be done in space. Also, another purpose
during their stay is to discover what is necessary to live in space for an extended period of time, so that
longer journeys into the solar system can be planned (and carried out), such as to Mars or beyond.
The ISS is slightly bigger than a football field, and the living area for the 3-6 on-board astronauts is about
the size of an average three-bedroom house (see Figure 2). How do you think life might be different for
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the astronauts who live there, based on the fact that they are in space and in such confined quarters? (This
might be a good time to visit NASA's Interactive Space Station Reference Guide at
http://www.nasa.gov/externalflash/ISSRG/, which provides detailed visual answers to this question, as
well as video clips showing how astronauts eat, sleep and exercise while on board the ISS.)
Figure 2. The
International
Space
Station (ISS)
in orbit
around the
Earth.
The ISS is not only an adventure in space living, it is also an adventure in science and engineering. The
ISS is one of the most complex engineering projects ever designed. Engineers had to solve many difficult
problems, such as how to get such a massive object to orbit the Earth, how to design ways to get
astronauts on and off the space station, and how to provide electrical power to the station.

Lesson Background & Concepts for Teachers
What is the International Space Station?
The International Space Station, or ISS for short, began in-space assembly in 1998 and is still under
construction (as of fall 2008, at the time of this writing). The largest international space research station in
history, sixteen countries including the U.S., Russia, Canada, Japan and Brazil joined together to conduct
science experiments and research in space to determine whether human beings have a future in space.
Research topics include life in low gravity, physics, Earth observation.
The ISS is about 25% larger than a football field and weighs more than one million pounds. Orbiting 240
miles above Earth and traveling at a speed of about 28,000 kilometers an hour, the ISS circles the Earth
about 16 times a day. The station is able to observe 85% of the planet and 95% of the Earth's population
from its variable and frequent orbit. Although small, the living quarters give the crew a great view of
space and the Earth.
Crew and supplies can access the station during NASA's scheduled missions to replenish needed items
(food, research supplies, etc.), accept visitors and exchange astronauts who are living in the space station.
Electricity is provided by almost an acre of solar panels. NASA provides an excellent online tour of the
ISS via the Interactive Space Station Reference Guide (http://www.nasa.gov/externalflash/ISSRG/).
Figure 3. A
NASA
astronaut
aboard the
International
Space
Station talks
with students
back on
Earth via
ham radio.
History of Space Travel
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The earliest rockets were similar to current day fireworks and used in 1232 during the war between the
Chinese and Mongols. These firework-like missiles were a simple solid-propellant rocket. Using
gunpowder stuffed into a tube that was capped only at one end, the rocket could be ignited. The rapid
burning of the powder produced gas that escaped through the open end, producing thrust. The stick that
the rocket was attached to acted as a simple guidance system.
Manned Spacecraft
Space travel for human beings did not develop until several centuries later when, in 1961, Russian Yuri
Gagarin became the first person to orbit the Earth. The next major milestone in space travel came in 1969
when the three-man Apollo 11 mission landed on the moon — resulting in the first humans who walked
on the moon!
Soon after the Russians and Americans sent people into space, engineers also started working on
spacecraft that would house astronauts for longer periods so that they could plan for extended trips and
perform scientific experiments. These predecessors to the International Space Station include the
Apollo-Soyuz, the first international spacecraft; Skylab, the first American craft for long-term use, and
Mir, the Russian space station that held international scientists during 1986 to 1996.
Unmanned Spacecraft
Unmanned spacecraft are an integral part of the discovery of our solar system and beyond. Some satellites
observe the Sun, solar system, and/or the universe (such as the Hubble telescope or Viking, the Mars
probe), and other satellites observe our planet from above (for weather forecasting, etc.). Still other
satellites observe and sample specific environments or are used solely for the purpose of benefiting
humanity (like GPS and communication).
Vocabulary/Definitions (Return to Contents)
A vehicle that moves by ejecting fuel.
rocket:
chemical
A process whereby one type of substance is chemically converted to another substance
reaction:
involving an exchange of energy.
thrust:
The forward-directed force on a rocket in reaction to the ejection of fuel.
gravity:
The natural force of attraction between any two massive bodies.
star:
A huge burning sphere of gas, made up of roughly 90% hydrogen and 10% helium.
Associated Activities
• Into Space! - Students learn basic physics concepts on how rockets work as they design, build and
test model rockets using camera film canisters and antacid tablets.
Lesson Closure
Space travel can help us learn about the origins of the universe and our own planet. Also, it provides a
unique opportunity to do research in a gravity-free environment, which is a great advance toward our
knowledge of space and space-related issues. Engineers help make space travel possible by working
together to solve a wide range of design problems. Someday they may even find a way to help us travel to
other planets, or perhaps even live among the stars!
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Lesson Assessment
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Journaling: Have students take out a sheet of paper. Explain that they will be writing in their journals for
three minutes on a topic you will provide. They should not worry about the quality of their writing
(organization, grammar or spelling), but should simply try to get their thoughts down. They should write
nonstop for the full three minutes. Topic: Imagine that you are planning a trip through our solar system.
What do you imagine you will see and feel as you travel through space? What kinds of things might you
explore? What questions do you have about your upcoming journey or about the solar system or outer
space in general? (You may want to write the topic questions on the board, under a pulled-down projector
screen, in advance of class.)
Post-Introduction Assessment
Discussion Topic: International Space Station astronauts set up a program that enables them to talk to
students around the world. Think of a few questions that you would ask an ISS astronaut, given the
chance. In particular, think about questions concerning why people go to space and what the future of
space travel holds. Give students a few minutes to write down their responses, and then have them share
them with the class.
Lesson Summary Assessment
Acrostic Poem: Encourage students to synthesize and evaluate their learning by having them write an
acrostic poem. Instructions: To make an acrostic poem, write the words space travel vertically on a piece
of paper. Then, use each letter in those words as the first letter of a different word or phrase related to
space travel. For example, S = scientific experiments, P = probing the universe, A = aerospace engineers,
etc.)
Lesson Extension Activities (Return to Contents)
Learn more about the shuttle and its role in building and transporting crew to and from the ISS. Have
students research various aspects of this topic and present their findings to the class.
Have students build a scale model of the International Space Station using scaled drawing templates from
NASA; see: http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/multimedia/scalemodel/.
Have students research how the ISS is built, and what it would be like to live on it, using NASA's
Interactive Space Station Reference Guide at: http://www.nasa.gov/externalflash/ISSRG/. Present their
research to the class.
Ask students to consider how scientists and engineers made the International Space Station successfully
orbit the Earth. Discuss factors that could influence its ability to orbit. Then have students try to create
their own orbiting satellite using the online simulation "My Solar System" at:
http://phet.colorado.edu/simulations/sims.php?sim=My_Solar_System.
Build a scale model of objects in the solar system, with help from a NASA website at: (
http://science.nasa.gov/ssl/pad/solar/tutorials/lessons/solmod1.htm). If any other students/group is
creating a scale model of the ISS, work in tandem to demonstrate for other students what the ISS looks
like traveling through space.
References (Return to Contents)
Discovery Communications, Discovery Education, Classroom Resources, "Space-Age Living: Building
the International Space Station," accessed October 23, 2008,
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Figure 1. The Solar System

Figure 2. The International Space Station (ISS) in orbit around the Earth

Figure 3. A NASA astronaut aboard the International Space Station talks with students back on Earth via ham radio

Activity: Into Space!

See end of activity for Figures or visit
teachengineering.org for interactive links

Figure 1.
The
impressive
launch of
the Atlas V
rocket for
travel to
Pluto.
Summary
While building and testing model rockets fueled by antacid tablets, students are introduced to the basic
physics concepts on how rockets work. Students revise and improve their initial designs. Note: This
activity is similar to the elementary-level film canister rockets activity, but adapted for middle school
students.
Engineering Connection
Category 1. Relating science concept to engineering
To probe the depths of our solar system, engineers design creative solutions for space travel. They apply
their knowledge of physics, specifically Newton's third law (for every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction), to determine rocket specifications. When designing rockets, engineers must consider
many aspects, including, but not limited to, weight, drag and thrust. Teams of engineers investigate how
each of the rocket's features impact its performance. Using what they've learned from research and
experimental results, engineers build small rocket prototypes (models) to test new designs before they
build full-scale spacecraft.
Contents
1. Learning Objectives
2. Materials
3. Introduction/Motivation
4. Vocabulary
5. Procedure
6. Attachments
7. Safety Issues
8. Troubleshooting Tips
9. Assessment
10. Extensions
11. Activity Scaling
12. References

Grade Level: 8 (7-9)
Group Size: 4
Time Required: 100 minutes
Activity Dependency :None
Expendable Cost Per Group : US$ 1
Keywords: antacid tablet, chemical reaction, energy, film canister, force, gas, kinematics, laws of
motion, model, Newton's third law, pressure, prototype, rocket, physics, thrust
Related Curriculum :
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subject areas

Earth and Space
Science and Technology
curricular units Space
lessons
Space Travel
Educational Standards
• Colorado Math
• a. Convert from one representation of a linear function to another, including situations, tables,
equations (slope-intercept form), and graphs (Grade 8) [2009]
• c. Identify the dependent and independent variable in real-world situations (Grade 8) [2009]
• Colorado Science
• a. Predict and evaluate the movement of an object by examining the forces applied to it (Grade 8)
[2009]
• b. Describe methods and equipment used to explore the solar system and beyond (Grade 8) [2009]
• International Technology Education Association-ITEA STL Standards Technology
• F. New products and systems can be developed to solve problems or to help do things that could not be
done without the help of technology. (Grades 6 - 8) [2000]
Learning Objectives (Return to Contents)
After this activity, students should be able to:
• Use physics concepts to describe how a rocket is propelled upward.
• Identify design features that maximize the height the rocket travels.
• Design an experiment to investigate how various properties of the rocket affect its performance.
Materials List
Each group needs:
• 1 35-mm film canister with internal snapping lid, such as the clear plastic Fuji™ brand film
canister (Note: Canisters are often given away for free at camera shops or film-developing
counters in grocery and discount retail stores.)
• 1 antacid tablet, broken in half
• paper, for designing and drawing the rocket
• a pitcher of water
• various building supplies (see items listed below)
• Fly Me to the Moon Worksheet, one per person
For the entire class to share:
• a few stopwatches
• 4-5 pairs safety glasses/goggles (groups will use one at a time during their launches)
• various sizes and types of building supplies, for building a lightweight but sturdy rocket: tape
(duct and masking), cardboard, foam core board, construction paper, carad stock, scissors, glue,
etc.
Introduction/Motivation (Return to Contents)
The thrust or forward force that propels a rocket forward is based on Newton's third law: for every action
there is an equal and opposite reaction. For example, when an ice skater pushes down on the ice with
his/her skates, the reaction force is the ice pushing back. This reaction force is what makes the skater
move forward (or backward). Can you think of examples of other action-reaction pairs? (Have students
spend 30 seconds jotting down their thoughts, and then have them share examples with the class. Possible
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examples: leaning against a wall or pushing on a wall and the wall pushes back; jumping by bending your
knees and pushing off the ground, the ground pushes you up into the air. Help students make corrections
if their examples are not truly action-reaction pairs).
What do you think is the action-reaction pair involved in propelling a rocket forward? (Answer: The
engine pushes the highly -pressurized combustion gas out, and the gas pushes the engine, and hence the
whole rocket, forward. Be sure to correct the common misunderstanding that the rocket is propelled by
the gas pushing on the ground.)
In this activity, we will mix an antacid tablet in water, which causes many little gas bubbles to appear.
The bubbles rise to the top (because they are less dense than water) and break open at the surface. As all
of that gas builds up and gets pushed out of the canister, what will the reaction be? (Answer: Following
Newton's third law, as the water and gas are pushed out of the canister, the gas propels the canister in the
opposite direction.)
Figure 2.
The steps
describing
the Into
Space!
activity
process to
fuel the
model
rockets.
Although the knowledge behind rockets (including these antacid model rockets) is based in science,
particularly chemistry and physics, engineers are responsible for every major aspect of rocketry. They
play a vital role in designing, building and testing rockets. Today we will act as engineers and design our
own rocket ships. We will start with a basic rocket design that everyone will build and test. Like
engineers, we will do scientific investigations to determine how we can improve upon this initial design.
Each team will design its own experiment to see how the rocket performs as you change one of its
features. After getting the class together to share results, your team will have a chance to redesign your
rocket. We'll end with a competition to see whose rocket goes the highest.

Vocabulary/Definitions (Return to Contents)
The forward-directed force on a rocket in reaction to the ejection of pressurized gas.
A state of matter that is characterized by low density and viscosity, as well as great
expansion and contraction with changes in pressure and temperature.
chemical
A process whereby one type of substance is chemically converted to another by way of
reaction:
exchanging energy.
pressure:
Results from collisions of gas molecules with a surface; defined as force per unit area,
which is measured in units of lb/in2 (psi) or N/m2 (Pa).
rocket:
A vehicle that moves by ejecting fuel.
Newton's third For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction; if object A pushes on object B,
law:
then object B pushes back on A with equal force.
parameter:
A feature of an object that can be changed; similar to a variable in an experiment.
Procedure

thrust:
gas:

Before the Activity
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• Remove antacid tablets from packaging and break them in half. Half a tablet is more than enough
to pop the canister; more than half a tablet makes the lid pop off sooner. Adding extra tablets will
not necessarily produce a more powerful takeoff; however, students can test this hypothesis
during the investigation phase of the design process.
• Make copies of the Fly Me to the Moon Worksheet (one per person) and the Rocket Build
Instructions (one per group).
With the Students
Part I. Basic Design Test
Our goal today is to improve rocket design. Similar to real-world engineering, we will experiment with a
small, simple model called a prototype, rather than building a full-scale rocket. Why do you think
engineers build prototypes? (Answer: It is more efficient and cost effective to test initial designs using a
prototype.) We will start by seeing how well the current technology works. Everyone will initially build
the same rocket prototype.
1. Divide the class into groups of four students each. (Note: To meet the time allowed, adjust your
group sizes to have no more than seven groups.)
2. Provide each group with a film canister and sheet of paper.
3. Using scissors and tape, have each group should follow the instructions to build a rocket. (If
necessary, assist them in building their rockets.) Remind them to build their first rocket according
to the model; they may vary their designs when they move into the experiment phase. Instruct
students to begin thinking about what parameter(s) they might want to change in the upcoming
experiment. Ask questions such as, "What is the role of fins on aircraft?" or "What materials do
you think are best for the rocket?" and "Why?" Limit this step to about five minutes to allow
plenty of time for the rest of the activity. Note: Make sure students put their canister lids as the
bottom of their rockets (so the canister is inverted). Also, make sure the canister lid sticks out
from the paper a little so that the paper surrounding the rocket does not interfere with the lid
either snapping on (for "fuel" loading) or popping off.
4. Once the rockets are completely built (and decorated, if time permits), move the class outside to
the designated "launch pad." Choose a launch area with a flat launch pad location and plenty of
surrounding open space so that the rockets can return to the ground without hitting anything
(roofs, trees, etc.).
5. Have one group at a time step up to the launch pad. Note: students should wear safety glasses
during their launch; ask students to put the safety glasses/goggles on BEFORE the launch begins.
All other students should be a safe distance away, ready to record the results on their worksheets.
6. Have the group hold the rocket upside down (which is actually right side up) and fill the canister
one-third full of water.
7. Note: The next steps must be done very quickly. Drop in the half tablet of antacid, and quickly
snap on the lid.
8. Place the rocket upright (that is, the canister lid down) on the flat launch site. Step back.
9. The rocket should pop within 1-5 seconds.
10. Have a designated member of the group start the stopwatch when the rocket takes off and stop it
when the rocket starts to fall back down. Have everyone record the time on their worksheets.
Remind students to record the data from all launches, not just their own.
11. Once students have collected data for at least five good launches, return to the classroom and ask
students to find the average time for the rockets' ascents. As a class, discuss the results, including
why they are testing time instead of height and what the average time is.
Part II. Improving the Rocket Design
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1. Have students complete question #1 of Part II of their worksheets, which asks them to brainstorm
possible parameters that they could vary. Have each team capture their answers on a
chalk/whiteboard, overhead transparency, or large butcher paper so that they can easily share
results with the class. After about five minutes, have one student from each group share their
ideas.
2. Have each group decide on a parameter that they want to test, and design a simple experiment.
(For example, if choosing rocket height as a parameter, they could make several model rockets of
varying heights. If choosing rocket weight, they could construct rockets of varying materials or
by taping pennies inside. Other parameters might be related to the launch itself, such as varying
the amount of water or amount of antacid [fuel].)
3. After getting the teacher's approval (if their worksheet has a check in the "Yes" box), have
students design several rockets for launch. Each team member should make at least one rocket.
4. When students are ready, bring everyone back out to the launch area and repeat steps 5-9 of Part
I. As each group prepares to launch, have one group member tell the rest of the class what
parameter is being tested. Students only need to record the time for their group. While other
groups are testing, students can write down qualitative observations about those results.
5. Have students analyze their data and draw conclusions by completing Part II of their worksheets.
Part III. Choosing the Best Design
1. Have each group describe their test (parameters) and their conclusions. As the teacher, write on
the chalk/whiteboard a short summary of what they found (for example, greater radius = lower
height).
2. After all teams have reported back, have each discuss their final designs and create sketchs of
their rockets. Sign off on each sketch, and have them build their final designs.
3. Bring the class back together for a short discussion. Explain to them that engineering teams often
divide up various tasks, so that different people are testing different things, just like the class did
during this activity. Ask students to identify potential advantages and disadvantages of this
strategy.
4. Have students defend and test their final designs as described in the Assessment section
(post-activity assessment).
Attachments (Return to Contents)
• Fly Me to the Moon Worksheet (pdf)
• Fly Me to the Moon Worksheet (doc)
• Rocket Build Instructions (pdf)
• Rocket Build Instructions (doc)
Safety Issues
• Use eye protection (goggles or safety glasses) while launching the rockets; do not let students talk
you into not using them. Both the force of the canister and the fluid can cause eye injuries.
• Do not hand out the antacid tablets until the groups are ready to launch.
Troubleshooting Tips
Watch for these common building-phase issues:
• Forgetting to tape the film canister to the rocket body.
• Failing to mount the canister with the lid end down.
• Failing to extend the canister far enough from the paper tube to ensure the lid snaps on and pops
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off easily.
Assessment (Return to Contents)
Pre-Activity Assessment
Poll: Before class, ask students to jot down how high they think they can make a rocket go, using the
materials at their desk. Summarize their answers by finding the number of students who predicted heights
at various intervals. Tell them that their challenge today is to create the highest flying rocket.
Activity Embedded Assessment
Into Space Worksheet: Have students record their ideas and results on the Fly Me to the Moon Worksheet.
As described in the Procedure section, bring the class back together several times throughout the activity
to share and discuss answers. While teams are working independently, circulate around the room and ask
questions about what they are doing. Example questions: What do you think will happen as you change
X? What seems to be the function of the (nose cone, wing, etc.)? Why did your rocket not go as high
as….?
Post-Activity Assessment
Prediction Analysis: When everyone returns to the classroom, take 30 seconds to revisit their initial
predictions as to how high the rockets would travel. Were they correct? Who was closest to guessing the
maximum height?
Poster: Have students create posters that showcase their final rocket designs, including design diagrams
with dimensions. Require them to highlight those rocket features that they think will help to maximize its
height. Have students present their posters to the class as they prepare to launch their final rocket designs.
Activity Extensions (Return to Contents)
If time permits, let students test and redesign their rockets several times. Students could also test multiple
parameters in a series of experiments. Ask students to brainstorm other design problems that they would
need to address for a real rocket (for example: how would the astronauts eat, sleep or go to the bathroom?
How would you manufacture such a large object? How will you get the spacecraft back to the ground
safely?).
Activity Scaling
For lower grades, conduct the similar TeachEngineering Pop Rockets activity.
For upper grades, have students try one or more of the following:
• Calculate the approximate height that the rocket reaches using kinematics equations from physics,
such as H = 1/2 g t 2.
• Predict and/or calculate the effect of air drag on height. Design rockets that minimize air drag.
• Test various gas-creating mixtures. Use chemistry background to make predictions about
gas-creating reactions.
References (Return to Contents)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, accessed October 23, 2008,
www.TeachEngineering.org - Free resources for K-12
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Figure 1. The impressive launch of the Atlas V rocket for travel to Pluto

Figure 2. The steps describing the Into Space! activity process to fuel the model rockets

Name: ______________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Fly Me to the Moon Worksheet
Part I: Basic Design Test
1. Although we are interested in the rocket’s height, we are also interested
in the time it takes for the rocket to go up. Measure the time your
rocket flies from liftoff to when it begins to fall back down to the
ground. Discuss the following questions with your group, and write
down your thoughts.
a) Why do you think we are measuring time instead of height?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
b) Why might a rocket engineer want to collect data on the original design before trying to
improve it?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2. Record each group’s rocket name and how many seconds it took to reach its maximum
height (total time up before the rocket began to fall back down).
Rocket Name

Total Time Up (s)

Average Time Up

3. Now find the Average Time Up for all of the rockets. Show your work in the space below.

Space: Lesson 1, Into Space! Activity – Fly Me to the Moon Worksheet
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Name: ______________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Part II: Improving the Rocket Design
1. With your group, brainstorm a list of things that you could change about the way you
designed the rocket and launched it. Engineers call such changeable features “parameters.”
Write down as many parameters as you can think of until your teacher stops you to
bring the class back together.
2. What parameters of the rocket will you modify? Pick one and describe how you will change
it in a systematic, measurable way. Get approval from your teacher before you move on to
building and testing your design.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________


Stop

Teacher Approval

Yes

No

3. Once you have built several rockets for your next trial, you are ready to test (with your
teacher’s approval). Record the results of your test in the table below. The column on the left
should indicate the parameter that you tested.
Data for Your Group
Total Time Up(s)

Space: Lesson 1, Into Space! Activity – Fly Me to the Moon Worksheet
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Name: ______________________________________________

Date: _______________________

Observations about Other Groups
Group:_________________________________

Group:_________________________________

Parameter tested:

Parameter tested:

What you noticed:

What you noticed:

Group:_________________________________

Group:_________________________________

Parameter tested:

Parameter tested:

What you noticed:

What you noticed:

Group:_________________________________

Group:_________________________________

Parameter tested:

Parameter tested:

What you noticed:

What you noticed:

4. Make a bar graph or scatter plot in the space below to display your results.

Space: Lesson 1, Into Space! Activity – Fly Me to the Moon Worksheet
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Name: ______________________________________________

Date: _______________________

5. As you changed your chosen parameter, did it seem to have an effect on the height of the
rocket? If so, what was the relationship? Describe your findings below. Be ready to share
these results with the class.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
6. Why were some rockets able to fly longer than others? What were some similarities and
differences between the longest and shortest flying rockets?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Part III. Choosing the Best Design
1. Using what you have learned from the results of your experiments, plan your final rocket
design with your group. Sketch the design in the space below.


Stop

Teacher Approval

Yes

No

2. Once approved by your teacher, you can begin to build your new rocket design. You will also
create a poster to “sell” your idea. Pretend that your group is an aerospace engineering team
that is trying to market your rocket design through your poster. It should include:
 Your group’s name. Be creative!
 A brief explanation (1-2 sentences) of what makes the rocket fly upwards. Use
physics concepts to support your explanation.
 A diagram of your rocket, with dimensions clearly labeled.
 Some way of highlighting the design features that you think make this an excellent,
high-flying rocket.

Space: Lesson 1, Into Space! Activity – Fly Me to the Moon Worksheet
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Rocket Build Instructions
Instructions

Source: www.spacesociety.org/spaceexpress/Curriculum/film_canisters.html

Space: Lesson 1, Into Space! Activity – Rocket Build Instructions

Rocket Activity

3...2...1...PUFF!
Objective

Students will learn about rocket stability as they
construct and ﬂy small paper rockets.

Description

Students will construct small “indoor” paper
rockets, determine their ﬂight stability, and
launch them by blowing air through a drinking
straw.

Materials

National Science Content Standards
Unifying Concepts and Processes
• Evidence, models, and explanation
Science as Inquiry
• Abilities necessary to do scientiﬁc
inquiry
Physical Science
• Position and motion of objects
• Motions and forces
Science and Technology
• Abilities of technological design
National Mathematics Content Standards
• Number and Operations
• Geometry
• Measurement
• Data Analysis and Probability
National Mathematics Process Standards
• Connections
• Representations

Sheet of 8.5 x 11 paper (white or colored)
Cellophane tape
Scissors
Ruler
Meter stick or tape measure
Fat, round pencil or dowel (see tips, p. 43)
Eye protection
Drinking straws
Copy of the Ares I paper rocket plans

Management

Hold on to the straws until students have
completed their rockets and tested them for
stability. Select a clear space for the launches.
Depending upon student lung power, rockets
may ﬂy 7-10 meters. Be sure students wear
eye protection. Although the rockets have little
mass, the pointed nose cones could injure eyes.
Make sure students understand that the rockets
are not to be launched toward anyone.

Background

Rocket stability is an important issue for rocket
scientists. The success of a space launch
depends upon “pinpoint” accuracy. If a future
Ares I rocket arrives in space in the wrong orbit,
it may not have enough fuel or supplies to make

rendezvousing with the International Space
Station possible. The crew would have to
return to Earth and “chalk off” a failed mission.
Stability means making sure the rocket
follows a smooth path in ﬂight. If it wobbles,
the ride will be rough and extra fuel will be
burned to get back on course. If it tumbles, it’s
time to push the destruct button! An unstable
rocket is dangerous.
Fortunately, it is relatively easy to ensure
stability if two things are kept in mind. These
two things are center of mass and center of
pressure.
Center of mass (COM) is easy to
demonstrate. It is the balance point of a
rocket. Think of it like balancing a meter stick
on an outstretched ﬁnger. If the stick rests
horizontally, the COM is directly over your
ﬁnger. If the COM is to the right of your ﬁnger,
the stick will tip to the right. If to the left of
your ﬁnger, the stick will tip to the left.
An object, tossed into the air, rotates
around its COM. Rockets also try to rotate
around their COM while in ﬂight. If this rotation
is allowed to happen, the rocket becomes
unstable. This is where Center of pressure
(COP) comes to the rescue.
COP is a balance point too but it has
to do with the pressure exerted on the rocket
surface by air molecules striking the surface
as the rocket ﬂies through the air. Like COM,
there is a midpoint for the ﬂight pressure
on the rocket body. This is the COP. For a
stable rocket, the COP is located to the rear
of the rockets and the COM is to the front. To
understand why the rocket is stable, let’s take
a look at a couple of devices that also depend
upon the placement of COM and COP.
A weather vane pivots on a vertical axle
when the wind blows. One end of the vane is
pointed and the other end has a broad surface.
When the wind blows, the broad end of the
vane catches more air (more air pressure) and is
blown down wind. The narrow end of the vane
has less pressure exerted on it and points into
the wind.
One end of an arrow is long, narrow, and
pointed while the other end has large feathers
(or modern plastic ﬁns). In ﬂight, greater air

pressure is exerted on the feathers than on the
narrow end. This keeps the arrow from tumbling
around its COM and on course to its target.
In both examples, there was more
surface area on one side of the COM than the
other. Both devices were stable. Stability of a
rocket is the same thing.
In this activity, students will build paper
rockets and test them for stability using a drop
test. Later activities will further explore the
COM/COP concept and employ an advanced
string test for rocket stability.

Procedures: First Activity

1. Demonstrate the construction technique
for making paper rockets. (Refer to the
diagrams on the next page.)
a. Cut a strip of paper for the rocket body
(about 4 cm wide by 28 cm long).

COM
COP

+

+

S

N

+

+
The positions of center of mass (red dot) and center of
pressure (blue +) are shown for a weather vane, arrow
and a rocket. The center of pressure is to the rear of the
center of mass in each device. This enables them to
point into the wind.

b. Use a round pencil as a form and roll the
strip around the pencil.
c. Tape the long seam.
d. Close off one end to make a nose cone.
e. Cut out three our four ﬁns.
f. Tape the ﬁns to the open (lower) end of the
rocket. Bend them outward to space them
equally.
2. After students have constructed their
rockets, show them how to perform drop
tests to check for stability. Hold the rocket
horizontally at eye level and drop it to the
ﬂoor. If the nose of the rocket hits the ﬂoor
ﬁrst, the rocket is stable and ready for ﬂight.
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If the rocket falls horizontally or
the ﬁn end hits ﬁrst, the rocket
is unstable. Larger ﬁns may be
needed to stabilize the rocket. Have
students perform their own stability
tests and make adjustments to their
rockets if needed.
3. Finally, demonstrate the launch
procedure for the rocket. Stand
at one end of your launch range.
Insert a straw into the rocket body.
Aim the rocket down range and puff
strongly into the straw. Liftoff!
4. Talk over ideas for safety. Discuss
wearing safety glasses. Ask
students what should be done
when they retrieve their rockets for
another launch. (Other students
should wait until the range is clear
before launching.)
5. Have students improve their rocket
design by holding distance trials.
Students will launch their rocket
three times and ﬁnd the average
distance the rocket travels. They
will then try to improve their rocket
design to get greater distance.
The student data sheets outline
the procedures and provide space
to jot down and analyze data.

Rolling Rocket Tubes

on

ES

AR

To

Mo
The

and

rs

Ma

Use 4X28 cm strips of paper
ARES To The Moon and Mars

ARES To The Moon and Mars

Tape and trim ends.

Making Nose Cones

Cut crown
points and tape

Gather
end and
tape

Fold end
over and
tape

Making and Attaching Fins
Cut tabs and
spread.
Tape tabs to rocket tube.

Fold paper
square. Cut out
ﬁns. Spread
ﬁns and tape
to rocket tube.
Bend ﬁn tips
outward.
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Procedure Second Activity

1. Give students Ares I rockets to assemble.
(These rockets do not have any ﬁns. The
actual Ares I uses steerable rocket engines
to keep the rocket stable in ﬂight.) After
forming the rocket body, the upper end of
the tube is folded four times and taped.
2. Before ﬂying these rockets, have students
repeat the stability drop test.

Discussion

• Why is the Ares I rocket stable even though it
doesn’t have any ﬁns?
Folding the paper makes that end of the
rocket heavier than the other. Run a balance
test with a ﬁnger. The balance point (center
of mass) is far forward. The center of
pressure is to the rear. This combination
stabilizes the rocket for ﬂight. The stability
control for the paper version of Ares I is
similar to the control used by the Chinese for
their ﬁre arrows (See pictorial history section.)
The actual Ares I will employ steerable
engines to maintain stability.
• How do paper rockets work?
Unlike traditional rockets, paper rockets do
not carry their own propellants. Instead, a
sharp puff through the straw momentarily ﬁlls
the rocket tube with “high pressure” air. The
tube directs the air back through the opening,
producing an action force. The rocket
launches because of the equal and opposite
reaction force (Newton’s third law).

forget to perform drop tests before the actual
ﬂights!)
• Hold a rocket ﬂight contest. See whose
rocket ﬂies the furthest or whose rocket is the
most accurate (make a target).
• In a gym or other room with a high ceiling,
launch rockets straight up next to a wall.
Have other students estimate the altitudes
reached by the rockets. Count the number
of concrete blocks the rocket reached and
multiply by the height of one block.
• Place a target at the far end of the launch
range. An empty box makes a good target
and rockets that land within the box are a
“bull’s eye.”

Completed Ares I rocket
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I
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Assessment

• Have students write and illustrate a paragraph
that describes their improvements to their
rockets and how these improvements
affected their experimental results.

Extensions

• Have students investigate ﬁn size and
placement for its effect on ﬂight stability.
What will happen if the ﬁns are placed at the
nose end of the rocket? What will happen if
the ﬁn tips are bent pinwheel fashion? (Don’t

Tip Segments of a 1/4” or 3/8” dowel can
be substituted for fat pencils. Cut the dowels
slightly longer than the paper strips. The extra
length makes rolling the tubes easier.
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Paper Rocket Test Report

Name: ______________________

1. Launch your rocket three times at the same launch angle. Each time, measure how far it flew.
Record your measurements in the data sheet below under the space labeled “Rocket 1.”
Calculate the average distance for the three flights.
2. What can you do to improve the distance your rocket travels? Can you think of any improvements
for your rocket? Design and build a new rocket. Predict how far it will fly. Record your answer
below in the space labeled “Rocket 2.” Launch your second rocket three times and measure its
distance. Record your data below. What is the difference between your predicted and actual
distance? Did Rocket 2 fly farther than Rocket 1? Write your answers below.
3. Did your changes in the rocket improve its flight? Design and build a third rocket. Fly it the same
way you did for Rockets 1 and 2. Did Rocket 3 fly farther than Rocket 2?
4. On the back of this paper, write a short paragraph describing the improvements you made to
your rockets, how well they flew, and what you can conclude from your experiments. Draw
pictures to illustrate how each rocket looked.
ROCKET 1

Flight Distance (in cm)
Make notes about the flights here.
Flight 1
Flight 2
Flight 3
Average
Distance

ROCKET 2

Flight Distance (in cm)
Make notes about the flights here.

Distance Prediction

Flight 1
Flight 2

Difference between
your prediction and
the average flight
distance
ROCKET 3

Flight 3
Average
Distance

Flight Distance (in cm)

Make notes about the flights here.
Distance Prediction

Flight 1
Flight 2

Difference between
your prediction and
the average flight
distance

Flight 3
Average
Distance
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Fold 1

Fold 1

Fold 1

Fold 2

Fold 2

Fold 2

Fold 2

Fold 3

Fold 3

Fold 3

Fold 3

Fold 4

Fold 4
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Ares I Paper Rocket Patterns

Fold 1
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Rocket Activity

Newton Car
Objective

To investigate the relationship between
mass, acceleration, and force as described in
Newton’s second law of motion.

Description

Small student teams use a wooden car and
rubber bands to toss a small mass off the car.
The car, resting on rollers, will be propelled
in the opposite direction. During a set of
experiments, students will vary the mass being
tossed from the car and change the number of
rubber bands used to toss the mass. Students
will measure how far the car rolls in response to
the action force generated.
National Science Content Standards:
Unifying Concepts and Processes
• Evidence, models, and explanation
• Change, constancy, and measurement
Science as Inquiry
• Abilities necessary to do scientiﬁc
inquiry
Physical Science
• Position and motion of objects
• Motions and forces
• Properties of objects and materials
Science and Technology
• Understanding about science and
technology
National Mathematics Content Standards:
• Number and Operations
• Measurement
• Data Analysis and Probability
National Mathematics Process Standards:
• Problem Solving
• Reasoning and Proof
• Communication
• Connections
• Representations

Materials

Newton Cars (see separate instructions)
Cotton string
Two rubber bands (size 19)
Medicine bottles (see Tip)
25 straight drinking straws (not ﬂexi)
Meter stick or ruler
Metric beam balance or scale
Scissors or lighters (see Management
below)
Popcorn seeds, washers, pennies,
marbles, paper clips, etc. (for ﬁlling the
bottles)
Safety goggles

Management
Management

This activity requires a smooth ﬂoor or long
tables for a rolling surface. Be sure teams
understand how to set up the car and are
consistent in their placement of straws.
Demonstrate the “loading” of the car. After
attaching the rubber band and string to the
car, press the bottle into the “V” of the rubber
bands. This process must be done the same
way each time. Also demonstrate the string
cutting process. The string must be cut and the
51

Slide rubber band
ends over twin posts
Slip rubber band
through string
loop

Stretch string
over third post

How far the car moves demonstrates
the second law. The magnitude of the force is
determined by how much mass is tossed and
how fast it is accelerated off the car.
By varying the mass and the number of
rubber bands, students are able to see a visual
demonstration of the relationship of mass and
acceleration on force. The greater the mass of
the bottle and its contents and the greater the
acceleration (more rubber bands), the greater
the force. The effect is that the car will travel
further in the opposite direction. (Refer to
pages 19-23 for a more detailed explanation of
Newton’s laws of motion.)

Procedure Making Newton Cars
Loading the Newton Car

Materials

Background

1. Cut the board into 12
8” lengths. (Optional:
Bevel one edge as
shown on the previous
page.)
2. Drill three 1/4” holes
3/8” deep for the
dowels. If using
screws for posts
instead of dowels,
skip Step 3.
3. Glue the dowels into
the holes. If desired,
bevel the upper end of
the dowels with sand
paper.

3/16”

Newton
Car
Top View

1”

* Note: Dimensions of
lumber are based on
rough cuts. When
planed, thickness and
width are smaller. A
1X3” board is actually
0.75 by 2.5 inches.

2 1/2”

8”

Although the purpose of the Newton Car is to
investigate Newton’s second law of motion,
it provides an excellent demonstration of all
three laws. The car is a slingshot-like device.
Rubber bands are stretched between two posts
and held with a string loop ringing a third post.
A bottle, holding various materials that can be
changed to vary its mass, is placed between
the stretched rubber bands. When the string is
cut, the bottle is tossed off the car and the car
travels the other way on straw rollers.
Newton’s ﬁrst law is demonstrated by the
act of exerting a force. The car remains at rest
until the mass is expelled, producing a force.
The car then moves. The action force exerted
on the car produces an equal and opposite
reaction force. The car moves the other way
from the tossed bottle. This demonstrates
Newton’s third law.

1 1 X 3 X 8 inch board*
3 1/4” diameter by 2 1/2” long dowels (or
wood screws)
Wood glue

1”

scissors moved out of the way in one smooth
and quick movement. Lighters can also be used
for burning through the string. Have students
light the ends of the string dangling down from
the knot. The ﬂame will climb up the strings
and burn through the knot. Students must
wear eye protection with either string cutting
technique.

1 1/4”

Bevel lower edge
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Procedure The Experiment

1. Provide student teams with the instruction
sheet on how to set up the Newton Car and
the data sheet.
2. Clear areas for each team to set up their
experiment.
3. Provide a station where teams can ﬁll their
bottles with different materials to change
their total mass. Place the popcorn seeds,
washers, etc., in different bowls for easy
access. The bottles do not have to be ﬁlled
to the top. However, the rubber bands
should be positioned around the approximate
center of mass of the bottle to get a uniform
toss.
4. Check each team to ensure they are being
consistent in their procedures. For instance,
placing straws differently for each test would
introduce a new variable into the experiment
that could affect the results.

Assessment

• Review the experiment report for
completeness and check team statements,
explaining the relationship between mass,
acceleration, and the distances the Newton
Cars traveled.
• Ask students for other examples of Newton’s
laws of motion at work.

Extensions

• Newton’s second law of motion can also be
demonstrated using a water rocket. Vary the
pressure in the water rocket by using different
numbers of pumps. Vary the amount of
water inside the bottle. Changes in mass and
acceleration will affect the performance of the
rocket in ﬂight.

Tip: Provide masking tape so that

students can use small tape pieces to
mark the positions of the straws for
consistency.

Discussion

• How does adding additional rubber bands
change the acceleration?
Like all matter, the bottle has inertia, which
is the property of resistance to change in
motion. Newton’s ﬁrst law of motion is often
referred to as the law of inertia. A force is
needed to change the motion of the bottle.
In this experiment the inertia of the bottle
retards the contraction of the rubber band.
Two rubber bands, working together, are able
to contract more rapidly and consequently
are able to impart a greater acceleration to
the bottle.

Tip: Ask a pharmacist for a donation of new,
8-dram-size medicine bottles.
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Newton Car Experiment Procedures
1. Tie six string loops approximately this size.
2. Fill the plastic bottle with small weights provided by your
teacher. Measure the mass of the filled bottle and record
the amount on your data sheet for test 1.
3. Set up your Newton Car as shown in the picture. Slide the
rubber band through the first string loop. Slip the ends of
the rubber band over the two posts. Pull the string back to
stretch the rubber bands, and slip the loop over the third
post to hold the loop.
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4. Lay the straws on a smooth floor or tabletop. Place them like railroad ties 5 centimeters apart. Put the Newton Car on top of the straws at one end of the line.
5. Using the scissors, cut the string. Quickly move the scissors out of the way! The
rubber band will toss the bottle off the Newton Car while the car rolls the other way
on the straws.
6. Measure how far the Newton Car moved and record the distance on the data sheet.
7. Repeat the experiment using two rubber bands. Be sure to set up the straws and
place the Newton Car on them exactly as before. Record your data.
8. Put different weights in the bottle and measure its mass. Record the mass and
repeat the experiment with one and two rubber bands. Record your data.
9. Once more, put different weights in the bottle and measure its mass. Record the
mass and repeat the experiment with one and two rubber bands. Record your
data.
10. Answer the questions on the data sheet and write a general statement about the
relationship between the mass and number of rubber bands used and the distance
the Newton Car travels.
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Newton Car Experiment Report
Mass of
Bottle
Test
1

Number of
Rubber Distance Car
Bands
Traveled

Team Members:

1
Did the number of rubber
bands affect how far the
Newton Car moved? Describe
what happened.

2
Test
2

1
2

Test
3

1
2

Did the mass of the bottle affect how far the Newton Car
moved? Describe what happened.

Construct a bar graph showing how far the Newton Car moved for each test.
Test 1 (1)
(2)
Test 2 (1)
(2)
Test 3 (1)
(2)
0 10

20 30 40 50

60

70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200
Centimeters Traveled

On the back of this page write a short statement explaining the relationship
between the amount of mass in the bottle, the number of rubber bands used,
and the distance the Newton Car traveled.
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Rocket Activity

Rocket Races
Objective

Students investigate Newton’s third law of
motion by designing and constructing rocketpowered racing cars.

Description

National Science Content Standards
Unifying Concepts and Processes
• Change, constancy, and measurement
Science as Inquiry
• Abilities necessary to do scientiﬁc
inquiry
Physical Science
• Position and motion of objects
• Motions and forces
Science and Technology
• Abilities of technological design
National Mathematics Content Standards
• Number and Operations
• Geometry
• Measurement
• Data Analysis and Probability
National Mathematics Process Standards
• Problem Solving
• Reasoning and Proof
• Communication
• Connections
• Representations

Individual students construct racing cars from
Styrofoam food trays and power them with the
thrust of an inﬂated balloon. In three racing
trials, the racers shoot along a straight course,
and the distance the racers travel is measured.
Between trials, students redesign their racers
to improve their performance and solve any
“mechanical” problems that crop up. At the
conclusion of the activity, students submit a
detailed report on their racer design and how it
performed in the trials.

Materials

Styrofoam food trays (ask for donations
from local supermarkets)
Small plastic stirrer straws (round cross
section) - 2 per racer
Flexi-straws - 3 per racer
4- or 5-inch round balloon
Masking tape
Sharp pencil
Scissors (optional)
Ruler
Meter stick or metric measuring tape for
laying out race course
Sandpaper (optional)

Management

Each student will need a Styrofoam food tray.
Request donations from your local supermarket.
Ask for thicker trays (about 3/16” thick). Yellow
trays used for poultry work well. Wafﬂe-bottom
trays are acceptable. Although the trays
can be cut using scissors, save the scissors
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for trimming. It is much easier to score the
Styrofoam with a sharp pencil and then break
away the pieces. Score lines can be continuous
or the tip of the pencil can be punched into the
Styrofoam to make a dotted line. Demonstrate
the scoring process to your students. After
the pieces are broken out, the edges are
smoothed. Wheels can be smoothed by rolling
them on a hard surface while applying pressure.
Sandpaper can also be used for smoothing.
Lay out a race course in a large
open space or hallway. The space can be
carpeted, but textured carpets interfere with
the movements of the racers. Stretch out a
10 meter-long line of masking tape and mark
10-centimeter intervals. If you have a 10 meter
tape measure, just tape it to the ﬂoor.
Double check the taping of the balloon
to the straw. The balloon should be completely
sealed, or it will be difﬁcult to inﬂate, and some
of its thrust will be lost through the leaks. Preinﬂating the balloon will loosen it and make it
easier to inﬂate through the straw.
Guide students through the redesign
process to improve their racers. If their
racers are not running well, ask them what
they think the problem is. Then, ask them
what they can do about it. Typical problems
include having wheels too tight to the sides
of the cars (friction), wheels or axles mounted
crooked (racer curves off course), and axles not
mounted in center of wheel or wheels not round
(like “clown car” wheels).

Background

The rocket racer is an excellent demonstration
of Newton’s third law of motion. Air is
compressed inside a balloon that is expanded.
When the nossle is released, the balloon returns
to its original uninﬂated size by propelling the
air out its nozzle. The straw mounted to the
balloon extends the nozzle beyond the rear end
of the car. The action force of the expelling air
produces a reaction force that pushes the racer
in the opposite direction. The racer’s wheels
reduce friction with the ﬂoor, and the racer
takes off down the race course.

Although the rocket racer seems simple,
there are many challenging complexities in
its operation. In principle (Newton’s second
law of motion), the less mass the car has, the
greater its acceleration will be. Generally, heavy
rocket racers do less well than lighter racers.
However, very small racers are limited by other
factors. Vehicles with short wheel bases tend
to circle or partially lift off the ﬂoor. Balance
becomes a problem. The mass of the balloon
may cause the car to tilt nose down to the ﬂoor,
causing a poor start.
The engineering design of the racer is
very important. Many designs are possible,
including wide, narrow, and I-beam shaped
bodies and three, four, or even six wheels.

Demonstrate the action-reaction principle by inserting
a pin through the straw and into a pencil eraser. Inﬂate
the balloon, and it will pinwheel around the pencil as
air rushes out. Compare this to the straight thrust
produced by the balloon in the rocket cars.

Students will have to review the trade-offs of
their design. For example, an extra-long body
may provide a straighter path, but the car might
travel a shorter distance as a result.

Procedure

1. Explain the activity to the students. Provide
them with the How To Build A Rocket Racer
Sheet. Go over the construction steps and
demonstrate how to snap out parts, mount
the wheels, and attach the straw to the
balloon.
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2. Stress that the racer shown in the
instructions is a basic racer. Many designs
are possible. Have them think up their own
designs.
3. Review the Rocket Racer Data Sheet and
make sure students know how to ﬁll out the
graphs and what data they should collect.
4. Distribute materials and lay out the racer
course.
5. When student racers are ready, have one or
two students at a time inﬂate their balloons
and pinch off the end of the straw to keep
the air inside. Have them place their racers
just behind the starting line and release the
straws. Regardless of how much curving a
racer does, the measured distance is how far
along the straight line of the race course the
car reached.
6. Post distance records to motivate students to
modify their racers to set new records.
7. After each racer runs three times, have
students complete their data sheets and
sketch their ﬁnal design on the design sheets.

Discussion

• Would it be a good idea for automobiles to be
powered by rocket engines?
If there was only one rocket powered
automobile on the road, it would work ﬁne.
However, imagine rush hour trafﬁc loaded
with rocket cars. Each would blow exhaust
gas at the vehicles to the rear.
• How are the wheels on a rocket racer similar
to and different from wheels on a regular
automobile?
Rocket racer wheels reduce friction with the
ground. They turn when the air coming from
the balloon exerts a thrust. Wheels for an
automobile also permit the car to roll across
the ground, but the thrust of an automobile
depends upon friction. The engine turns the
wheels, and friction with the rubber and the
pavement transmits the action force so that
the car rolls forward.

Assessment

• Review student Rocket Racer Data Sheets
and Design Sheets.
• Have students write an explanation of
Newton’s third law of motion using their
rocket racers as examples.

Extensions

• Hold Rocket Racer drag races. Lay out a
3-meter-long course. The fastest car is the
one that crosses the ﬁnish line ﬁrst. Calculate
racer average speed by timing start to ﬁnish
with a stopwatch (e.g., four seconds to go
three meters = 0.75 m/second or 2.7 km/h).
• Have students try multiple balloons for
additional thrust. How will students design
cars that are balanced with the extra load?
• Have students control the thrust of their
balloons by inﬂating them to the same
diameter each time. How can students
ensure that the balloon is always the same?
• Using the same materials, what other devices
can be created that demonstrate the actionreaction principle of Newton’s third law of
motion?
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How to Build a Rocket Racer
1. Lay out your pattern on the Styrofoam tray.

You will need a racer body and wheels. Use
a pencil point to score the Styrofoam. Snap
out your pieces and smooth them. Make
sure your wheels are round! Use sandpaper
to round the wheels OR press them on a hard
surface and roll them.

4. Slide the second wheel and axle through the
remaining straw and mount the remaining
wheel at its opposite end.

2. Punch a small hole in

the center of each wheel
with the pencil. Push
the axle (stirrer) straw
through the hole of one
wheel so that it extends
1 cm on the other side.
Pinch a piece of masking
tape around the end of
the straw and smooth
it on to the wheel. Do
the same for the second
axle. Do not add wheels
to the other ends yet!

5. Blow up the balloon and then let the air

out. Next, slip the straw into the balloon as
shown. Use masking tape to seal the balloon
nozzle to the straw. Squeeze the tape tightly
to seal all holes. Test the seal by blowing up
the balloon again through the straw.

3. Cut two large straws to the size you want.

Tape them parallel to each other on the
bottom of the racer body at opposite ends.
Slide a wheel and axel through one of the
straws and mount a second wheel on the
other end of the axle.

6. Mount the balloon and straw to the racer

with masking tape as shown. Be sure the
end of the straw (rocket nozzle) extends off
the end of the racer body.
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Wheel Patterns

Cut out the desired wheel size. Trace the wheel outline on the
Styrofoam. Punch the pencil point through the cross to mark
the center.
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FRONT VIEW

Each square on the graphs = 1cm.

Show your racer as seen from the
front, top, and side.

Draw a diagram showing your best design
for a rocket racer.

Rocket Racer
Design Sheet

Name: __________________

SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW

0

100

200

300

400

500

0

100

200

300

0

100

200

300

Did your improvements work? Explain why or why not.

Describe how your rocket racer ran.

Predict how far your racer will run. ____________ cm

How did you improve your rocket racer?

Rocket Racer
Trial #3

Did your improvements work? Explain why or why not.

Describe how your rocket racer ran.

Predict how far your racer will run. ____________ cm

How did you improve your rocket racer?

Rocket Racer
Trial #2

400

400

500

500

Did your racer perform as well as you hoped? Explain why or why not.

Describe how your rocket racer ran (straight, curved, circles, stuck, etc.).

Rocket Racer
Trial #1

Name:

600

600

600

700

700

700

800

800

800

900

900

900

1,000 cm

1,000 cm

1,000 cm

__________________

Shade in the graph showing how far your rocket racer traveled in centimeters.

Rocket Racer Data Sheet
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Rocket Activity

Pop! Rocket
Launcher

Pop!

Objective

To construct a simple air pressure launcher for
paper rockets.

Description

Students stomp or jump on an empty 2-liter
soft drink (“pop”) bottle and force the air inside
through connected plastic pipes to propel a
paper rocket.

National Science Content Standards
Physical Science
• Position and motion of objects
• Motions and forces
Science and Technology
• Abilities of technological design
National Mathematics Content Standards
• Measurement
National Mathematics Process Standards
• Connections

Materials

Empty (and rinsed) 2-liter plastic soft drink
bottle
2 1/2” PVC tee connectors
2 1/2” PVC 45 degree elbows
2 1/2” PVC caps
1- 5’ length of 1/2” PVC pipe
Duct tape
Ruler
Balloon or basketball hand pump
Rubber stopper or cork (#1 size, 1 hole)
Eye protection for anyone near launcher

Management

The Pop! Rocket Launcher, although fun for
all students, is an ideal launcher for younger
students because they love to stomp on the
bottle to launch the rocket. The launcher can
be used for any kind of large paper rocket,
including the high-power paper rockets
described on page 91. However, the Pop!
Rockets described in the activity starting
on page 66 are well-suited for this group
of students because of their relatively easy
construction.
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Take the shopping list on the next page
to the hardware store to obtain the PVC parts.
The PVC pipe will be cut into smaller pieces.
Use a ﬁne-tooth saw or a PVC cutter (available
from the hardware store). The PVC parts do not
have to be cemented together. Friction will hold
the parts with occasional adjustment. Leave
the label on the bottle. This gives students a
target to aim for when stomping. If the ends of
the bottle are accidentally squashed, the bottle
becomes difﬁcult to reinﬂate and has to be
replaced. If you prefer to remove the label, use
a marker and draw a bull’s-eye on the side of
the bottle.
The PVC legs are of different lengths.
The leg nearest the bottle is the shortest.
Angling the legs to the sides results in a tripod
arrangement that supports the launch tube
(the part the paper rocket slips over for launch
(part #11). The launch tube can be aimed at
different angles by tilting to one side or another.
Rotating the entire launcher horizontally
changes its direction.
When using the launcher, place it
in an open space. It can be used inside a
gymnasium or cafeteria. If using inside, aim
the launch tube at a low angle towards a far
wall. Select a target to aim for. If using outside
(choose a calm day), the launcher should
be aimed at a clear area. For fun, place a
basketball in the landing zone. Tell students to
imagine the ball is the planet Mars (it’s the right
color!) and have them launch their rocket to
Mars.

Make sure the student doing the
launching and any other students near the
launcher are wearing eye protection. Do not
permit any students to stand in front of the
launcher or in the landing zone while “launch
operations” are taking place.

Procedure

1. Cut the PVC pipe into the following lengths:
#3 - 50 cm
#5 -18 cm
#7 - 4 cm
#9 - 4 cm
#11 - 25 cm
#12 - 20 cm
#14 - 25 cm
The part numbers indicate where each piece
is placed in the assembled launcher diagram
below.
2. Insert the end of pipe #3 into the neck of the
bottle and tape it securely with duct tape.
3. Follow the construction diagram below for
assembly of the launcher. Match the pipe
lengths with the parts numbers.
4. Swing the two legs outward or inward until
each touches the ground to form the tripod.
The launcher is ready for use.
5. Insert the inﬂator tube of the balloon pump/
basketball hand pump into the hole of the
stopper.

Using the Pop! Rocket Launcher

1. Place the launcher in an open space and tilt

Part numbers for the assembled launcher
1

Pop!

2

3

4

5

9

7
6

11

8

10
14

12

15
13
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the launch tube in the desired direction. If
shooting at targets, have each student aim
the launcher for his or her ﬂight.
2. Make sure the ﬂight zone is clear of anyone
who might be hit by the rocket.
3. Have the student put on eye protection and
do a countdown to zero.
4. The student should stomp or jump on the
label of the bottle. This will force most of the
air inside the bottle through the tubes and
launch the rocket.
5. While the student is retrieving the rocket,
have the next student reinﬂate the bottle by
pushing the rubber stopper attached to the
hand pump into the end of the launch tube.
Pumping will pop the bottle back into shape.

Shopping List

1 - 1/2” (PVC)
5 feet long (to be cut
into smaller pieces)
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

2 - 1/2” Caps (PVC)
Slip*
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

6. When the ﬂight zone is clear, have the next
student put on the goggles, slide the rocket
on to the launcher, aim the launcher, do the
countdown, and stomp on the bottle.

Tip Have a couple of spare bottles and the duct tape
ready for a quick change-out in case the launcher
bottle becomes damaged and no longer usable.

2 - 1/2” 45o Elbow (PVC)
Slip*
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

Duct Tape
Hardware store

2 - 1/2” Tee (PVC)
Slip*
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

1 #1, 1-hole Rubber Stopper
May be available from
hardware store or from
school science supply

Balloon or Basketball Pump
Toy or variety store (two different pumps shown with stoppers attached)
Balloon Pump
Basketball Pump

* Slip means a joint connected with cement rather than threads.
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Rocket Activity

Pop! Rockets
Objective

Students design, construct, and launch paper
rockets.

Description

A rocket with a triangular cross section is made
from three rocket-shaped strips of card-stock
paper and launched with the Pop! Rocket
Launcher. Students can customize their rocket
ﬁn shapes and decorate the rockets using a
computer with an illustration program. An
alternative single-piece Pop! Rocket is also
explained.

National Science Content Standards
Unifying Concepts and Processes
• Evidence, models, and explanation
• Change, constancy, and measurement
Science as Inquiry
• Abilities necessary to do scientiﬁc
inquiry
Physical Science
• Position and motion of objects
• Motions and forces
Science and Technology
• Abilities of technological design
National Mathematics Content Standards
• Number and Operations
• Geometry
• Measurement
• Data Analysis and Probability
National Mathematics Process Standards
• Problem Solving
• Reasoning and Proof
• Communication
• Connections
• Representations

Materials

Card-stock paper
Glue stick
Cellophane tape
Scissors
Optional - Computer with an illustration
program and printer
Crayons or colored markers
Ruler
Pop! Rocket Launcher (see page 63)
Penny
30 cm-long pieces of 1/2” PVC pipes

Management

Pop! Rockets are made by cutting out three
rocket-shaped pieces of paper and joining them
together. The basic pattern is a long rectangle
with a triangle on one end. When the three
rocket sides are taped together, the triangles
are bent inward and taped to form a three-sided
pyramid that serves as the rocket’s nose cone.
At the opposite end are geometric shapes such
as triangles or parallelograms, that extend from
the sides of the rectangles to form the ﬁns. The
ﬁns are glued or taped together face-to-face to
make them stiff.
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The basic pattern is found on page
Procedure Three-Piece Pop! Rocket
70. If you have a computer with an illustration
1. If using a computer with an illustration
program available, the pattern can be laid out
program for designing Pop! Rockets, draw
on the computer and the ﬁns custom-designed
a vertical rectangle that is 3 cm wide and
by your students. The only dimension that must
22 cm long. The nose cone triangle can
be preserved is the width of the rectangle. The
either be an isosceles or equilateral triangle.
three rectangles, when taped side-to-side, form
Add ﬁns to the sides of the bottom of the
a triangular prism shape that slides over the
rectangle. Keep in mind that the size of the
launch tube of the Pop! Rocket Launcher.
paper limits the size of the ﬁns.
Print the blank rocket pattern or
2. After completing one rocket pattern, copy
student’s custom-designed rockets on card
it two times and ﬁt all the pieces on the
stock paper. If designing by computer, make
paper with two patterns pointing up and one
three copies of the pattern on the page. To
pointing down. If the ﬁns are too large for a
make all patterns ﬁt, use the rotation control to
single sheet of paper, create two patterns on
rotate the middle pattern upside down.
one page and the third on a second page.
If using the rocket with young students,
3. When the patterns are complete, students
enlist the aid of older students for the rocket
can add decorations to their rockets or
assembly (peer teaching) or have the patterns
wait until the patterns are printed and then
cut out and fold lines scored in advance.
decorate them.
Before taping, have students draw pictures
4. Cut out the three pieces and press the edge
of themselves or friends or family peering out
of a ruler to the fold lines for the ﬁns and
from “port holes” near the nose cone end of
nose cone to get a straight fold. Fold the ﬁns
the rockets. The rockets can be decorated
outward.
along their entire length. If using a computer
illustration program, the decoration can
D. Tape penny to
be added to the pattern before printing.
inside of one
E. Bend nose
Have students tape a penny to
triangle
.
cone triangles
the inside of one of the three nose cone
inward and
triangles before taping the nose cone
A. Lay the three rocket sides
tape closed.
together. The penny adds additional
next to each other (with
mass to the nose and increases its ﬂight
fins bent upward)
stability.
and tape the two
To provide support for the nose
middle seams.
cone during taping, insert a PVC pipe
segment into the rocket.
Ask students why ﬁns are
B. Fold sides to
important to the rocket shape. After
form triangular
collecting their ideas, demonstrate
prism shape
how ﬁns work by tossing two rockets
and tape
(without the pennies) like javelins into the third
air. One should have ﬁns and the other
seam.
should not. The rocket with ﬁns will
sail straight across the room, while the
one without will ﬂop or tumble in the air.
Have your students describe and explain
what happened.
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C. After folding, tape
or glue the fins together.
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5. Tape a penny securely to the inside of one of
the nose cone triangles.
6. Slide the pieces together and match up the
sides of the rocket body. Run a strip of tape
along the seams. Do not tape the ﬁns or
nose cone pieces yet.
7. Pick up the rocket, bring the two side pieces
together, and tape the seam. It may be
helpful to insert the PVC pipe into the rocket
before taping.
8. Use glue stick or tape to join adjacent
ﬁns pieces together to make three ﬁns. If
desired, the ﬁns can be left untaped to make
six ﬁns.

Completed ThreePiece Pop! Rocket

Ideas for Different Fin Shapes

9. Push the PVC pipe inside the rocket body
up to the position of the nose cone. Use the
pipe for support while taping. Fold the three
triangles inward and tape the seams.
10. The rocket is ready for launch. Follow the
launch instructions for the Pop! Rocket
Launcher (page 63).

Procedure One-Piece Pop! Rocket

1. Print the pattern on the next page on card
stock paper.
2. Use a ruler and the edge of a penny to score
the fold lines. To do so, place the ruler along
a dashed line and run the edge of the penny
(held at an angle) across the paper to make a
small groove. The groove will insure that the
fold line is both accurate and straight.
3. Cut out the pattern on the solid lines.
4. Tape a penny to the inside of one of the nose
cone triangles.
5. Fold the three rectangles into a triangular
prism shape with the large tab inside. Tape
the seam.
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Penny on Inside
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6. Fold the triangles inward to form the nose
cone. The tabs should be inside. They will
provide support for taping.
7. Bend the ﬁns outward. The rocket is ready
for ﬂight.
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Discussion

What are the parts of a rocket?
The pointy upper end of the rocket is the
nose cone. It helps the rocket spread apart
the air as the rocket ﬂies. The nose cone can
be compared to the pointed bow of a boat
that spreads water apart as it sails forward.
Astronauts and spacecraft are usually placed
in or near the nose cone. (Note: The space
shuttle is a little different in design. However,
the astronauts still ride in the cone-shaped
front of the Orbiter.)

One-piece
Pop! Rocket
with single taped
seam and
fins folded
outward.

The body of the rocket is the tube-shaped
(triangular-shaped in this activity) part of the
rocket that holds the rocket fuel.
Engines are where the rocket fuel is burned.
These are found at the lower end of the
rocket body. The engines push the rocket
into space.
Fins are the tiny wings at the lower end of
the rocket body. They help the rocket ﬂy
straight.

Assessment

• Ask students to write or tell a short story
describing their rocket and how they ﬂew.
• Have students draw pictures of their rockets
ﬂying through space.

Extensions

• Compare rockets to an arrow, a weather vane,
or a dart. Bring one or more of these objects
to class and compare them to the shape of
the students’ rockets.
• Show pictures of different rockets and
compare them to students’ rockets.
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Three-Piece
Pop! Rocket
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Cut on solid lines.
Fold dashed lines

One-Piece Pop! Rocket

Fold fins outward.
All other folds inward.
Fin

Fin

Fin
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Rocket Activity

High-Power
Paper Rocket
Launcher
Objective

Construct a launcher for use with the HighPower Paper Rocket activity.

Description

National Science Content Standards
Physical Science
• Position and motion of objects
• Motions and forces
Science and Technology
• Abilities of technological design
National Mathematics Content Standards
• Measurement
National Mathematics Process Standards
• Connections

Using air pressure, large paper rockets can be
launched to altitudes of between 50 and 100
meters. The launcher is a chamber in which
air is pressurized with a bicycle pump or small
electric compressor. Paper rockets are slipped
over a launch rod tube. A lever-valve releases
the air that propels the rocket. The launch
rod can be tilted to various angles to launch
vertically or horizontally. The launcher is easy
to construct and requires few skills. The parts
are available from a hardware or plumbing
supply store and are inexpensive.

Materials

Refer to the shopping list (see page 90)
Saw
Drill
Bicycle pump or small electric compressor

Management

One launcher is sufﬁcient for an entire class,
and the launcher can be used year after
year. The launcher is easy to construct and
will take about 30-60 minutes to complete.
Cementing the pieces is a quick operation, but
the cement should be allowed to set overnight.
When cementing, be sure to have adequate
ventilation. A window fan blowing over the
work area is advisable. Use eye protection
when cutting pipe and cementing pieces.
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1

2

3

4
9

7

C

8

C

10
11

12

T
T
13

Be sure to use PVC primer on all
PVC surfaces to be cemented. Allow
to dry before applying PVC cement.

C

5

6

T

Use adequate ventilation when cementing!

C

C

C

If you choose not to use
a safety valve, replace
these parts with a
C
second cap
C
(part #2).

High-Power Air Rocket Launcher
Assembly Diagram

14

C

17

18

C
19
Launch rods of different lengths
(#19) can be constructed for
launching short or long rockets.
Cement the different rods into
extra #18 parts and screw them
into part #17 when needed.

15

C 16

Wear safety goggles!

Numbers in the diagram are keyed to the
parts on the shopping list.
Two parts #6 and 7 are required.
Places where parts must be cemented are
indicated with a “C.”
Places where metal threads should be
sealed with Teflon tape are indicated
with a “T.”

If you do not have the tools to construct
the launcher, a school volunteer should have
them and may be willing to do the entire
construction job for you.
The instructions include diagrams
to make assembly of the parts easy. The
assembly diagram below has numbers for each
of the parts that are keyed to numbers on the
shopping list. Take the shopping list to the
hardware or plumbing supply store and the
staff can help you select the parts. The 2-inch
diameter tube may be available in a 5-foot
length. You will need two or three of the 1/2inch tubes. The tire valve can be obtained at
an auto parts store. Select a valve with a long
rubber-coated stem.

Assembly Instructions

1. Drill a hole in the center of one of the 2inch caps (part #2). The hole should be just
smaller than the diameter of the tire valve
stem.
2. Remove the stem cap and jam the stem into
the hole from the inside. Push it in as far as it
goes. It is important to get a tight seal.
3. Cut the lengths of 2” pipe. Cut two pieces 8”
long (parts #3, 5) and 1 piece 15” long (part
#7). Clean the pipes and remove any burrs
from the cutting process.
4. Cement parts #3 and 5 to the tee (part #4) as
shown in the diagram. When cementing, the
parts must ﬁrst be primed with clear primer.
This prepares the surfaces to be joined for
bonding. Coat the surfaces that will be
cemented. There is a brush inside the primer
can lid. Let the primer dry before cementing.
Remember to have adequate ventilation and
wear eye protection!
5. Coat the primed surfaces with cement (ends
of tubes and inside of the tee). There is a
brush inside the cement can lid. Quickly
shove the tubes into the tee as far as they
go. Use a twisting motion for a better bond.
6. Repeat the cementing process with the 2”
cap with the tire valve installed (part #2).
7. Cement the ﬁrst 2” connector to the open
end of piece #5. Cement the 2” to 3/4” ﬂush
bushing to the connector.

8. Install the safety valve into the ﬂush bushing
and seal it with Teﬂon tape. Do not use
pipe joint compound. Be careful to align the
threads so as not to strip the PVC threads.
9. Cement part #9 into the remaining opening of
the tee.
8. Cement the remaining coupling (part #10) on
to the end of part #9.
9. Cement the remaining 2” to 3/4” ﬂush
bushing into the open end of the coupling
(part#10).
10. Thread the nipple into the threaded opening
of part #10. Use Teﬂon tape to seal the
threads to prevent air leaks.
11. Wrap tape on the other end of the nipple
and attach the valve (part #13). The valve
should be positioned so that when the lever
is pulled down, it pulls towards the back
(towards the tee).
12. Lightly screw part #14 into the other
end of the valve. This part should not be
sealed with tape. It is the beginning of the
launch rod and can be removed for storage
purposes.
13. Cement part #15 into the non-threaded end
of part#14.
14. Cement part #16 on to the other end of the
tube (part #15).
15. Join parts #16 and #17 by threading them
together. Do not join them tightly.
16. Cement the ends of the three launch rods
(part #19) into the three 1/2” to 1/2” adapters
(part #18). Pick one of the launch rods and
screw it into part #17.
After allowing time for the cement to set, the
launcher is ready.

Notes

• The launcher can be used for many years.
Store it in a cool place. Be careful not to
drop it. The plastic will crack if treated
roughly. If you notice any cracks, discard the
launcher. The metal parts and the launch rod
can be saved and used for a new launcher.
DO NOT try to remove any pieces that have
been cemented. If pieces are cemented
improperly, discard them. The process of
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pressurize the launcher to 30 psi. This is
removing cemented pieces will damage the
sufﬁcient for dramatic launches. If you have
pieces they were cemented to.
not included a safety valve, keep the pressure
• When shopping, check the operation of
to under 50 psi to provide a wide safety
the valve lever (part #10). Pick one that
factor.
moves easily. A sluggish valve lever can be
loosened by adding a few drops of lubricating 6. When ready, have the student brace the
launcher by pushing down on the tube (part
oil to the shiny ball inside and working the
#9) with one hand. The student should do
valve several times.
a short countdown and pull the launch lever
• Part 16 and 17 permit tilting of the launch
back quickly with the other hand. Launch!
rod. Do not thread them together too tightly.
7. Close the valve for the next student.
A small amount of bar soap rubbed on the
threads can help them move smoothly.
• Hardware stores carry shears for cutting up to
1”-diameter PVC pipe. They are optional but
really nice to have available.
• Use some sandpaper or a ﬁle to bevel the
open end of the launch rod to make it easier
PVC Shears
to slip paper rockets on to it.
• When using the launcher, have students
practice pulling the lever. A slow pull will
allow the air to slowly hiss out and not propel
the rocket very far. A fast pull provides a
whoosh and a great launch.
• Select a launch rod that best matches the size
of the student rockets. Rockets made from
a single piece of paper can be launched with
a small rod. Use the longer rods for bigger
rockets.
• If the launch rod is sticky or rough, smooth it
out to reduce friction. A coat of wax rubbed
on from an old candle makes a slick rod.
Tapered Launch Rod

Using the High-Power Launcher

1. Lay the launcher on the ground in a wide
open space.
2. Attach the bicycle pump or small electric
compressor.
3. Set up a clear area around the launcher.
Have students not launching rockets stand
back.
4. Have the ﬁrst student put on safety goggles
and slide his or her rocket over the launch
rod. The rod can be tilted to any desired
angle, but it should not be tilted to below 30
degrees. To aim the launcher in a different
direction, pick up the launcher and move it.
5. Have the student work the pump to
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1 - Tire Valve (rubber stem)
TR425 or similar
Auto parts store

Pressure Operated
Relief Valve (safety valve)
(Wilkins) P1000A-50
Hardware store
or plumbing
supply

1 - 1/2” 90o Elbow (PVC)
Slip and Thread
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

(See note below.)

1

2 - 2” Caps (PVC)
Slip
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

2, 6

(See note about
pressure
operated
relief valve
below)

1 - 2” Pipe (PVC)
15” long
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

9

Shopping List

2 - 2” Pipe (PVC)
8 inches long
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

3, 5

1 - 2” Tee (PVC)
Slip
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

16

8

1 - 1/2” inch 90o
Elbow (PVC)
Thread and Thread
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

17

2 or 3 - 1/2” to 1/2”
Adapter (PVC)
Slip and Thread
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

1 - 3/4” Brass Nipple
MIP X 2”
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

18

12

1 - 1/2” Pipe (PVC)
12”, 24“, 36” long
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

1 - 3/4” Ball Valve
Threaded ends
Hardware store or
plumbing supply
19

4

13

1 - 3/4” to 1/2”
Adapter (PVC)
Slip and Thread
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

2 - 2” Connectors (PVC)
Slip
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

Additional 1/2” Pipe (PVC)
24”-36” long (1 per
student team)
1 - PVC (primer) and
Cement
(clear) Hardware store
or plumbing
supply
PVC CEMENT

6,10
2 - 2” to 3/4”
Flush Bushing (PVC)
Slip and Thread
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

PVC CLEANER

14

1 - 1/2” (PVC)
12 inches long
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

CLEAR

Teflon Tape
(Not plumber’s joint
compound!)
Hardware store or
plumbing supply

7,11
15
The Pressure Operated Relief Valve (also called Popoff Valve) is a recommended safety feature. The PVC pipe is rated at 280 PSI. The valve increases the safety factor
by limiting the maximum pressure inside the launcher to 50 psi. This part, though inexpensive, may have to be special ordered.
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Rocket Activity

High-Power
Paper Rockets
Objective

Construct and launch high-power paper
rockets, evaluate their ﬂights, and modify their
design to improve ﬂight performance.

Description

National Science Content Standards
Unifying Concepts and Processes
• Evidence, models, and explanation
• Change, constancy, and measurement
Science as Inquiry
• Abilities necessary to do scientiﬁc
inquiry
Physical Science
• Position and motion of objects
• Motions and forces
Science and Technology
• Abilities of technological design
National Mathematics Content Standards
• Number and Operations
• Geometry
• Measurement
• Data Analysis and Probability
National Mathematics Process Standards
• Problem Solving
• Reasoning and Proof
• Communication
• Connections
• Representations

Students construct large paper rockets and
test ﬂy them using the high-power paper
rocket launcher. Following their rocket’s
ﬂight, students rethink their rocket designs,
modify them, and ﬂy them again to determine
if their changes have affected the rocket’s
performance. Students conclude the activity by
writing a post-ﬂight mission report.

Materials

High-Power Paper Rocket Launcher (see
activity)
Bicycle pump with pressure gauge or
small electric compressor
Paper 8 1/2 X 11” (white or color)
Cellophane tape
Ruler
Protractor
Scissors
1/2” PVC pipe 24” long
Student sheets

Management

Make sure that the rocket body tubes students
roll are slightly loose. They should slide freely
along the construction form tube. If not, it will
be difﬁcult to slide the completed rockets over
the launch rod. Also make sure that students
attach their nose cones securely to the body
tubes.
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Two sheets of paper are sufﬁcient for
making a rocket. If colored paper is used,
students can trade scraps with each other to
have different colored nose cones and ﬁns.

Background

High-power paper rockets are merely a large
version of the paper rockets constructed in
the 3, 2, 1, Puff! activity presented earlier.
The main difference is in how the rockets are
launched. These rockets are propelled by the
air rocket launcher constructed in the previous
activity. A much more powerful blast of air
is achievable than with lung power through
a straw. The launcher is like an air-powered
cannon. However, the rocket surrounds the
launch rod (similar to a cannon barrel). Highpressure air ﬁlls the rocket. If the rocket were
ﬁrmly attached to the rod, the nose cone and
the forward end of the rocket would blow apart.
Instead, the rocket begins sliding along the rod
as it continues to ﬁll with air. Immediately after
clearing the end of the rod, air inside the rocket
expands backward out the lower end. The
action-reaction effect (Newton’s third law) adds
thrust to the already moving rocket.
If the rocket is well-designed and
constructed, ﬂights of more than 100 meters
are possible. The primary determining factor
for performance is drag or friction with the air.
Rockets with very big ﬂoppy ﬁns have a great
amount of drag, and ﬂights are usually short.
Very squat nose cones also increase drag. The
idea is to design a rocket that is streamlined so
that it slices cleanly through the air. Through
repeated ﬂights, students discover that small
and very straight ﬁns are preferred along with
long nose cones.
Tip Make sure students launch their rockets
at the same angle and use the same pressure
each time (experiment control).

Procedure Constructing the Rocket

1. Begin construction by rolling a cylinder of
paper around the 1/2” PVC pipe. The paper
can be rolled the long or short direction to
make a tube 11 1/2” long or 8 1/2” long.
Tape the seam.
2. Demonstrate how the nose cones are
formed. Cut the half circle and curl its
corners to form the cone shape. The round
edge forms the base of the cone. The
straight edge folds in the middle to form the
apex as the sides overlap. Tape the seam.
3. Place the nose cone over the paper body
tube (keep the PVC pipe inside for support).
Fit the cone to the outside dimension of the
body tube. Trim off the excess paper and
tape the cone securely.
4. Cut rocket ﬁns and tape them to the lower
end of the body tube. The rocket is ready for
launch.
5. Have students launch their rockets two or
more times. Before the second launch,
students should do something to modify their
rockets to improve their ﬂight performance.
After their ﬂights, they should record their
observations on the mission report.

Discussion

• How can air rockets be modiﬁed to improve
their ﬂight performance?
There are several possible adjustments to the
air rocket design. How loose or tight the tube
is in relation to the launch rod affects air ﬂow.
The size and shapes of the ﬁns affect air drag.
Having ﬁns mounted straight on the body of
the rocket also affects drag. The length of the
cone, squat or slender, affects how the rocket
slices through the air.
• Is it OK to change the ﬁns and the nose cone
at the same time?
Yes. However, it will not be possible to
attribute improvements in ﬂight performance
to the changes that made a difference. Think
of the design/redesign process as a controlled
experiment where only one variable is
changed at a time.
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Assessment

• Review student mission reports and their
conclusions.
• Have students write a paper explaining the
principles of rocket ﬂight as they apply to
their paper rockets.

Extensions

• Have students draw one to three imaginative
air rocket designs and speculate on how they
would perform in ﬂight. Have them build one
of their designs and test it.
• Investigate ﬁn placement on air rockets. Have
students construct a new rocket but place
the ﬁns in different locations such as near the
nose cone. Have them test the rockets and
discuss their performance.
• Have students personalize their rockets with
colored markers.

How well will a rocket designed
like this ﬂy?
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Making a Basic High-Power Air Rocket
A

1.
Roll a tube of paper.
Use the pipe for
support.

C
C
A
B

B

2.

3.

Tape the seam
of the tube.

Curl a nose cone from a
semicircle. Tape the seam.

4.

Trim the cone to fit
the tube. Tape it to
the tube.

5.

Tape fins to
the other end
of the tube.

Ready for

LAUNCH!
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Air Rocket Mission Report
Test Flight 1 Summary:

Name: _________________________
Final Rocket Design

Body Tube Length: __________ cm
Nose Cone Length:__________ cm
Number of Fins:_____________
Area of 1 Fin: ______________ square cm
How far did the rocket travel? ____________________
Describe the flight of the rocket. (Did it fly straight,
wobble, drop quickly to the ground, etc?)

Test Flight 2 Summary:
Body Tube Length: __________ cm
Nose Cone Length:__________ cm
Number of Fins:_____________
Area of 1 Fin: ______________ square cm
What did you do to improve the rocket?

Predict how far the rocket will fly. _________________
Describe the flight of the rocket.

How far did the rocket travel? ____________________
Did your improvements work? Why or why not?
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Rocket Fin Design
Design your fin on
the first graph.
Estimate its area by
counting the number
of whole squares it
covers. Look at the
squares partially
covered. Estimate
how many whole
squares they are
equal to. Add the
two numbers
together.

Area =
__________
square cm
Redesign your fin.

Area =
__________
square cm
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Rocket Activity

Advanced HighPower Paper
Rockets
Objective

Design and construct advanced high-power
paper rockets for speciﬁc ﬂight missions.

Description

National Science Content Standards
Unifying Concepts and Processes
• Evidence, models, and explanation
• Change, constancy, and measurement
Science as Inquiry
• Abilities necessary to do scientiﬁc
inquiry
Physical Science
• Position and motion of objects
• Motions and forces
Science and Technology
• Abilities of technological design
National Mathematics Content Standards
• Number and Operations
• Geometry
• Measurement
• Data Analysis and Probability
National Mathematics Process Standards
• Problem Solving
• Reasoning and Proof
• Communication
• Connections
• Representations

Students, working individually or in small
teams, select a ﬂight mission (what they want
the rocket to do) and design and construct a
high-power paper rocket that will achieve the
mission. They construct their rocket, predict
its performance and the chance of mission
success, ﬂy the rocket, and ﬁle a post-ﬂight
mission report. Missions include achieving high
altitude records, landing on a “planetary” target,
carrying payloads, testing a rocket recovery
system, and more.

Materials

High-Power Paper Rocket Launcher (see
activity)
Bicycle pump with pressure gauge
Paper 8 1/2 X 11 (white or color)
Cellophane tape
White glue
Ruler
Protractor
Beam balance or electronic scale
Scissors
1/2” PVC pipe 24” long for each rocket
Mission Report sheet
Other construction materials as required
by the mission
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Management

Have students construct and ﬂy a basic paper
rocket that will help them to become familiar
with rocket design and construction techniques
(See the preceding activity.). Discuss possible
missions with the students and identify what
materials will be needed to fulﬁll the missions.
A day or two before construction begins, have
students or teams submit mission proposals.
The proposals will identify their mission,
what their rocket will look like, how it will
function, and what materials they will need for
construction. Have the materials ready for the
construction days.
Demonstrate how to roll and strengthen
a double or triple-long paper tube with white
glue. Rockets made with glued body tubes
will require a couple of days for the several
applications of glue to dry.
On launch day, post a launch schedule.
Organize the schedule so that similar missions
are ﬂown consecutively. For example, if the
objective is to achieve the greatest altitude,
teams will have to arrange for tracking students
ready to measure the angle from one or more
tracking stations (See the Launch Altitude
Tracker activity, page 80).
If students have trouble coming up with
ﬂight missions, suggest a few possibilities from
the list below:
Maximum Altitude
Precision Landing (basketball planet)
Maximum Distance Downrange
Carry Payload
Parachute Recovery

Background

Every space rocket ever built was constructed
with speciﬁc missions in mind. The Bumper
Project back in the 1950s (See Historical
chapter), combined a small WAC Corporal
rocket with a V2 to test rocket staging, achieve
altitude records, and to carry small payloads
for investigating the space environment. The
Redstone missile was designed for explosive
warheads but later adapted to carrying the ﬁrst
American astronaut into space. The Saturn V
was designed to carry astronauts and landing
craft to the Moon. It, too, was modiﬁed and

used to launch the ﬁrst U.S. space station,
Skylab. The space shuttle, perhaps the
most versatile rocket ever designed, was
nevertheless a payload and laboratory carrier
for low orbit missions. The new Ares I will carry
crew to orbit and the Ares V will carry heavy
payloads into orbit or to the Moon and beyond.

Procedure Gluing the Body Tube

1. Begin rolling the body tube as you would
when making a basic paper rocket with
tape. Overlap two or three sheets of paper
as you roll. Small bits of tape can be used to
secure the papers to each other while rolling.
When the paper is partially wrapped around
the PVC tube, squeeze a bead of white glue
from one end of the paper tube to the other.
Spread the glue and continue rolling the
tube. Add more glue as you roll. Be careful
not to get any glue on the PVC tube.
2. Allow the glue to dry. If any edges of the
paper curl up, add some more glue to them
and smooth them down.
3. After the tube is dry, smear glue over the
entire tube to strengthen it. Several coatings
of glue will yield a very strong body tube.
(Optional: Mix food coloring into the glue
used for the last layer to add color to the
rocket.)
4. If a longer body tube is desired, roll two
sheets of paper around the PVC tube at the
same time and repeat the gluing process.

Procedure Attaching a Payload Carrier

1. Roll a rocket body as you would for a basic
rocket. Use a small disk of paper and several
pieces of tape to close off the upper end of
the body tube.
2. Roll a second piece of paper around the
upper end of the body tube and extend it
upward the desired amount to make a hollow
tube for holding payload. Tape it in place.
3. Insert the payload and close off the upper
end with a standard nose cone.

Procedure Making Extra Strong Fins

1. Extra strong ﬁns can be made by folding and
gluing multiple layers of paper together. Use
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the fold line as the leading or upper edge of
the ﬁn.
2. Cut out the desired ﬁn shape and cut small
ﬂaps for mounting the ﬁns to the body.
3. Smear glue inside the ﬁn and press with a
weight to keep the ﬁn ﬂat during drying.
4. Glue the ﬁns to the rocket tube.

Payload Rocket

Procedure Making a Parachute Recovery

System
1. Create a parachute out of a plastic grocery
bag, string, and tape.
2. Place a weight (attached to a string) inside
the payload carrier. Lightly fold and place
the parachute on top. Stick the nose cone
in place but do not tape it. When the rocket
noses over, the weight will push out the
parachute.
(The weight and parachute must slide easily
out of the tube or they will get stuck and not
deploy.)

Reinforced Fin

Double-Long Rocket Body Tube

Parachute Recovery

Be careful not
to glue the
paper to the
PVC tube!

Construct a nose cone with a
short tube to slip over the rocket
body tube.
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Discussion

• Why are rockets designed with speciﬁc
missions in mind?
No one rocket design can meet all the
needs of spaceﬂight missions. If a small
satellite is to be launched it is much simpler,
less expensive, and safer to use a small
unmanned rocket for the job. If a big payload,
such as a module for the International Space
Station, is planned, a larger rocket is required
and astronauts may be needed to deploy
(release) it from the rocket.
• What design feature of the rocket has the
greatest effect on ﬂight performance?
Air rockets ﬂy through the air and therefore
have to be designed to create as little air
resistance as possible. Crooked ﬁns or a
blunt nose cone increases air drag (friction),
causing the rocket to slow quickly. The
second most important design feature is
weight. Weight is a more complicated factor
than streamlining. Too much weight, and
the rocket will not ﬂy very high. The same
effect takes place if the rocket weighs too
little. Crumple a piece of paper into a ball and
and see how far you can throw it. Crumple a
second ball of paper around a nickel throw it
again. It will go farther. Very lightweight air
rockets have a hard time ﬁghting drag as they
ﬂy. Very heavy air rockets have a lot of inertia
to overcome.

Assessment

• Evaluate the mission proposal and postﬂight
reports for completeness.
• Have students write a paper on the role drag
(friction with the air) plays in the performance
of a rocket and how drag can be reduced.
• Compare the space shuttle with the new Ares
V. Which rocket will have the least amount of
drag?

Extensions

• Conduct an “X Prize” style competition. The
real X Prize competition led to the ﬁrst nongovernment reusable manned spacecraft
ﬂights to reach outer space. Use the Internet
to learn more about the X Prize Foundation
and its current programs. Challenge student
teams to create a payload-carrying air rocket
that can carry a 100-gram (about 50 small
paperclips) payload 50 meters high.
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Mission Proposal

Draw a picture of your proposed rocket

Rocket Scientist
Names:

What is the name of your rocket?
How long will it be in centimeters?
How many fins will it have?
What special features (if any) will it have?

Describe your mission objective:

How will your rocket achieve its objective?

Provide a detailed list of materials and tools needed to
build your rocket (include everything):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Post-Flight Report
Rocket Scientist
Names:

What was your Mission Objective?
Provide the specifications of your rocket:
Rocket total length in cm:
Fin span (distance from fin tip to fin tip on other side) in cm:
Mass of the rocket in g:
(If your rocket carried a payload)
Mass of payload in g:
Describe its flight:

Was your rocket successful in meeting its objectives?
If not, explain why:

What can you do to improve your rocket’s performance?
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Rocket Activity

Water Rocket
Launcher
Objective

Construct a launch platform for launching
water rockets.

Description

National Science Content Standards
Physical Science
• Position and motion of objects
• Motions and forces
Science and Technology
• Abilities of technological design
National Mathematics Content Standards
• Measurement
National Mathematics Process Standards
• Connections

Water rockets, built from plastic soft drink
bottles, are capable of ﬂights greater than
100 meters. The bottles are partially ﬁlled
with water and pressurized with compressed
air delivered by a hand bicycle pump or
small compressor. A special launch pad is
required for holding the rocket while it is being
pressurized. When the desired pressure is
reached, the rocket is launched by releasing
hold-down clamps. The instructions that follow
explain how to construct the launcher and
provides a list of needed materials. Only a few
tools and simple construction techniques are
required to construct a launch pad that can be
used year after year.

Materials

Refer to the shopping list (see page 113)
Saw
Drill
Screw driver
Bicycle pump or small electric compressor

Management

Most of the materials on the shopping list are
obtained from a hardware/lumber store. If
needed, the list can be given to a salesperson
to assist in locating the needed parts. The list
includes sizes, descriptions, and the number of
each part required.
A scrap piece of 2x4 may be available
at the lumber store. You will need two short
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pieces, 6” and 3” long. The short piece should
Pull on the hose until the stopper just rests
have pilot holes drilled for the screws that will
on the tee. Thread the lower nipple into the
attach the block to the launcher base. The
ﬂange.
block supports a launch rod that guides the
5. Stand the 6” 2X4 block (part #3) next to the
rocket during the ﬁrst few moments of the liftoff.
ﬂange. Mark screw holes for three corner
The other block should have pilot holes for
braces (part #6). The braces will hold the
attaching the corner irons to mount the block
block in place. One brace goes on each side
to the base and for supporting the hold-down
and one on the side of the block opposite the
clamps.
ﬂange. Drill pilot holes into the base and the
Although not required, it is recommended
block. Screw the block tothe base.
that the wooden parts are painted or varnished. 6. Drill two pilot holes into the small block (part
These parts will be blasted with water each time
#2), laid on its side. The holes should go
a rocket is launched and ﬁnishing the wood will
straight through. Place the block next to the
reduce potential warping.
ﬂange opposite the ﬁrst block. Screw it in
place.
7.
Push
an empty soft drink bottle on to the
Assembly Instructions:
stopper for alignment of the other parts to be
1. Screw the
added.
galvanized
8.
Drill
hole in the small block large enough to
ﬂoor ﬂange
accept the launch rod (part #4). The hole
(part # 7) to
Inside
should be positioned so that the rod will just
the center of
View
rest against the side of the bottle.
the launcher
9. Align the two 8” mending plates (part
base.
#11) with the bottle lip (just above the cap
2. Slide one end
threads - the bottle is upside down). You
of the air hose
will probably have to adjust the height of the
(part #13) into
stopper. When launching, the bottle neck
the center
(rocket nozzle) will have to make a tight seal
hole of the
with the stopper. The mending plates (hold
pipe tee (part
down clamps) press and hold the bottle on
#9). The hose
the stopper while air is being pumped in.
should be
Turn one or both of the nipples to raise or
bent so that it
lower the stopper and the bottle to match the
extends about
clamps with the bottle lip. (The two plates
7 cm out the top hole of the tee. It will take a
are like vice jaws that pivot sideways against
little force to make the bend.
the bottle neck just above the lip. Screws
3. Thread the brass nipples (part # 8) into each
inserted in the second hole (from the back) of
end of the tee. The hose will extend through
the top nipple.
4. Jam the barb splicer
Guide Screw Fulcrum screw
(part #10) into the end
of the hose that you
pushed through the
Bottle Lip
Mounting
tee and nipple. Push
Plate
the other end of the
becomes
Large Block
barb into the hole
hold-down
of the stopper (part
clamp
#12). The wide end
of the stopper should
be nearest the nipple.
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of each plate serve as fulcrums. The plates
pivot inward to grab the bottle. (When the
plates are pivoted outward, they release it.)
When you are satisﬁed that the plates will get
a good grip on the bottle, mark the positions
of the second holes and screw the plates
to the upper end of the large block. Screw
them in just enough to keep the plates from
rocking but not so tight as enough to prevent
them from swinging from side to side.
10. Install two guide screws about 3/4” apart.
The guide screws ensure that both plates
open fully and release the bottle. Refer to the
diagram to see the positioning of the plates
on the 6” block.
11. Wrap several rubber bands around the
short ends of the clamps. You will have to
experiment a bit to get the right tension in the
bands to pull the clamps apart for the launch.
Top Down
View of
Hold-Down
Clamps

Rocket bottle

12. Thread the hook and loop cable tie (part
#14) through the end screw hole of one of
the two mounting plates. This permanently
attaches the tie to the plate. Tie the launch
string to the other end of the tie. The string
should be about 4 meters long.
13. Connect the bicycle pump or compressor
hose to the air hose. Depending upon the
kind of pump you have, you may have to
obtain a connector to ﬁt the pump. One
approach is to install a second barb splicer
into the other end of the launcher’s air hose.
Cut the pump hose and push the barb into
it to make the connection. Use small hose
clamps to secure the barb to the hose.
Other kinds of connectors are available, and
some experimentation may be necessary.
(One approach is to take the launcher and
your pump to the hardware store and ask for
recommendations.)

Guide screws

Fulcrum screws

Placing the hold-down clamps (8” mending plates)
The diagram above shows the position of a rocket bottle. The clamps are screwed into the
block and are free to swing side-to-side. The guide screws ensure that both clamps open
at the same time (not just one opening wide and the other one staying put). When ready for
launch, the clamps are swung to the middle to grab on to the bottle neck just above the lip.
The diagram to the right shows the hook and loop cable tie wrapped around the clamps.
When the string is pulled, the tie is peeled off, and the clamps are released. The rubber
bands on the other end of the clamps pull them apart, and the rocket lifts off.
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• To place a rocket with water inside on the
base, hold the rocket horizontally. Tip up the
base and push the nozzle onto the stopper.
Grasp the bottle with the clamps and hold
them in position with the cable wrap. Set
the rocket and launch platform level. It is not
necessary to anchor the pad on the ground.
• A small pull on the string attached to the
cable wrap is enough to peel it back and
release the hold-down clamps.
• Students near the launcher should wear safety
goggles while the rocket is being pressurized
and launched.
• Keep other students about 5 to 10 meters
from the launcher (further if you elect to use
higher launch pressures).
• Do not let students attempt to catch their
rockets unless the rocket has successfully
deployed its parachute.

Tips on Using the Launcher
• It is important to keep the bottle sealed with
the stopper as it is being pressurized. If the
bottle leaks (a small spray comes out as it
is being pressurized), the seal is too loose.
Raise the stopper by unscrewing one or both
of the nipples a turn or two to elevate the
stopper.
• New plastic (PET) soft drink bottles are
capable of withstanding about 100 or more
pounds per square inch (psi) of pressure. A
2 to 1 safety factor is recommended. Do
not let students pump the bottle above 50
psi. Bottles can be damaged during the
construction process. Also bottles can be
damaged on landing. Retire water rockets
after 10 ﬂights or sooner if you suspect
damage.

4

Completed Water
Rocket Launcher

5

11

12
14

15

13

8
3

9
2

1
6

7

Part 10 not visible
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1 - Wooden Base
(Circle 16” diameter or
16“ square 16”, plywood or
joined lumber, 3/4” to 1 1/2”
thick) Lumber Supply

3 - 1 1/2” x 5/8” Corner
Brace
Hardware store

2 - 8” Mending Plate
with screws
Hardware store

1 - 3” Wood Block
(cut from 2X4)
Lumber Supply

2

11

6

1

1 - Number 3, 1 hole
Rubber Stopper
School science supply,
Some hardware stores

1 - 1/2” Galv FLR
Flange
with screws
Hardware store

Shopping List

12
Drill pilot screw holes and
hole for the dowel launch rod
1 - 6” Wood
Block
(cut from 2X4)
Lumber Supply

7
6-10’ - 1/2” O.D. 1/4” I.D.
High Pressure Air Hose
(with connector for bicycle
pump/compressor)
Hardware Store

2 - 1/2 MIP Hex Nipple
(brass)
Hardware store

8

3
1 - 5/16” Dowel (36”
long)
4
Lumber Supply

1 - 1/2” Cast Female Pipe
Tee (brass)
Hardware store

13

Hook and Loop Cable Tie
(e.g., Velcro® One Wrap)
Office or Hardware store

14

9
4 - #12 pan head metal
5
screws
4 - #10x3/4” wood screws
2 - #10x2 1/2” wood
screws
Hardware store

1 - 1/4” I.D. Barb
Splicer
(brass)

#64 Rubber Bands
Office store

15
10
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Rocket Activity

Water Rocket
Construction
Objective

Student teams will construct water rockets and
successfully launch them.

Description

National Science Content Standards
Physical Science
• Position and motion of objects
• Motions and forces
Science and Technology
• Abilities of technological design
National Mathematics Content Standards
• Geometry
• Measurement
National Mathematics Process Standards
• Connections

Using plastic soft drink bottles, cardboard or
Styrofoam food trays, tape, and glue, small
teams of students design and construct
rockets. A simple assembly stand assists
them in gluing ﬁns on their rockets, and a nose
cone is mounted on the top. A small lump of
modeling clay is inserted into the nose cone
to enhance the rocket’s stability in ﬂight. The
rocket is launched with a special launcher. The
plans for the launcher are found in the Water
Rocket Launcher activity.

Materials

2-liter soft drink bottle (1 per team)
Styrofoam food trays
Posterboard, cardboard
Masking tape
Low-temperature glue guns and glue
1- to 2-inch piece of 1/2” PVC pipe
4X4X1-inch board (per team) and small
screw and washer
4 ounces of clay
Safety goggles
Plastic grocery sacks or thin fabric scraps
String
Sandpaper or emery boards
Art supplies
Water rocket launcher (see page 109)
Bicycle pump or small compressor
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Management

Begin collecting 2-liter soft drink bottles a few
weeks before the activity. Save the caps, too.
Rinse the bottles and remove the labels. There
will be some glue adhesive remaining on the
bottle. Goo remover can be used to clean it off,
but it tends to smear the surface.
Construct assembly stands out of small
blocks of wood. Attach a bottle cap to the
middle of each board with a small screw and a
washer through the cap. When students begin
constructing their rockets, they screw the bottle
neck into the cap, and the board below will hold
the rocket upright for gluing. The blocks also
make a convenient way of storing the rockets
upright when not being worked on.

Make mounting stands by screwing the plastic
bottle caps to a board. Use a washer for
added strength.

Pre-cut the PVC segments. The cuts can
be slanted to streamline them. A saw or PVC
cutter is used for cutting. The segments act as
launch lugs to guide the rocket up the launch
rod during the ﬁrst moments of the rocket’s
skyward climb.
Be sure to use lowtemperature glue guns. Hightemperature guns will melt
the plastic bottle. A small
dish of ice water in a central
location is helpful for students
Launch lug with
who get hot glue on their
ﬁngers. Immersing the ﬁngers slanted cuts.
will immediately chill the
glue. Do not put bowls of water near the guns
themselves because the guns use electricity
for heating, and shorting could occur if they get
wet.
Special Note The activity entitled Project X51 (see page 118) lays out an entire process

for constructing water rockets through launch
and reporting. Student teams form rocket
companies and compete for government
contracts. The procedures that follow here
should be used for the construction phase of
Project X-51.

Background

A water rocket is a chamber, usually a 2-liter
soft drink bottle, partially ﬁlled with water. Air
is forced inside with a pump. When the rocket
is released, the pressurized air forces water out
the nozzle (pour spout). The bottle launches
itself in the opposite direction. The bottle
usually has a nose cone for streamlining and
ﬁns for stability.
Water rockets are easily capable of 100meter-high ﬂights, but advanced hobbyists have
combined bottles and staged bottles for ﬂights
over 300 meters high.
Water bottle rockets are ideal for
teaching Newton’s laws of motion. The launch
of the rocket easily demonstrates Newton’s
third law. Students can see the water shooting
out of the nozzle (action) and see the rocket
streak into the sky (reaction). Students can also
experiment with different pressure levels inside
the chamber and different amounts of water.
The rocket will not ﬂy very high if it is ﬁlled only
with air. The air will quickly rush out during the
launch, but its mass is very low. Consequently,
the thrust produced is also low (Newton’s
second law). By placing water in the bottle, the
air has to force the water out ﬁrst before it can
leave the bottle. The water increases the mass
expelled by the rocket, thereby increasing the
thrust.
Like all rockets, the ﬂight performance
of water bottle rockets is strongly inﬂuenced
by the rocket’s design and the care taken in its
construction. Beveling the leading and trailing
edges of ﬁns allows them to slice through the
air more cleanly. Straight-mounted ﬁns produce
little friction or drag with the air. A small amount
of ballast weight inside the nose cone helps
balance the rocket. This moves the center of
mass of the rocket forward while still leaving a
large ﬁn surface area at the rear. In ﬂight, the
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rocket design acts like a weather vane, with the
nose cone pointed up and the ﬁns down.

Procedure

1. Set up a supply station with materials such
as Styrofoam food trays, posterboard, tape,
sandpaper, and art supplies.
2. Set up a gluing station with several heated
low-temperature glue guns and extra glue
sticks.
3. Divide students into teams for constructing
rockets. If using Project X-51, describe the
project to them and explain its objectives.
Discuss construction techniques for their
rockets. Give each team an assembly stand
and a 2-liter soft drink bottle. Project X-51
requires teams to keep track of the materials
they used. Even if they are not doing the
project, it is still good for teams to account
for the materials used.
4. Show teams how to use the glue guns and
point out the cold water dish in case glue
gets on ﬁngers. Students should wear safety
goggles when gluing.
5. Describe how ﬁns can be smoothed with
sandpaper to slice through the air with little
drag.
6. Remind teams to add clay to the inside of
their nose cones.

7. Have teams glue
launch lugs to the
side of the rocket
midway up the body
of the rocket and
position it midway
between two ﬁns.
8. Challenge teams to
think up a way to
add a parachute to
their rockets for soft
landings. Plastic
grocery bags or
lightweight fabric
scraps can be cut
to make parachutes
Launch Lug
and strings can be
used to attach them.
The nose cone must
remain in place until
the rocket reaches the top of its ﬂight; then it
should open and release the parachute.

Trim ﬁn edges with sandpaper to give them
knife-blade shapes to slice through the air.
The Assembly Stand supports the rocket
while it is being constructed.
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9. When the rockets have been completed,
Assessment
have teams qualify their rockets for ﬂight by
• Inspect each team’s rocket for the
conducting string tests. Using several feet
construction skill employed. Fins should be
of string, tie the rocket around the middle so
vertical and securely attached. The rocket
that it balances. Because of the nose cone
should be stable.
weight, the balance point will be towards the • Observe the ﬂights and note how the recovery
nose. When the rocket hangs level, a small
system designed by teams worked.
piece of tape should be temporarily ﬁxed to
the string and bottle to keep the string from
Extensions
slipping. The rocket is then twirled in a circle. • Conduct a space art show to feature
If the rocket tumbles while circling, it is not
decorating schemes of team rockets. Have
stable and needs more nose cone weight,
students draw artist’s conceptions of their
bigger ﬁns, or a combination of both. If the
rockets in ﬂight. (See The Art of Spaceﬂight
rocket circles with the nose always pointed
on page 146). To view artist’s conceptions
forward, it is stable and ready for ﬂight.
of NASA’s new Constellation program, see
(More information about string tests will be
pages 13-17.
found in the instructions for Project X-51.)

Clear an open space for swing tests.

10. Review launch procedures with the teams.
The instructions are outlined in the activity
for constructing a water rocket launcher (see
page 109). Conduct an inspection the day
before the launch to ensure that rocket ﬁns
are securely attached.
11. Set up a tracking station for measuring the
altitudes achieved by the rockets. Follow
all safety procedures and instructions when
launching the team rockets.
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